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Abstract

Due to an intricate interplay of electronic, magnetic, orbital, and struc-

tural degrees of freedom, transition metal oxides host a variety of

nearly degenerate phases. These intertwined correlations can lead to

a plethora of fascinating phenomena such as multiferroicity, colossal

magnetoresistance, or even high-temperature superconductivity. The

�ne energy balance of Coulomb correlations, crystal �eld e�ects, and

spin-orbit coupling results in rich and complex phase diagrams hosting

several electronic, magnetic, and structural transitions triggered by ex-

ternal perturbations such as chemical doping, temperature, or pressure

changes. The unprecedented opportunities o�ered by these so-called

quantum materials are direct manifestations of quantum mechanics on

a macroscopic scale and their application could unleash a revolution in

modern technology in several �elds, such as electronics, energy storage

and conversion, sensing, etc. However, the ultimate control and use of

transition metal oxides, e.g. as active elements in electronic devices,

requires a fundamental understanding of the underlying physical phe-

nomena in order to tailor the speci�c material behavior.

In this thesis we focus on two representative transition metal ox-

ide systems, the rare-earth nickelates of composition RNiO3 and the

single layer ruthenate Ca2RuO4, whose magnetic and electronic re-

sponses show an exceptional susceptibility to structural deformations,

such as tilts and rotations of the rather rigid NiO6 or RuO6 octahedra.

To date most research on both compounds has focused on bulk crys-

v
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talline samples or powders with modi�ed composition, mostly through

cation exchange. Here, we introduce di�erent perturbations to further

explore the phase diagram of these compounds. In particular, we sta-

bilize phases without analogue in the bulk materials' systems by means

of heterostructuring and electrical currents. Besides the creation of

novel phases, the study of a perturbed system o�ers the possibility to

access the microscopic energy scales at play and to discriminate the

hierarchy of several order parameters, which are often simultaneously

present in correlated oxide materials and sometimes di�cult to disen-

tangle. For all studies presented in this thesis we use experimental

techniques based on light scattering to probe direct manifestations of

a modi�ed electronic and magnetic structure. Thereby, we access and

quantify microscopically relevant parameters, such as the magnetic ex-

change coupling constants, which drive the low-energy physics in the

equilibrium and nonequilibrium states of transition metal oxides.

We �rst focus on the rare-earth nickelates, which are archetypal

correlated oxides showing a Mott metal-to-insulator transition and a

unique antiferromagnetic order which is incompatible with simple su-

perexchange models. This peculiar spin order and its interplay with the

bond order that accompanies the metal-insulator transition has been

subject to investigation for decades. Heterostructures comprising rare-

earth nickelates have revealed fascinating opportunities to selectively

control di�erent order parameters, where phases with modi�ed mag-

netic or bond order, such as spin-density waves, were realized. How-

ever, a full understanding of the electronic properties and the hierarchy

of order parameters in RNiO3, both in bulk form and as thin active

layers in heterostructures, remains elusive mainly because of the lack

of a suitable probe to simultaneously investigate spin and bond or-

der. Here, we exploit the unique capabilities of resonant inelastic x-ray

scattering to study both magnetic and bond order in rare-earth nick-

elates on a quantitative level. Using advanced modeling based on a

double cluster approach to reproduce the experimental datasets, we
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quantify the bond order in bulk-like samples and heterostructures. We

�nd that the bond disproportionation in superstructures is suppressed

due to two-dimensional con�nement. Furthermore, we investigate the

magnetic order and exchange interactions in the very same samples by

measuring their dispersive spin excitations. First, we focus on a bulk-

like reference sample and develop a microscopic model to explain the

peculiar antiferromagnetic spin spiral that characterizes the magnetic

structure of RNiO3 systems. Using this spin-only model, we quantify

the exchange interactions in rare-earth nickelates. Next, we look into

heterostructures with modi�ed bond disproportionation and a mag-

netic state di�erent from the bulk. Our study of superlattices grown

in the [001] direction of the perovskite structure reveals a robust non-

collinear spin spiral magnetic order with dispersive magnon excitations

that are essentially unperturbed by bond order modulations and spatial

con�nement. By contrast, we �nd magnons with �at dispersions and

strongly reduced energies in superlattices grown in the [111] direction

of the pseudocubic perovskite structure that exhibit collinear magnetic

ordering. These results give insight into the interplay of di�erent col-

lective ordering phenomena in a prototypical 3d transition metal oxide

and identify resonant inelastic x-ray scattering as a powerful tool to

quantitatively study several order parameters and the corresponding

collective excitations within a single experiment.

In another set of experiments, we develop further understanding en-

abling the epitaxial control of transition metal oxides and their proper-

ties. In particular, we access and quantify the underlying length scales

that allow the stabilization of novel phases by means of heterostruc-

turing. To this end we investigate the in�uence of epitaxial strain

and two dimensional con�nement in NdNiO3 thin �lms using several

complementary methods, such as electrical transport measurements,

scanning transmission electron microscopy, and resonant elastic x-ray

scattering. Our study focuses on the evolution of the metal-to-insulator

and antiferromagnetic transitions in NdNiO3 �lms as a function of �lm
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thickness and NdGaO3 crystallographic substrate orientation. We �nd

that modi�cations of the NiO6 octahedral network are the crucial fac-

tor for tuning the transition temperatures over a wide temperature

range, while the metal-to-insulator transition is more susceptible to

structural modi�cations. This observation is in accordance with den-

sity functional theory calculations, which reveal that small di�erences

in the structural properties substantially a�ect the electronic interac-

tions. Moreover, our resonant x-ray scattering study of the magnetic

phase reveals that the period-four magnetic state is a robust order,

where heteroepitaxially induced modi�cations of the bond dispropor-

tionation are re�ected in the microscopic spin structure. Our results

provide insights into the structure-property relationship of a correlated

electron system and its evolution on microscopic length scales. This

opens further prospects for the epitaxial control of macroscopic phases

in metal-oxide heterostructures.

Interesting new physics emerge in the study of a second correlated

oxide material, the single layer ruthenate Ca2RuO4� a 4d transi-

tion metal oxide with larger spin-orbit coupling compared to 3d tran-

sition metal oxides. The increasing strength of the spin-orbit cou-

pling enhances the susceptibility of the magnetic ground state to struc-

tural distortions, which is re�ected in a rich phase diagram as a func-

tion of pressure, temperature, and doping. At ambient pressure, pure

Ca2RuO4 hosts a temperature-driven metal-to-insulator transition and

an unconventional antiferromagnetic state. Recent experiments have

revealed a method to dynamically and continuously tune the proper-

ties of Ca2RuO4 by the application of electrical currents. The in-situ

control of transition metal oxides constitutes an important step towards

a future use of these materials as active elements for in-operando sys-

tems. While several recent studies report current-driven transitions into

metallic and semimetallic states in Ca2RuO4, fundamental questions

such as the microscopic mechanism and the possible role of Joule heat-

ing remain unanswered so far. We use Raman light scattering to study
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the e�ect of heating in the current-stabilized nonequilibrium phases of

Ca2RuO4 and �nd that heating is not the cause of the new phase in

an actively cooled environment. We further investigate the current-

stabilized phases of Ca2RuO4 as a function of temperature and current

and identify manifestations of orbital and charge �uctuations in the

nonequilibrium semimetallic and metallic states. Our results demon-

strate that the semimetallic state is a genuine e�ect of the applied

electrical current and that the current-induced phases exhibit charac-

teristics distinct from the equilibrium ones.

In summary, the studies performed within the scope of this thesis

illustrate the possibility to stabilize exotic and novel phases by means

of heteroepitaxy and electrical currents. Additionally, we demonstrate

that a synergistic combination of light scattering with theoretical mod-

els and complementary experimental methods provides access to the

competing energy scales, which govern the electronic structure and

consequently the macroscopic properties of these compounds. Our

results provide quantitative insights into crucial microscopic param-

eters, such as exchange couplings, of unperturbed and nonequilibrium

states in oxide materials and demonstrate opportunities to �ne-tune

the macroscopic properties of quantum materials, by exploiting exter-

nal perturbations. Therefore this thesis paves the road to harness the

rich properties and functionalities of transition metal oxides for the

next-generation of on-demand applications.
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Zusammenfassung

Aufgrund eines komplexen Wechselspiels von elektronischen, orbitalen,

magnetischen und strukturellen Freiheitsgraden besitzen Übergangs-

metalloxide eine Vielzahl von energetisch dicht beieinanderliegenden

Phasen. In diesem Zusammenhang können faszinierende Phänomene

wie Multiferroizität, kolossaler Magnetwiderstand oder sogar Hochtem-

peratursupraleitung auftreten. Die fein abgestimmte Balance zwis-

chen verschiedenen Energieskalen, wie z. B. elektronischen Korrelatio-

nen, Kristallfeld-E�ekten und Spin-Bahn Kopplung, spiegelt sich in

komplexen und vielfältigen Phasendiagrammen der Übergangsmetall-

oxide wider, die zumeist mehrere elektronische, magnetische und struk-

turelle Übergänge in Abhängigkeit von externen Ein�üssen wie Tem-

peratur, Druck oder chemischer Dotierung aufweisen. Die beispiellose

Fülle an Eigenschaften dieser Materialklasse ist eine direkte Manifes-

tation quantenmechanischer E�ekte auf einer menschlich erfassbaren

Skala. Anwendungsmöglichkeiten dieser E�ekte besitzen groÿes Po-

tential eine technische Revolution auszulösen. Für eine volle Kon-

trolle und Nutzung von Übergangsmetalloxiden als Bestandteil von ak-

tiven Bauelementen, zum Beispiel in elektronischen Schaltungen, ist

jedoch ein umfassendes Verständnis der zugrundeliegenden physikalis-

chen Phänomene nötig.

In der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit fokussieren wir uns auf zwei ty-

pische Übergangsmetalloxide, die Seltenerd-Nickelate RNiO3 und das

quasi-zweidimensionale System Ca2RuO4. Elektronische und magnetis-

xi
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che Eigenschaften beider Materialsysteme weisen eine auÿergewöhn-

liche Sensitivität gegenüber strukturellen Modi�zierungen auf, wie zum

Beispiel der Rotation oder Neigung der relativ starren NiO6 bzw. RuO6

Oktaeder. Bis heute hat sich der gröÿte Teil der Forschung an diesen

Systemen auf die Volumeneigenschaften konzentriert, die an vergleich-

sweise groÿen und massiven Proben in kristalliner- oder Pulverform bes-

timmt wurden. Zudem wurden verschiedene Materialvarianten mit le-

icht veränderter Zusammensetzung untersucht. In dieser Arbeit nutzen

wir andere externe Ein�üsse aus, um die Komplexität und Vielfalt der

Volumenphasendiagramme zu erforschen, sowie exotische Nichtgleich-

gewichtszustände zu stabilisieren, die kein Analogon im unbeein�ussten

Materialsystem haben. Die extrinsisch beein�ussten, und so aus dem

Gleichgewicht gebrachten Zustände bieten zudem die Möglichkeit in-

trinsische Energieskalen des Materialsystems und die Hierarchie ver-

schiedener Ordnungsparameter zu bestimmen. In korrelierten Oxiden

sind oft mehrere Ordnungsparameter koexistent, was eine getrennte

Untersuchung erschwert. In allen Studien, die in dieser Arbeit aufge-

führt werden, setzen wir Experimente basierend auf Lichtstreuung ein,

um den direkten Ein�uss der externen Störung auf die elektronische

Struktur zu untersuchen. Dies erlaubt uns mikroskopisch relevante Pa-

rameter, wie z. B. die Austauschwechselwirkung, zu quanti�zieren und

so wichtige Einblicke in die zugrundeliegende Physik von Übergangs-

metalloxiden zu gewinnen.

Zunächst konzentrieren wir uns auf die Materialklasse der Seltenerd-

Nickelate, die als Prototyp für ein stark korreliertes Elektronensys-

tem betrachtet werden können. Die Seltenerd-Nickelate zeigen, als

Funktion der Temperatur und des Seltenerdionenradius, einen Mott-

artigen Metall-zu-Isolator Übergang und eine charakteristische antifer-

romagnetische Ordnung, die kein Pendant in anderen oxidischen Ma-

terialien hat. Sowohl die einzigartige mikroskopische Anordnung der

Spins in diesem System als auch das Wechselspiel von magnetischer

Ordnung und Bindungsdisproportionierung, die als Schlüsselmechanis-
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mus des Metall-zu-Isolator Übergangs angesehen wird, sind seit Jahr-

zehnten Gegenstand intensivster Forschungsarbeit. Heterostrukturen

bestehend aus Seltenerd-Nickelaten zeigen faszinierende Möglichkeiten

unterschiedliche Ordnungsparameter selektiv zu kontrollieren, wobei

neuartige Phasen mit einer veränderten Spinstruktur oder Spindichte-

wellen realisiert werden können. Viele Fragen bezüglich der elektro-

nischen Struktur, sowohl in Volumenmaterialien als auch Dünn�lm-

strukturen, sind jedoch noch o�en, da bisher die Möglichkeit fehlte

magnetische Ordnung und Bindungsdisproportionierung gleichzeitig zu

untersuchen. In der vorliegenden Arbeit bedienen wir uns der resonan-

ten inelastischen Röntgenstreuung, die uns die einzigartige Möglichkeit

bietet, magnetische Ordnung und Bindungsdisproportionierung in den

Seltenerd-Nickelaten gleichzeitig zu quanti�zieren. Mithilfe von Mo-

dellrechnungen basierend auf einem Doppel-Cluster-Ansatz bestimmen

wir die Amplitude und damit die Stärke der Bindungsdisproportionie-

rung in Dünnschichten und Heterostrukturen. Unsere Untersuchung

enthüllt eine starke Unterdrückung der Bindungsdisproportionierung in

Übergittern, verursacht durch die Heteroepitaxie. Anschlieÿend ermit-

teln wir in den gleichen Proben die magnetische Ordnung einschlieÿlich

der vorliegenden Austauschwechselwirkungen durch die Analyse disper-

siver Spinanregungen, auch Magnonen genannt. Zunächst betrachten

wir relativ dicke Filme und entwickeln ein neues mikroskopisches Mo-

dell, durch das die ungewöhnliche antiferromagnetische Ordnung erst-

mals durch die Berücksichtigung eines sogenannten Doppelaustausch-

beitrags verstanden werden kann. Dieses Spinmodell ermöglicht es

weiterhin die Gröÿe der Austauschwechselwirkungen in den Seltenerd-

Nickelaten zu bestimmen. Im Anschluss untersuchen wir Heterostruk-

turen, die eine modi�zierte Bindungsdisproportionierung bzw. Spinord-

nung im Vergleich zu den Volumenproben aufweisen. Übergitter, die

in der [001] Richtung der Perovskitstruktur gewachsen wurden, zeigen

eine robuste Spinspirale mit dispersiven Spinanregungen, die gröÿten-

teils unabhängig von der reduzierten Bindungsdisproportionierung und
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räumlichen Einschränkung sind. Im Gegensatz dazu beobachten wir

Magnonen mit �acher Dispersion und reduzierter Anregungsenergie in

Übergittern, die in der [111] Richtung gewachsen wurden und kollineare

magnetische Ordnung aufweisen. Diese Erkenntnisse geben wichtige,

neue Einblicke in das Wechselspiel verschiedener kollektiver Ordnungs-

phänomene in einem typischen 3d Übergangsmetalloxid und etablieren

die resonante inelastische Röntgenstreuung als wertvolle Methode, um

verschiedene Ordnungsparameter und die korrespondierenden kollek-

tiven Anregungen quantitativ in ein und dem selben Experiment zu

bestimmen.

Im weiteren Verlauf dieser Arbeit quanti�zieren wir auch die mikros-

kopischen Längenskalen auf denen die epitaktische Kontrolle von Über-

gangsmetalloxiden und deren Eigenschaften möglich ist. Deshalb unter-

suchen wir den Ein�uss epitaktischer Verspannung und zweidimension-

aler Einschränkung der elektronischen Struktur auf NdNiO3-Dünn�ime

mit verschiedenen komplementären Methoden, wie z. B. Transportmes-

sungen, Raster-Transmissionselektronenmikroskopie und resonanter elas-

tischer Röntgenstreuung. Wir analysieren insbesondere die Temperatur

des Metall-zu-Isolator und des magnetischen Übergangs in Abhängig-

keit von der Filmdicke und der Orientierung des NdGaO3 Substrates.

Unsere Studie zeigt, dass eine modi�zierte Anordnung der NiO6 Ok-

taeder auschlaggebend ist, um die Übergangstemperaturen über einen

weiten Bereich zu variieren, wobei die Übergangstemperatur des Metall-

zu-Isolator Übergangs deutlich sensitiver auf strukturelle Veränderung-

en reagiert. Letzteres kann mittels Dichtefunktionaltheorie erklärt wer-

den, da kleine strukturelle Modi�kationen von einer substanziellen Ver-

änderung in den elektronischen Wechselwirkungen und der Bindungs-

disproportionierung begleitet werden. Die Untersuchung der magne-

tischen Ordnung mit resonanter Röntgenstreuung deutet darauf hin,

dass die Spinordnung mit einer Periodizität von vier Einheitszellen ein

robuster Ordnungszustand ist, welcher lediglich durch eine grundle-

gend veränderte Bindungsdisproportionierung moduliert wird. Unsere
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Ergebnisse geben direkten Einblick in das eng verknüpfte Wechselspiel

zwischen strukturellen und elektronischen Eigenschaften in einem kor-

relierten Oxid, sowie dessen Entwicklung hin zu mikroskopischen Län-

genskalen. Zudem werden konkrete Möglichkeiten aufgezeigt, wie man

neuartige makroskopische Zustände in Übergangsmetalloxiden mittels

Epitaxie in Heterostrukturen gezielt stabilisieren kann.

Als zweites Materialsystem untersuchen wir Ca2RuO4 � ein 4d

Übergangsmetalloxid welches eine gröÿere Spin-Bahn Kopplung im Ver-

gleich zu den 3d Oxiden aufweist. Die ausgeprägte Spin-Bahn Kop-

plung in diesem System erhöht die Emp�ndlichkeit der elektronischen

Struktur gegenüber strukturellen Variationen, was sich in einem viel-

fältigen Phasendiagramm mit Übergängen abhängig von Temperatur,

Druck oder Dotierung widerspiegelt. Ca2RuO4 besitzt einen temper-

aturgetriebenen Metall-zu-Isolator Übergang und, auch hier, basiert die

antiferromagnetische Ordnung auf einem auÿergewöhnlichen Mechanis-

mus. Neueste Forschungsarbeiten haben die Möglichkeit aufgezeigt, die

Eigenschaften des Materialsystem dynamisch und kontinuierlich durch

elektrische Ströme zu modulieren. Diese in-situ Kontrolle der Mate-

rialeigenschaften von Übergangsmetalloxiden ist ein wichtiger Schritt

für die Verwendung von oxidischen Materialien als aktive Bauelemente

für in-operando Systeme. In einigen neuen Arbeiten wurden strom-

getriebene Übergänge in metallische und halbmetallische Phasen in

Ca2RuO4 beobachtet, wobei grundlegenden Fragen zum mikroskopi-

schen Mechanismus, sowie dem Ein�uss von joulescher Erwärmung

durch den Strom noch o�en sind. In dieser Studie setzen wir Raman-

Lichtstreuung ein, um die Erwärmung in den durch den Strom sta-

bilisierten Nichtgleichgewichtszuständen von Ca2RuO4 zu untersuchen.

Wir zeigen, dass die Strom-induzierte Erwärmung komplett vermieden

werden kann, wenn die Probenumgebung aktiv gekühlt wird. Des

Weiteren vermessen wir die durch den Strom stabilisierten Phasen von

Ca2RuO4 als Funktion von Temperatur und Stromstärke, und �nden

Hinweise auf Ladungs- und Orbital�uktuationen in den metallisch-
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en und halbmetallischen Nichtgleichgewichtszuständen. Unsere Ergeb-

nisse stellen eindeutig klar, dass die halbmetallische Phase allein auf

den angelegten Strom zurückgeführt werden kann, und identi�zieren

spezielle Eigenschaften der Nichtgleichgewichtszustände, die im unge-

störten Zustand nicht vorliegen.

Zusammengefasst zeigen die in der vorliegenden Arbeit präsentierten

Studien die Möglichkeiten auf, exotische Zustände mithilfe von Hetero-

epitaxie und Strom�uss zu stabilisieren. Zudem verdeutlichen wir, dass

eine synergetische Kombination von Lichtstreuexperimenten und the-

oretischen Modellrechungen die Bestimmung von mikroskopischen En-

ergieskalen ermöglichen, welche die elektronische Struktur und schluss-

endlich das makroskopische Verhalten von Übergangsmetalloxiden de-

�nieren. Unsere Ergebnisse geben quantitative Einblicke in fundamen-

tale mikroskopische Wechselwirkungsparameter von oxidischen Mate-

rialien für Phasen im und auÿerhalb des Gleichgewichtszustands, und

verdeutlichen das Potenzial welches externe Ein�üsse bieten, um die

Charakteristika von Quantenmaterialen maÿzuschneidern. Hierdurch

o�enbaren sich ungeahnte Möglichkeiten für die Anwendung von Über-

gangsmetalloxiden, da diese Vielzahl von Eigenschaften reichhaltige

Funktionalitäten mit sich bringt.
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ABF annular bright-�eld, imaging technique in transition

electron microscopy

AFM antiferromagnetic/antiferromagnetism

BESSY II Berliner Elektronenspeicherring-Gesellschaft für Syn-

chrotronstrahlung II, synchrotron facility in Berlin, Ger-

many

CCD charge-coupled device, detector used e.g. for Raman

and RIXS experiments

DFT density functional theory

ERIXS RIXS spectrometer at the ID32 beamline at the ESRF,

France

ESRF European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, synchrotron

facility in Grenoble, France

FM ferromagnetic

FWHM full width at half maximum

HAADF high-angle annular dark-�eld, imaging technique in

transition electron microscopy

INS inelastic neutron scattering

LB long bond, one type of octahedra in the bond-

disproportionated phase of rare-earth nickelates

LINAC linear accelerator, essential part of a synchrotron facility

LNO LaNiO3
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xviii Acronyms

LSAO LaSrAlO3

LSAT [LaAlO3]0.3 × [Sr2AlTaO6]0.7

MIT metal-to-insulator transition

MLFT multiplet ligand �eld theory

NGO NdGaO3

NNO NdNiO3

pc pseudocubic

PGM plane grating monochromator, essential element of a soft

x-ray beamline and RIXS spectrometer

PLD pulsed laser deposition

PNO PrNiO3

REXS resonant elastic x-ray scattering

RIXS resonant inelastic x-ray scattering

RXS resonant x-ray scattering, i.e. resonant elastic and in-

elastic x-ray scattering

RNiO3 rare-earth nickelates with with R = La - Lu or Y

SB short bond (c.f. long bond)

SDW spin-density wave, metallic AFM with weak sub-lattice

magnetization

SL superlattice, periodic structure of at least two di�erent

materials

SOC spin-orbit coupling

STEM scanning transmission electron microscopy

STO SrTiO3

TM transition metal

TMO transition metal oxide

uc unit cell

VLS variable line spacing, plane grating used in the soft x-ray

range

XAS x-ray absorption spectroscopy

XRD x-ray di�raction

XRR x-ray re�ectivity



Introduction

Complex transition metal oxides (TMOs) host a plethora of electronic

and magnetic phases arising from strongly-coupled spin, charge, orbital,

and structural degrees of freedom, that can lead to unusual magnetic,

multiferroic, and thermoelectric properties, metal-to-insulator transi-

tions (MITs), and high-temperature superconductivity. The unprece-

dented functionalities o�ered by TMOs could unleash a revolution in

modern technology for a variety of applications ranging from new con-

cepts for energy storage to next-generation electronic devices. In par-

ticular, the diverse magnetism observed in these compounds o�ers in-

triguing prospects for the post-silicon area, as many TMOs show exotic

forms of magnetism, such as spin-density waves or quantum magnetism.

The intriguing electronic and magnetic phenomena observed in TMOs

represent a direct manifestation of quantum mechanics at a macroscopic

level. Therefore this material class is often referred to as quantum ma-

terials. In fact, one of the oldest magnetic materials known to mankind

� magnetite with chemical composition Fe3O4 � is a representative

example of this group of materials. Magnetite has been used by humans

for millennia, but its ferrimagnetism can only be explained quantum

mechanically. Moreover, the nature of the charge order which accom-

panies the magnetism is still debated today [1].

While all materials (including common metals, conventional semi-

conductors, ...) are ultimately governed by the rules of quantum me-

chanics, most TMOs o�er the possibility to make quantum e�ects �visi-

1
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Figure 1: The phase diagram of holde-doped high-Tc cuprates, where a
plethora of phases can be identi�ed. The schematics of this phase dia-
gram prevails to most unconvetional superconductors. Among others,
we emphasize the indisputable role of magnetic �uctuations. The Fig.
is from Ref. [2].
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ble�. Thereby, quantum e�ects, such as electron correlations, spin-orbit

coupling, and resulting electron-entanglement, directly determine the

macroscopic response of the material. The importance of the electron

correlations governed by the Coulomb interactions has manifested itself

in the discovery of so-called Mott-Hubbard insulators where in contrast

to conventional band insulators (like SrTiO3 with an electron con�gura-

tion of 3d0) the electron-electron correlations can cause insulating states

in systems with partially �lled d bands at the Fermi level (e.g. LaTiO3,

3d1 or LaVO3, 3d2). The Mott-Hubbard physics are highly relevant

for the understanding of a fascinating macroscopic quantum e�ect �

high-temperature superconductivity in layered cuprates systems, such

as La2−xBaxCuO4 or YBa2Cu3O7˘x [3, 4]. These cuprates become su-

perconducting below a transition temperature Tc that lies well above

the boiling temperature of liquid nitrogen. Therefore these systems are

often referred to as high-Tc cuprates, as conventional phonon-mediated

superconductors are limited to Tc / 40K at ambient pressure. Interest-

ingly, the rich phase diagram of hole-doped cuprates (Fig. 1) displays

phenomena that are universal to most unconventional superconductors

and therefore serves as a platform to deduce common features of the

superconducting state. As one can glean from the phase diagram, the

superconducting regime appears upon electron or hole doping from an

antiferromagnetic Mott insulating state [2] suggesting the importance

of magnetic (or spin) �uctuations for an alternative superconducting

pairing mechanism. Intriguingly, the superconducting regime is in close

proximity to a variety of competing states, ranging from insulating to

strange-metal behavior. To further test the universality of these char-

acteristics, substantial research attention moved from high-Tc cuprates

towards other TMOs. In particular, researchers were interested in sys-

tems that are similar, e.g. isostructural and isovalent, to the cuprates

as these analogues could help to distill the essential prerequisites for

superconductivity. In this thesis, we will focus on two of these �aux-

iliary� TMO compounds comprising Ni and Ru ions. Both material
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systems can become superconducting under speci�c conditions. In ad-

dition, many fascinating other phases are available in close proximity

to the superconducting state. Besides the motivation to compare these

materials to the high-Tc cuprates, and most importantly, nickelates and

ruthenates became huge research �elds on their own, due to their rich

physics and unusual properties ranging from strange-metal behavior to

unconventional types of magnetism. We will study the rare-earth nick-

elates of composition RNiO3 (R=rare-earth ion) and the single-layer

ruthenate Ca2RuO4.

Let us start considering the rare-earth nickelates to illustrate how

electron correlations and electronic transitions can give rise to possible

functionalities in TMOs. RNiO3 show fascinating quantum phenomena

such as a MIT [6�11], hydrogenation-induced quantum phase transi-

tions [12�15], bad metal transport [16], and a broad-temperature-range

thermistor behavior [17]. These peculiarities of RNiO3 have been ex-

ploited for electronic and Mott-tronic applications such as current sen-

sors [14], logic devices [12], bio-sensors [13], energy converters [18], etc.

A �rst indication for the pronounced electron correlations in TMOs

and its connection with the rich properties and functionalities can be

gleaned from the periodic table of elements and structural considera-

tions. The group of TMs are given in the section of the periodic table

of elements in Fig. 2 (a). We have highlighted the two elements Ni

and Ru, which constitute the central part of the TMOs discussed in

this thesis. The common feature of TM ions in quantum materials

is a partially �lled d electron valence shell1 with inherent strong elec-

tron correlations, as d orbitals are more localized compared to s or

p shells. Additionally, we point out that d orbitals have a geomet-

ric shape deviating from the sphere of s orbitals, and consequently,

the degree of orbital overlap for neighboring ions is very susceptible

to modi�cations of the crystal lattice. Let us consider one of the sim-

1Note that among others Cu and Zn in elemental form do not have a partially
�lled d electron shell. Nevertheless, the oxidation states Cu2+ or Cu1+, which can
be found in oxide materials, host dn con�gurations with n 6= 10.
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(c) Energy scales in solids

(b) Ruddlesden-Popper phase An+1BnO3n+1(a) Transition metals

Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd
39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg
57-71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

n=1: A2BO4

n=∞: ABO3

Figure 2: (a) Excerpt of the periodic table of elements. The transition
metals (TMs) and their corresponding ions are characterized by a par-
tially �lled d electron shell. We have highlighted the two elements, that
will be discussed in detail in this thesis. (b) Crystal structures for the
two end members of the Ruddlesden-Popper series An+1BnO3n+1. For
all members of this series, the TM ion (B , shown in red) is surrounded
by six oxygen (O, shown in blue). In addition, the unit cell comprises
the A site cations (A, shown in green, typically rare-earth elements).
These layered perovskite structures are very common among TMO com-
pounds, where n quanti�es the number of adjacent BO6 planes. The
two materials discussed in this thesis, Ca2RuO4 and RNiO3, are pro-
totypical examples for the two end members of the Ruddlesden-Popper
series with n = 1 and n =∞, respectively. (c) Energy scales present in
solids as well as caused by external perturbations. It is evident, that the
energies of external perturbations and internal forces overlap. There-
fore it is possible to modulate the properties of TMOs using di�erent
stimuli and thermodynamic variables. Panel (c) follows Ref. [5].
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plest and most common structural motifs of ternary transition-metal

oxides, the layered perovskite Ruddlesden-Popper structure shown in

Fig. 2 (b). The two end members of the Ruddlesden-Popper phase

An+1BnO3n+1 represent the crystal structure for the two materials

discussed in this thesis, with n = 1 and n = ∞ for Ca2RuO4 and

RNiO3, respectively. For both cases the TM ion is surrounded by six

oxygen ions, forming the TM-O6 octahedra which are the fundamental

building block of many TMOs, including RNiO3 and Ca2RuO4. Dif-

ferent mechanisms such as for example the size of the A site cation

can a�ect the shape of the TM-O6 octahedra. In particular distortions,

which in �rst approximation can be described by collective tilts and ro-

tations of rigid TM-O6 octahedra [19,20], result in possibly anisotropic

TM-O-TM bond angles that deviate from the cubic 180◦ ones. This

has important consequences for the electronic and magnetic properties,

since, for example, electronic bandwidths are reduced to the extent

that MITs are observed. Furthermore, reduced overlap of TM-d and

oxygen-p orbitals can strongly modify the magnetic superexchange and

therewith the macroscopic magnetic order.

The profound e�ect of even minor structural modi�cations on the

macroscopic response in TMOs reveals several competing ground states,

that are separated only by a small energy di�erence. On the one

hand this re�ects the subtle balance between di�erent internal forces at

play, which was already inferred from the phase diagram of the high-Tc
cuprates. On the other hand, competing energy scales manifest them-

selves in a large susceptibility to external perturbations and/or ther-

modynamic variables, such as temperature, electric �eld, or epitaxial

strain. Therefore, external control variables provide a powerful tool to

disturb the intrinsic energy balance in TMOs, such that nonequilibrium

and exotic states can be accessed. We can then use these metastable

states to gain insights into the relevant energy scales of a speci�c sys-

tem or to tailor speci�c properties on demand [21,22]. In Fig. 2 (c), we

compare several intrinsic energy scales of a solid with relevant energies
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for external perturbations, such as epitaxial strain and electric �elds.

The similarity of both energy ranges enables an e�ective control of the

material by external variables to further enrich potential functionalities

of TMOs.

In this thesis, we exemplify and exploit the strong structure-property

relationship in TMOs using di�erent material systems and the pertur-

bation approaches introduced in Fig. 2 (c): heterostructuring, tem-

perature changes, and electric �elds. We will see that the perturba-

tion methods presented here are strongly connected to the interplay of

electronic degrees of freedom and collective tilts and rotations of the

TM-O6 octahedra. We point out that the novel phases stabilized by

means of heterostructuring and electrical current do not have a bulk

or equilibrium analogue, thereby o�ering the possibility to investigate

new and exotic states of matter. In all studies presented in this thesis,

we use advanced light scattering experiments to access the competing

energy scales in the metastable phase and to extract microscopically rel-

evant parameters. Especially, x-ray-based scattering experiments o�er

the possibility to probe the electronic structure in TMOs, and conse-

quently, give valuable insight into the rich physics of TMOs and help to

develop perspectives to design materials with properties on demand2.

First, we focus on epitaxially-grown heterostructures that comprise

a layered sequence of a TMO and a nonmagnetic band insulator. Thereby

one can impose boundary conditions on a quantum material in a very

controlled fashion. Recent advances in ablation techniques facilitate the

growth of thin-�lm structures with high-quality, that can be compared

to the purity and cleanliness of semiconductors [23]. Consequently, het-

erostructuring o�ers a clean way to tune the properties of TMOs. The

main control variables in thin �lms and heterostructures are epitaxial

2Interestingly, this year we celebrate 125 years since the discovery of x-rays by
W.C. Röntgen. His groundbreaking observation had an immediate and revolution-
izing impact on medicine and physics, and even today major �elds in several disci-
plines, such as physics, biology, material science etc. rely on x-ray-based research.
We will discuss the generation and use of x-rays to investigate TMOs in Chapter 2
of this thesis.
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strain (choice of substrate type and cut), spatial con�nement (choice

of layer thickness), and mismatch of the electronic and/or magnetic

structure of the two materials across the interface. These interface ef-

fects, e.g. charge transfer, can give rise to properties not observed in

the bulk of the material comprising the heterostructures. Examples of

emergent phenomena in oxide heterostructures include a MIT without

structural transition in epitaxially grown VO2 [24], interface supercon-

ductivity between band-insulating oxides [25,26], or room-temperature

magnetoelectric multiferroicity in arti�cially designed structures [5,27].

More speci�cally, we use heterostructuring to tune the properties of a

prototypical 3d TMO � the rare-earth nickelates RNiO3 which host a

unique antiferromagnetic order without analogue in other oxide mate-

rials. After developing a spin model for the bulk system, we study the

modulated order parameters in heterostructures using resonant x-ray

scattering techniques. In particular, we probe the complex magnetic

order in these compounds by quantifying the exchange interactions in

a novel spin-density wave phase. Moreover, we illustrate ways to epi-

taxially control the transition temperature of the MIT and the anti-

ferromagnetic (AFM) state using speci�c con�nement geometries and

interface e�ects.

Second, we proceed to continuously and dynamically tune the prop-

erties of TMOs, which is not possible by ex-situ methods, such as het-

erostructuring or doping, but facilitated for example by the application

of electric �elds, currents or uniaxial strain [28]. In particular, we

show how the control of macroscopic properties by electric current is of

high relevance to test quantum materials for in-operando device oper-

ations [29]. Field and current e�ects in TMOs include gating-induced

MITs in VO2 thin �lms [30�32], electric-�eld-control of superconductiv-

ity in ultra-thin cuprate thin �lms [33], or modulated double-exchange

interactions in ferromagnetic junctions [34]. Here, we focus on a 4d

TMO, namely Ca2RuO4, which shows tunable electronic properties

triggered by electrical currents due to a spin-orbit coupling enhanced
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structure-property relationship. We will use Raman light scattering to

probe transitions into nonequilibrium metallic and semimetallic states.

This thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 1: 3d and 4d transition metal oxides

First, we introduce general concepts of TMOs and show how electronic

correlations manifest themselves in the macroscopic response of this

material class. We proceed to discuss important peculiarities of the

systems investigated in this thesis. Starting from the exciting bulk

properties of RNiO3, we see how di�erent ordering phenomena can be

modi�ed by means of heterostructuring. We mainly focus on a mod-

ulated bond order amplitude and the crossover from noncollinear to

colllinear magnetic order as a function of layer thickness. In the case

of Ca2RuO4, we discuss important magnetic and structural properties

and their interconnectivity to drive multiple transitions in this system.

Then we review all e�ects of the metastable state obtained by apply-

ing an electric DC current and discuss important aspects of the in-situ

control of this state in Ca2RuO4.

Chapter 2: Light scattering from solids

This Chapter is dedicated to the basics of light scattering from solids,

which is the main method of investigation used in this thesis. After re-

viewing and developing important aspects of light-matter interactions,

we will focus on the details of resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS)

and Raman light scattering both from a theoretical and experimental

point of view. The last part of the Chapter deals with di�erent ap-

proaches for the analysis of the measured spectra.

Chapter 3: RIXS study of bond order and spin excitations

in RNiO3

In Chapter 3, we use high-resolution RIXS at the Ni L3 edge to simul-
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taneously investigate high-energy interband transitions characteristic

of Ni-O bond ordering and low-energy collective excitations of the Ni

spins in the rare-earth nickelates RNiO3 (R = Nd, Pr, La). With

the support of calculations based on a double-cluster model we quan-

tify bond order amplitudes for di�erent thin �lms and heterostructures

and discriminate short-range bond order �uctuations from long-range

static order. Moreover, we investigate magnetic order and exchange

interactions in bulk-like and spatially con�ned RNiO3 slabs by probing

dispersive magnon excitations. First, we study the bulk case and de-

velop a complete site-selective description of the magnetism in RNiO3,

where the exchange interactions are quanti�ed for the �rst time. Sec-

ond, we expand this model and further study the superlattices (SLs)

with modi�ed bond and magnetic order. Our study of SLs grown in

the [001] direction of the perovskite structure reveals a robust non-

collinear spin spiral magnetic order with dispersive magnon excitations,

which are essentially unperturbed by bond order modulations and spa-

tial con�nement. In contrast, we �nd magnons with �at dispersions and

strongly reduced energies in SLs grown in the [111]pc direction that ex-

hibit collinear magnetic order. Our study provides direct insight into

the magnetic dynamics and exchange interactions of bulk-like and spa-

tially con�ned rare-earth nickelates and demonstrates that RIXS can

serve as a site-selective probe of several collective excitations in these

and other materials.

Chapter 4: Interplay of structure, bond and magnetic order

in NdNiO3 thin �lms

Here, we use a combination of electrical transport measurements, scan-

ning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), resonant elastic x-ray

scattering (REXS), and density functional theory (DFT) to investi-

gate the evolution of the MIT and AFM transition in NdNiO3 �lms

as a function of �lm thickness and NdGaO3 substrate crystallographic

orientation. We �nd that for two di�erent substrate orientations, or-
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thorhombic [101] and [011], modi�cations of the NiO6 octahedral net-

work are key for tuning the transition temperature TMIT over a wide

temperature range. A comparison of �lms of identical thickness reveals

that growth on [101]-oriented substrates generally results in a higher

TMIT, which can be attributed to an enhanced bond disproportionation

as revealed by the DFT+U calculations, and a tendency of the [011]-

oriented �lms to form structural defects and nonequilibrium phases. In

addition, we study the interplay of the bond order amplitude and the

magnetic order. The magnetic transition temperature TN also sensi-

tively depends on the substrate facet and the NdNiO3 layer thickness.

The amended bond disproportionation therefore has important impli-

cations for the magnetic state, which can be qualitatively di�erent from

the bulk, and for the exchange interactions. Our results provide insights

into competing interactions at microscopic length scales and give new

perspectives for the epitaxial control of macroscopic phases in nickelate

heterostructures.

Chapter 5: Raman scattering from current-stabilized nonequi-

librium phases in Ca2RuO4

In Chapter 5, we use Raman light scattering to study the current-

stabilized nonequilibrium semimetallic and metallic phases in Ca2RuO4.

By determining the local temperature through careful analysis of the

Stokes and anti-Stokes intensities, we �nd that Joule heating can be

completely avoided by supplying su�cient cooling power in a helium-

�ow cryostat and that the current induces the semimetallic state with-

out inducing any signi�cant heating. We further investigate the current-

induced semimetallic state as a function of temperature and current.

We con�rm the absence of long-range antiferromagnetic order and iden-

tify a substantial Fano broadening of several phonons, which suggests

coupling to charge and orbital �uctuations.
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Chapter 1

3d and 4d transition

metal oxides

To understand the peculiarities of 3d and 4d TMOs and the impor-

tance of electronic correlations in these materials, we �rst glance at

conventional band insulators and normal metals. Using band theory

and the periodic potential of the crystal lattice, it is possible to obtain

a description of the electronic structure of crystals and deduce funda-

mental properties including the macroscopic responses of a material.

In this approximation the solid is described by noninteracting electrons

moving in a periodic potential arising from the lattice of ions. Band

theory introduces fundamental characteristics of a material system such

as energy bands with allowed states, density of states and energy gaps,

which can be inferred for example from electrical transport or optical

conductivity measurements. Depending on the �lling of the bands by

noninteracting electrons (or equivalently holes), one can broadly cate-

gorize the materials into two groups: normal metals and band insula-

tors. The former have partially �lled bands close to the Fermi energy

enabling electron/hole movement at in�nitesimal excitation energy. In

the case of band insulators, such as diamond, some bands are com-

13
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pletely �lled and separated by a bandgap from the next higher one,

thereby preventing electron/hole movement. This basic schematics al-

lows us to extract important properties of many materials, however it

completely fails to describe TMOs even on the most basic level [35�37].

Let us consider MnO as a prototypical example of a TMO. Following

the band picture MnO is expected to be a metal [38], however insu-

lating behavior is found in experiments [39]. The conventional band

description is lacking the Coulomb repulsion and resulting correlation

of valence electrons, which is essential for the materials discussed in

this thesis and in general for all TMOs.

To explicitly include the Coulomb repulsion and resulting electron

correlations, i.e. the complex in�uence of a single electron on its neigh-

bors, we move away from band theory and use the nondegenerate Hub-

bard model [40�42]. Here the solid is approximated by a lattice of

interacting sites comprising one orbital each. The Coulomb repulsion

between electrons is directly incorporated into the model when two

electrons occupy the same lattice site. The Hamiltonian for the nonde-

generate Hubbard model is written as [40�42]

H = −t
∑
ij,σ

c†iσcjσ + U
∑
i

ni↑ni↓ (1.1)

where t is the hopping matrix element and U the Coulomb repulsion

of two electrons residing on the same lattice site. The electron density

is given by niσ = c†iσciσ, with the creation (annihiliation) operator c†iσ
(ciσ) of an electron with spin σ at site i. The �rst part of H re�ects the

tight-binding approach, where the solid is described by isolated atoms

(or ions) with localized atomic levels. Tunneling events between atoms

can happen, as an electron hops from one potential well to another

one. Depending on the hopping activity t, the isolated atoms hybridize

and form bands. We use the bandwidth W = 2zt to quantify the de-

gree of itineracy of the electrons, where z gives the number of nearest

neighbors. The second term of H parametrizes the Coulomb repulsion
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of two electrons at the same orbital at a single lattice site, which ul-

timately gives rise to electron correlations, electron entanglement, etc.

We realize that the system approximated by H is insulating for U �W

due to the electron-electron interaction even though it is predicted to

be metallic in the conventional band picture. Such kind of insulator

is called Mott-Hubbard insulator. Its insulating nature is determined

by strong correlations (U), in contrast to conventional band insulators,

which follow from the periodic potential of the lattice. We will see

in Section 1.1 that the electron correlations are particularly strong for

the valence electrons of the d shell. Before moving to the magnetic

properties, we can deduce another important feature of many TMOs

from equation 1.1. As previously mentioned a material is insulating

for U � W , whereas for U = 0 the systems shows always metallic

behavior in this model (tight-binding approach). Consequently, we can

expect a crossover between insulating and metallic regime as a function

of U . That is a metal-to-insulator transition (MIT), and in this case

called Mott transition. MITs are observed in many di�erent TMOs and

are subject to intensive research in particular due to their potential for

applications. Both of the systems discussed in this thesis, RNiO3 and

Ca2RuO4, host MITs close to or above room temperature.

Pronounced electron correlations do not only manifest themselves

in the fundamental state of TMOs, but also profoundly in�uence the

magnetic behavior. In fact, correlations are the reason for the strong

magnetism and give rise to manifold spin states observed in TMOs

[35, 43, 44]. We describe the magnetic state by an e�ective Hamilto-

nian, the Heisenberg Hamiltonian

He� = J
∑
ij

Si · Sj (1.2)

with the exchange coupling J = 2t2

U and spins Si = (Sxi , S
y
i , S

z
i ) and

Sj = (Sxj , S
y
j , S

z
j ) residing on lattice sites i and j, respectively. He�

can be readily deduced from the Hubbard Hamiltonian in equation 1.1
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assuming strong interaction (U � t) and one electron per lattice site

(n = 1). The Heisenberg Hamiltonian describes the nearest-neighbor

exchange interaction of localized quantum spins. The exchange cou-

pling J is positive (negative) in the case of antiferromagnetic (ferro-

magnetic) coupling. The dominant exchange interaction in TMOs is

the so-called superexchange interaction which describes the magnetic

coupling of two paramagnetic TM ions via an intermediate nonmag-

netic oxygen ion. In the case of ↑↓ arrangement of neighboring TM

spins, e�ective delocalization of electrons via second-order virtual hop-

ping processes decreases the kinetic energy. This delocalization is not

possible for ferromagnetic ordering due to the Pauli exclusion principle.

Therefore, the Heisenberg Hamiltonian predicts an antiferromagnetic

(AFM) ground state for magnetic Mott insulators. This is con�rmed by

experimental observations, where most of the Mott insulators are found

to be AFM, whereas ferromagnetism often coincides with metallic be-

havior. An intriguing exception is a metallic AFM with weak sub-lattice

magnetization, found in heterostructures comprising RNiO3. The mag-

netic phase is then called a spin-density wave and can be explained in

terms of Fermi surface nesting. In addition to the AFM state, we point

out that He� describes the lowest energy excitations of a magnetic sys-

tem, i.e. spin waves. We will later analyze spin excitations measured

by inelastic x-ray scattering with a Heisenberg-like Hamiltonian.

From this warm-up in electronic correlations, we realized the impor-

tance of the on-site Coulomb interactions to understand the appealing

and exotic physics observed in TMOs. In the following we will tem-

porarily ignore the periodic nature of the solid and focus on isolated

transition metal ions to review the characteristics of the d electron shell.

This atomic picture will guide us to important di�erences between 3d,

4d, and 5d TM ions.
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1.1 Isolated transition metal ions

In TMOs the partially �lled d electron valence shell participates in

the formation of chemical bonds. Additionally, the d shell is quite

localized to the ionic core and consists of spatially anisotropic orbitals.

In particular, 3d orbitals extend only to a radius of ≈ 0.5Å [37, 45,

46]. The localization increases the electron-electron interaction and is

therefore the prime reason for the strong correlations observed in 3d

materials such as RNiO3. 4d and 5d orbitals are still quite localized

however to a lesser extent, as the e�ective radius of d electrons increases

from 3d to 5d elements. Especially 5d electrons have larger radii than

3d ones and correspondingly larger covalency with surrounding ions

resulting in larger bandwidths. Simultaneously the e�ective Hubbard

repulsion energy decreases, as does the Hund's rule energy. Therefore

U decreases from ≈ 3 - 6 eV in 3d to ≈ 1.5 - 2 eV in 5d ions.

Correlations decrease from 3d to 5d, but the relativistic spin-orbit

coupling (SOC) becomes stronger for heavier elements. The atomic

SOC constant ζ scales with the atomic number Z following ζ ∝ Z4.

SOC is described by the following Hamiltonian

HSOC =
∑
i

ζili · si = λL · S (1.3)

where we imply the LS (also called Russell-Sauders) coupling scheme

and the renormalized SOC constant used for solids λ = ζ/2S. This cou-

pling scheme presumes that the total spin S and orbital L momentum

of the atom are given by the sum of individual electron spins si and the

orbital moments li, respectively: S =
∑
i si and L =

∑
i li. S and L

then couple to the total momentum J = S + L of the atom. This cou-

pling scheme holds for all 3d elements, whereas a di�erent picture needs

to be used for 5d and some of the 4d elements. In particular 4d elements

lie between the LS and so-called jj coupling scheme. The latter scheme

assumes a strong individual coupling of spin and orbital momentum to
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the total momentum ji = si + li for every electron. The total momen-

tum of the atom is given by J =
∑
i ji. We will later see (Fig. 1.1)

how di�erent coupling schemes are re�ected in the electronic structure

and how they manifest themselves in the magnetic properties of TMOs.

For now we will concentrate on the varying values of the SOC constant

for di�erent d electron shells. For light 3d elements, such as Ti4+,

the SOC constant is of the order λ ≈ 20meV. The SOC increases for

heavier 3d elements, for example Ni2+ comprises λ ≈ 80meV [45, 47]1.

For 5d elements SOC is substantially stronger (up to 0.5 eV). Thereby

λ becomes comparable to the hopping parameter t and the Hubbard

repulsion U , and in turn SOC dictates many properties of 4d and 5d

systems [48,49].

To sum up this Section, we have used the atomic picture to de-

velop the following trends from 3d to 4d and 5d TMOs: an increase

in SOC and a decrease in electronic correlation (U). We emphasize

that strong electron correlations dominate the physics in 3d materi-

als, such as RNiO3, whereas SOC can be treated perturbatively or

even be neglected. In contrast, correlations and SOC often have to be

treated on equal footing in the description of 4d materials, for exam-

ple in Ca2RuO4. In the next step, we will leave the atomic level and

include the neighboring oxygen ions into the description of TMOs.

1.2 The role of oxygen in TMOs

1.2.1 Crystal �eld e�ects

Recalling the TM-O6 octahedra as the building blocks of many TMOs

[see for example the perovskite phase in Fig. 2 (b)], it is evident that

the oxygen ions play a central role in the physics of TMOs, because they

are the next nearest neighbors of the TM ion. In the cases of RNiO3

1SOC in 3d TMOs can often be neglected not only because it is small, but also
because the in�uence of a low-symmetry crystal �eld can cause a quenching of the
angular orbital momentum (see Section 1.2.1 and Fig. 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Electronic structure for dominating (a) crystal �eld e�ects
of the TM-O6 octahedra (3d-like), and (b) spin-orbit coupling (5d- and
4d-like). (a) The spherical symmetry of a free atom or ion is lowered
to Oh symmetry due to the octahedral coordination by the oxygen
ions. The d orbitals are split into eg and t2g subsets. This is the case
for RNiO3 (orange box). Further splitting is observed for tetragonally
compressed (or elongated, not shown here) TM-O6 octahedra, where
the deformation of the octahedra is parametrized by ∆. In this frame-
work the electronic structure of Ca2RuO4 would be given by the gray
box. (b) For dominating SOC, the t2g subset is split into Je� = 0 sin-
glet and Je� = 1 triplet states, separated by λ. The triplet state is
split into Tx/Ty doublet and Tz singlet due to the tetragonal compres-
sion present in Ca2RuO4. The energy gap E between the nonmagnetic
J = 0 singlet and the magnetic Tx/Ty doublet is therefore lowered by
∆ and eventually overcome by the exchange energy. We will discuss
in Section 1.4.1, that the condensation of the magnetic states into the
J = 0 ground state results in magnetic long-range order via the so-
called �excitonic magnetism� and that Ca2RuO4 should be described
in the strong SOC limit, as indicated by the blue box, while the gray
box from panel (a) can be discarded. The Fig. follows Refs. [50, 51].
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and Ca2RuO4, each TM ion is surrounded by an O6 octahedron, which

lowers the spherical symmetry of an isolated atom/ion due to crystal

�eld e�ects. In �rst approximation the oxygen ions may be considered

as point charges that evoke a crystal �eld and therefore impose the oc-

tahedral (Oh) symmetry onto the TM ion. The basics of this e�ect can

be understood in terms of of point charges but it is crucial to include

hybridization e�ects between the d orbitals of the TM ion and the 2p

orbitals of the oxygen, especially as the covalency contribution exceeds

the e�ects from point charges [35,45,52,53]. Following the conventions

of group theory, the electronic structure governed by crystal �eld e�ects

is shown in Fig. 1.1 (a) for both RNiO3 and Ca2RuO4. The Ni ions in

RNiO3 are exposed to a standard octahedral crystal �eld (Oh) which

leads to a splitting of the d orbital into eg and t2g subsets. The energy

di�erence between eg and t2g manifold is called crystal �eld splitting

10Dq [36, 54]. For RNiO3, a crystal �eld splitting of 10Dq ≈ 1 eV

provides a valid description of the electronic con�guration of the Ni3+

ions. Additional tetragonal elongation or compression of the TM-O6

octahedra (denoted ∆) leads to a further lowering of symmetry and

more splittings. Tetragonal compression is found in Ca2RuO4, which

e�ectively lowers the d orbitals energetically with components along

the direction of compression, i.e. in the z direction. In Ca2RuO4 the

crystal �eld splitting and tetragonal compression are 10Dq ≈ 4 eV and

∆ ≈ 150meV, respectively [50,55]. The increased value of 10Dq for 4d

compared to 3d ions can be traced back to the larger electron radius

from 3d to 4d and 5d elements. Consequently, the p− d hybridization

becomes larger for later elements, which in turn enhances the covalency

contribution to the crystal �eld and results in increased 10Dq values

for 4d and 5d elements [52]. From a broader perspective, we realize

that the electronic structure, in particular orbital degeneracy and spin

states, of TMOs are strongly connected to the local symmetry, therefore

we can naturally expect to tune the electronic properties by changing

the symmetry of the crystal. We will exploit exactly this in Chapters 3
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and 4 where the properties of RNiO3 are modi�ed by means of targeted

heterostructuring.

As crystal �elds break the rotational invariance, implications for the

SOC are expected. In an eg system such as the nominal d7 con�gu-

ration for Ni3+ in RNiO3, the orbital momentum is quenched due to

〈eg|l|eg〉 = 0. Consequently, S and L are not good quantum numbers

anymore to classify eg systems, and SOC does not act on these states in

�rst order. Even though there might be higher-order e�ects resulting

in sizable modi�cations, such as single-site magnetic anisotropies, we

can safely use the electronic con�guration in Fig. 1.1 (a), orange box,

for the description of RNiO3. The situation is quite di�erent for t2g
systems such as Ca2RuO4, where the orbital moment is nonzero and

SOC can split these states in �rst order. We recall that SOC strongly

increases for 4d and 5d elements, which can lead to a nontrivial situa-

tion with competing energy scales. In that case the electronic structure

strongly depends on the relative strength of the tetragonal compression

and the SOC. For dominating SOC, the schematics shown in panel

(b) of Fig. 1.1 is more appropriate to describe the electronic state of

Ca2RuO4. Here the t2g subset is split into a Je� = 0 singlet and a

Je� = 1 triplet, separated by λ. Tetragonal compression, parametrized

by ∆, acts on the Je� states and splits the triplet state into a lower

lying Tx/Ty doublet and a higher lying Tx singlet. Indeed, recent theo-

retical [56�58] and experimental [50,59] studies point towards a strong

SOC picture to appropriately describe Ca2RuO4. Consequently the

con�guration developed on the basis of 3d physics and strong crystal

�eld e�ects [1.1 (a)] should be discarded for Ca2RuO4.

1.2.2 Mott-Hubbard vs. charge transfer insulators

As next-nearest neighbors of the TM ions, the oxygen ions change the

local symmetry and separate the individual TM ions. Therefore the TM

ions can mainly interact with each other via the oxygen ions, follow-

ing the direct connection of the form TM-O-TM. Substantial (virtual)
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electron hopping between oxygen and TM ions results from the strong

overlap between 3d and 2p orbitals of the TM ion and the oxygen, while

direct d − d hopping, from one TM ion to another one, can mostly be

ignored. This has important consequences on the magnetic dynamics,

as magnetic superexchange interactions are mediated via the oxygen.

The key role of oxygen is particularly evident in perovskite materials

such as LaMnO3 [60], the parent compound of high-Tc superconduc-

tors La2CuO4 [61], RNiO3 and Ca2RuO4, but it can also be extended

towards rock salt structures, e.g. NiO [62]. It is therefore necessary

to explicitly include the oxygen 2p orbitals in the Hubbard model of

equation 1.1 to deduce a better understanding of TMOs. This leads to

the d−p model, which constitutes the basis for the famous Zhang-Rice

singlet found in high-Tc cuprates [63�65]. Assuming a dn con�guration

of the TM ion, the hybridization with oxygen formally leads to two pos-

sibilities for the lowest energy excitations, as shown in Fig. 1.2, panels

(a) and (b). The �rst option is dn + dn → dn−1dn+1 with an energy

cost of ∆E = U resulting from the Coulomb repulsion of two electrons.

This state corresponds to the Mott-Hubbard insulator, which we have

discussed in the beginning of this Chapter. The other one is a so-called

charge transfer excitation, where CT stands for charge transfer. In this

case, an electron gets transferred from the oxygen 2p shell to the TM

d shell: dnp6 → dn+1p5 with an energy cost ∆E = ∆CT, where p rep-

resents the oxygen ligand 2p orbitals. In this case the lowest excitation

is not d − d like, but actually has p − d character, as an electron gets

transferred from the oxygen p shell to the TM d shell. The smaller

energy cost of the lowest excitation determines the nature of the insu-

lator: U > ∆CT gives a charge transfer insulator, whereas U < ∆CT

leads to the Mott-Hubbard insulator. Di�erent TM ions are arranged

and classi�ed according to ∆CT and U in the Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen

diagram [66]. This programmatic diagram illustrates that only earlier

3d TMOs, comprising for example Ti and V fall into the Mott-Hubbard

class, whereas most oxides with later TM ions are charge transfer in-
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sulators. That is because ∆CT is large for early 3d elements with low

oxidation states. Experimentally ∆CT and U can be determined from

2p core-level photoemission spectra [67].

The charge transfer energy ∆CT generally decreases from 3d to 4d

and 5d. The increasing atomic number Z for heavier elements e�ec-

tively lowers the energy of the d levels, while the 2p oxygen levels mostly

remain una�ected due to the sizable distance from the TM nuclei. Con-

sequently the p−d transfer decreases for increasing Z, which results in

a generally smaller ∆CT for later TM ions. Importantly besides Z, the

oxidation state of the TM ion determines ∆CT. For di�erent oxidation

states of the Ru ion, one �nds ∆CT = 5 eV, 2 eV, and 1 eV for Ru3+,

Ru4+, and Ru5+, respectively [68]. Note, that the charge transfer en-

ergy for Ru4+ in Ca2RuO4 might be closer to 0 eV [69], which has been

found from �ts to XAS spectra. For NiO (Ni2+) a charge transfer gap

of 4 eV [70, 71] was found, while very recent work for Ni1+ suggests a

Mott-Hubbard-type gap [72].

Importantly ∆CT can even become negative. This is particularly

common for high-valence and high-oxidation states, such as RNiO3.

Other examples of negative charge transfer materials with large contri-

bution of oxygen holes are the ferromagnetic metallic compounds CrO2

and SrCoO3, and SrFeO3, which has a spiral magnetic structure. The

electron removal and addition spectra for negative charge transfer in-

sulator is shown in Fig. 1.2 panel (c). We realize that already in the

ground state one electron is transferred from the oxygen 2p level to the

d orbital of the TM ion, which led to the notion that the ground state of

the materials with ∆CT < 0 is self-doped [73]. The energy gain for this

excitation/transfer is given by the energy di�erence between the top of

the ligand band and the bottom of the 3d band, and is usually de�ned

as e�ective charge transfer energy ∆e�. Consequently, ∆e� gives the

energy separation of dnL0 and dn+1L1 con�gurations with L being an

hole residing on the oxygen ligand. Negative charge transfer insulators

are often found to host charge or bond disproportionation in the low
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energy phase, as the rearrangement of electrons in the extended p shell

costs less energy than in the d shell. Precisely this scenario can be

found in the RNiO3 with ∆CT = −0.5 eV [6,74].

1.3 Rare-earth nickelates RNiO3

Following the general introduction of TMOs and their basic proper-

ties, we now focus on a prototypical 3d correlated oxide: the rare-earth

nickelates RNiO3 (with R = La - Lu or Y). While RNiO3 host already

multiple electronic phases in bulk form, the physics in these compounds

can be further enriched by means of heterostructuring. We review im-

portant aspects and characteristics of bulk RNiO3 and highlight some

novel phases that can be stabilized by heteroepitaxy.

1.3.1 Bulk properties

Nickelate perovskites of compositionRNiO3 are archetypes of correlated-

electron behavior in the vicinity of a Mott MIT [8�11]. The micro-

scopic origin of the MIT and of an unusual AFM state in the insulat-

ing phase have stimulated a great deal of theoretical work over sev-

eral decades [6, 78�83]. New perspectives have recently emerged from

the ability to synthesize thin-�lm structures with atomic-scale preci-

sion [23, 84, 85] and to probe ordering phenomena in such structures

using Ni L edge resonant x-ray scattering [86,87].

All RNiO3 with R 6= La show a MIT at a temperature that de-

creases monotonically as a function of increasing rare-earth ionic radius,

which straightens the Ni-O-Ni bonds and enhances the valence-electron

bandwidth (see Fig. 1.3). The MIT is accompanied by a structural

transition [88] from the orthorhombic space group Pbnm to monoclinic

P21/n. LaNiO3 remains metallic, paramagnetic and within the R3̄c

space group at all T . The Ni ions in RNiO3 have a 3+ valence state re-

sulting in a formally d7 con�guration. Recalling the electronic structure
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Figure 1.2: The energetics and insulating nature of correlated com-
pounds are illustrated with schematic electron removal and addition
spectra. The nominally full oxygen 2p bands are shown as broad light
green bands. The correlated, narrow d bands are given in blue. The
Coulomb repulsion U separates lower and upper Hubbard bands. The
charge transfer energy ∆CT gives the energy di�erence between the
middle of the TM d and oxygen 2p bands. We further de�ne an e�ec-
tive charge transfer energy ∆e�, between the highest energy of the full
oxygen level and the lowest level of the empty d band. The Fermi level
is shown with a dashed vertical line and electron removal spectra are
shaded in, while electron addition spectra are only outlined. The na-
ture of the ground state wavefunction and material examples are given
as well. The Fig. is reproduced following Refs. [75, 76].
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QBO

QAFM

Figure 1.3: Phase diagram of bulk RNiO3 illustrating metallic (gray),
paramagnetic insulating (blue), and AFM insulating (green) phases as a
function of tolerance factor t and Ni-O-Ni bond angle. The geometrical
tolerance factor is de�ned as t = dR-O/(

√
2dNi-O), where dR-O and

dNi-O are the Ni-O and R-O distances, respectively. The ideal (cubic)
perovskite structure from Fig. 2 is realized for t = 1 . Further details
such as the ordering vectors for bond order (QBO) and AFM (QAFM)
are introduced in the text. The Fig. is reproduced with adaptions
from [77].
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from Fig. 1.1 (a) with 10Dq ≈ 1 eV, the Ni ion would constitute a fully

occupied t2g subset, whereas the doubly degenerate eg orbital hosts

one electron. Following the Jahn-Teller [89,90] or Kugel-Khomskii [91]

framework, this con�guration would result in an orbitally ordered in-

sulating ground state, which has not been found experimentally. In-

stead, several theoretical studies suggested that the orbital degeneracy

is lifted by charge disproportionation on the Ni site or by ordering of

the Ni-O bonds, i.e. bond order, for all RNiO3 with R 6= La [74]. Ex-

perimental work identi�ed this bond order as a pattern of alternating

NiO6 octahedra volumes along the diagonal of the pseudocubic (pc)

perovskite structure in the insulating state, which is quanti�ed by the

ordering vector QBO = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2)pc [92, 93]. Di�erent models have

been proposed to describe the insulating state and QBO. While early

studies ascribed the insulating state to charge disproportionation on

the Ni site [10], recent experimental and theoretical work has pointed

out that QBO actually results from ordering of the Ni-O bonds [81,94].

The key to this �nding is the negative charge transfer energy ∆CT and

the inherent self-doped ground state in RNiO3. As discussed in Section

1.2, for ∆CT < 0 an electron is transferred from the oxygen ligands

to the Ni 3d orbital, e�ectively resulting in a d8L1 con�guration [78],

where L stands for a hole on the oxygen ligands. At the MIT, the

electrons rearrange on the oxygen ligands, whereas the Ni ions remain

in the d8 state. Consequently, alternating octahedra with longer (LB)

and shorter (SB) Ni-O bond-lengths are formed in the insulating phase,

which have a d8L0 and d8L2 con�guration, respectively [6]. The insu-

lating state with alternating octaherada is illustrated in Fig. 1.4 (a).

The bond order manifests itself for example in x-ray absorption spec-

troscopy (XAS), where two pronounced peaks develop in the insulating

state, corresponding to LB and SB octahedra, see Fig. 1.4 (b). The

bond order directly in�uences the magnetic spin present on each NiO6

octahedra. For the LB site in d8 con�guration, the spin of the Ni ion

remains largely una�ected by the oxygen, that is S ≈ 1. In contrast,
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Figure 1.4: Bond order RNiO3. (a) Crystal structure in the insulating
state with alternating LB (site �A�, green) and SB (�B�, gray). (b)
XAS spectra for insulating and metallic phase. In the insulting state
(T = 20K), we observe a pronounced double peak structure indicating
bond disproportionation. The clear signature of a double peak is absent
in the metallic phase (T = 250K). (c) Magnitude of spins within the
LB and SB NiO6 octahedra, respectively. Panel (a) and (c) are taken
from Ref. [6].

the oxygen holes on the SB site of con�guration d8L2 largely screen the

spin of the Ni ion resulting in a S ≈ 0 state.

In addition to bond order, RNiO3 with R 6= La host an unusual

AFM order, which either develops simultaneously with the MIT upon

cooling (for R = Nd, Pr) or at lower temperatures in the insulat-

ing state (for smaller R; see Fig. 1.3) [95]. Early neutron powder

di�raction experiments on RNiO3 found the magnetic ordering vec-

tor QAFM = (1/4, 1/4, 1/4)pc [96, 97]. Two di�erent spin structures were

discussed to explain this peculiar ordering vector: a collinear up-up-

down-down state or a noncollinear spin spiral. Independent magnetic

x-ray scattering experiments later demonstrated a spin-spiral mag-

netic ground state (c.f. Fig. 1.5) in bulk-like �lms of PrNiO3 and

NdNiO3 [86, 98, 99]. Ferromagnetic planes are stacked along the [111]

direction with alternating SB and LB sites. Adjacent moments along
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Figure 1.5: Noncollinear spin spiral in bulk RNiO3. Ferromagnetic
planes stacked along the [111] direction are indicated with dashed lines.
Alternating planes host LB and SB sites with spins SA (green) and
SB (gray). Neighboring spins have a 90◦ orientation with respect to
each other. We indicated important exchange couplings (J1, J2 and
J4), which will be determined in Chapter 3 using RIXS. The Fig. is
adapted from Ref. [100].

the [111] direction are rotated by 90◦ with respect to each other. We

have indicated the nearest and next-nearest exchange couplings J1, J2

and J4, respectively, in Fig. 1.5. The hitherto unknown exchange

couplings will be determined in Chapter 3 using high-resolution reso-

nant inelastic x-ray scattering and a spin-only model. Based on these

observations we develop a microscopic model to explain the unique

spin-structure in RNiO3.

1.3.2 Tunable properties in RNiO3 by heterostruc-

turing

The strong connection and interplay of electronic and structural degrees

of freedom in RNiO3 o�ers an exciting playground to selectively tune

several collective ordering phenomena by means of heterostructuring in

these materials. Recent technical advances in the synthesis of epitaxial

thin �lms and heterostructures allow one to combine di�erent TMOs in

arti�cial multilayer systems [5,26,84,101] and to tailor their properties

in an unprecedented fashion [84, 87, 101�103]. In such systems, novel
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and exotic states of matter can emerge, that are not present in the

bulk forms of the constituent materials, due to the complex interplay

of spin, orbital, and structural degrees of freedom [84, 104, 105] and

the proximity of competing states. Prominent examples of emergent

phenomena in TMOs comprise induced electronic and magnetic phase

transitions [106,107], orbital reconstructions [87,108,109], and interface

superconductivity [25,26,110]. Furthermore several functionalities can

be tuned by methods closely related to the concept of heterostructring,

such as lattice mis�t with a substrate [111,112], chemical doping [113],

or electric [114] and magnetic �elds. A profound understanding of the

underlying mechanism of these phenomena is of utmost importance to

enable a full control for future functional devices [21,22].

In particular, the prospect of realizing high-Tc cuprate-like physics

in orbitally engineered heterostructures of RNiO3 [115,116] has sparked

enormous interest in thin-�lms and multilayers [77, 104, 117]. In addi-

tion to superconductivity, Giovannetti et al. [118] has predicted that

the combination of period-four AFM order and bond disproprotiona-

tion [119] in RNiO3 could give rise to multiferroicity. In the follow-

ing paragraphs we provide a partial overview of important �ndings on

heterostrucures comprising RNiO3. We will focus on the �ndings rel-

evant for the studies described in Chapters 3 and 4 and recommend

Refs. [77, 105,120], which are a more extensive review on that topic.

We �rst discuss a spin-density wave (SDW) that has been real-

ized in heterostructures comprising ultra-thin magnetically activeRNiO3

layers. A SDW is characterized by a metallic state where AFM order

persists in absence of bond order. Such a magnetic state, in a material

that simultaneously is a good electrical conductor, is of great interest

as an active element in so-called spintronics. The SDW state does not

occur in bulk-like �lms as bond order is a prerequisite for the onset

of AFM order (c.f. bulk phase diagram in Fig. 1.3). The SDW in

RNiO3 has �rst been identi�ed by µSR measurements in superlattices

with 2 unit cell (u.c.) thin LaNiO3 stacks below T ≈ 100K [121].
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The AFM phase is clearly absent in superlattices with thicker LaNiO3

layers, which preserve bulk-like properties. The absence of bond or-

der was later con�rmed by resonant hard x-ray scattering at the Ni K

edge [122], while the noncollinear AFM state was veri�ed by magnetic

x-ray scattering at the Ni L edge [86]. The latter study additionally

identi�ed that the d orbital population of the Ni directly a�ects the po-

larization plane of the noncollinear spin spiral in RNiO3. The orbital

occupation and polarization in RNiO3 can be e�ectively modulated

using epitaxial strain and spatial con�nement [87,108,109]. Further in-

vestigations using Raman scattering and x-ray absorption spectroscopy

have also revealed the presence of a SDW in PrNiO3-based superlat-

tices [123, 124], where one can realize an AFM spiral in the absence

of bond order through a rational combination of epitaxial strain and

spatial con�nement.

Second, we introduce recent experiments, where epitaxial structures

were grown with interfaces other than the ordinary (001)pc (pseudocu-

bic notations) plane. In particular, [111]pc-oriented heterostruc-

tures and thin-�lms have attracted widespread attention [85, 117,

125�127] to realize graphene-like physics2 with possible nontrivial topo-

logical phases in RNiO3. Catalano et al. reported that the TMIT of a

100Å thick NdNiO3 �lm can be enhanced by more than 100 K when

grown onto [111]-oriented NdGaO3 substrates [85] [see Fig. 1.6 (b)].

One key characteristic of the [111]-oriented surfaces is the three-fold

interconnectivity across the interface between the NiO6 octahedra of

the �lm and the GaO6 octahedra of the substrate (see Fig. 1.6). In

contrast, ordinary (001) interfaces share only one oxygen atom between

thin-�lm and substrate. Therefore, the Ni-O-Ni bond angle can be al-

tered in a straightforward fashion using [111]-oriented substrates. As

we have seen in the phase diagram of RNiO3 in Fig. 1.3, the Ni-O-Ni

bond angle e�ectively controls the bandwidth of the system and pa-

2The (111)pc surface represents a buckled honeycomb structure similar to
graphene.
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rameterizes the MIT and AFM ordering temperature. In addition to

modi�ed transition temperatures in [111]-oriented heterostructures, the

[111]-orientation o�ers the unique possibility to truncate the exchange

bonds along the magnetic ordering vector, as the surface normal co-

incides with the direction of the magnetic ordering vector. Therefore

ultra-thin slabs in [111]-oriented heterostructures o�er an alternative

material platform to exfoliated 2D materials. Exactly this concept has

been exploited by Hepting et al.. The authors identi�ed a crossover

from the noncollinear spin spiral to a collinear AFM state as a function

of RNiO3 layer thickness using magnetic x-ray scattering at the Ni L

edge (see Fig. 1.6 and Fig. 3.2). The observed collinear spin structure

comes along with suppressed bond order and results from truncating

the exchange bonds at the interface to nonmagnetic metal oxides [126].

Despite enormous research e�orts, superconductivity has not been

detected in the RNiO3 perovskite phase. However, very recently Li

et al. discovered superconductivy in in�nite-layer nickelate thin �lms

with composition Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 [128]. This RNiO2 compound is syn-

thesized from the perovskite precursor phase using a soft-chemistry

topotactic reduction and shows a superconducting transition tempera-

ture of about 9 to 15K. Several experimental [128, 129] and theoreti-

cal [130,131] studies suggest a pronounced similarity to high-Tc cuprates

in terms of structure and the dx2−y2 pairing channel. The observation

of a superconducting dome as a function of Sr doping further quali�es

RNiO2 as possible analogue to the high-Tc cuprate superconductors.

While the discovery of superconductivy in the Ni compounds surely

can be considered as a breakthrough, many open questions remain yet

to be clari�ed, including the possible role of the rare-earth ion for the

pairing mechanism and the e�ect of epitaxial strain on the stabilization

of the unusual Ni1+ valence state [72].

This short review exempli�es the possibilities to alter the phase

behavior of RNiO3 by means of heterostructing and to realize novel,

exotic phases that are not present in the bulk. Along these lines, recent
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(a) (c)
bulk-like films N=8ML

(b)

Figure 1.6: [111]-oriented heterostrucutres. (a) Increased connectiv-
ity to the substrate for [111]-oriented interfaces, as �lm and substrate
share three oxygen atoms. (b) Comparison of temperature-dependent
resistitivity for NdNiO3 (NNO) thin �lms grown on [111]- and [001]-
oriented NdGaO3 (NGO) substrate, respectively. The NNO �lm on
[001]-oriented NGO shows bulk-like behavior, while the �lm on [111]-
oriented NGO has a higher MIT temperature. (c) Crossover from non-
collinear spin order to collinear mangetic order as a function of nickelate
layer thickness N . The magnetic structure is inferred from resonant
magnetic x-ray scattering. The Fig. is reproduced from Refs. [85]
and [126].
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theoretical and experimental studies suggest that the mechanism of the

MIT di�ers for bulk and ultrathin nickelate layers [79,132]. Other stud-

ies indicate a close feedback between AFM and bond order, such that

the presence of the former profoundly modulates the bond dispropor-

tionation amplitude [133, 134]. To further investigate the interactions

and hierarchy of di�erent ordering phenomena in RNiO3 and to test

model calculations, it is therefore crucial to experimentally determine

both, bond and magnetic order, as well as to gain further insights to

the crystal structure, including the position of oxygen atoms, quantita-

tively and on the very same samples. We therefore use resonant x-ray

scattering techniques, which will be introduced in detail in Chapter 2,

to investigate electronic and structural properties in RNiO3.

We emphasize that despite decades of research on RNiO3, the ori-

gin of the noncollinear spin spiral remains a puzzle, since a microscopic

model for the noncollinear order is missing. In Chapter 3 we illustrate

how resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) can be used to simulta-

neously probe magnetic and bond order and the corresponding collec-

tive excitations in RNiO3. In combination with theoretical models, we

quantify the bond order as well as the magnetic exchange interactions

that cause the unusual noncollinear spin spiral order of RNiO3. We ap-

ply this methodology to thin �lms as well as to superlattices to explore

the properties of RNiO3, both in a bulk-like setting and in spatially

con�ned layers.

While the role of octahedral tilts and rotations has been exten-

sively studied in bulk RNiO3 (see Fig. 1.3), yet only few studies

have addressed its role in heterostructures. In Chapter 4, we conduct

a comprehensive study of scanning transmission electron microscopy

(STEM) [135�137], transport measurements and x-ray scattering as

complementary techniques probing di�erent length scales. We demon-

strate that a macroscopic response (i.e. the TMIT and the magnetic

transitions temperature) can be varied over a wide temperature range

utilizing strain engineering. In particular, we will discuss the role of
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collective octahedral tilts and rotations, and their interplay with elec-

tronic degrees of freedom. Identifying the relevant and competing en-

ergy scales, we discuss advantages and limitations to stabilize nonequi-

librium phases by heteroepitaxy.

1.4 Single-layer ruthenates (Ca1−xSrx)2RuO4

Di�erent physics comes into play in quantummaterials with pronounced

spin-orbit coupling (SOC). As discussed in Section 1.1 SOC is sizable

in 4d TM ions, such as Sr2RuO4 and Ca2RuO4 [138]. Here, we intro-

duce the Mott insulator Ca2RuO4, which hosts a temperature-driven

MIT and follows an unconventional mechanism for AFM ordering. In

analogy to RNiO3, the properties of Ca2RuO4 can be tuned by epitax-

ial strain [139]. Here we focus on the possibility of in-situ control by

electrical currents to continuously and dynamically alter the properties

of Ca2RuO4. In the following Sections, we brie�y review the structural

and magnetic properties of bulk Ca2RuO4 and discuss recent results

obtained from external perturbations by applying DC currents.

1.4.1 Structural and magnetic properties of Ca2RuO4

Controlling and stabilizing electronic phases in correlated-electron ma-

terials are pivotal objectives of modern solid-state science [21, 84]. In

this context, compounds with 4d valence electrons have attracted a

lot of attention as a plethora of ground states can be observed [141].

In particular, the �ne balance between electron correlations, SOC and

structural distortions in 4d metal oxides manifests itself as a high sus-

ceptibility to external perturbations. One prominent example is the

layered perovskite system (Ca1−xSrx)2RuO4 (see Fig. 1.7) whose end

members, Ca2RuO4 and Sr2RuO4, are a Mott insulator and an un-

conventional superconductor, respectively [142,143]. Compounds with

mixed Ca and Sr composition can show metallic behavior with short-
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Sr2RuO4Ca2RuO4
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Figure 1.7: Phase diagram of the layered perovskite sys-
tem (Ca1−xSrx)2RuO4 with structure plots of the end members
Ca2RuO4 and Sr2RuO4. Isovalent substitution of Ca by Sr leads to re-
duced tilts of the octahedra. Octahedra tilts, distortions, and rotations
therefore govern the electronic response of the system. The structural
plots are taken from Ref. [51] and the phase diagram is taken from
Ref. [140].

range ferromagnetic �uctuations. The di�erent phases follow the struc-

tural distortions that arise from the di�erence in ionic radii of Ca and

Sr (Fig. 1.7).

Sr2RuO4 is considered as a poster child for unconventional super-

conductivity, as it is isostructural to the high-Tc cuprate compound

La2−xBaxCuO4 and shows unprecedented crystal purity as well as min-

imal disorder. The discovery of superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 bench-

marked a new area of research, as Sr2RuO4 was the �rst discovered

perovskite without copper, that hosts superconductivity �albeit at a

rather low transition temperature of Tc = 1.5K [142]. While cuprates

have a d9 con�guration with spin S = 1/2, the Ru ions have a d4

con�guration and S = 1. In particular, the spin triplet symmetry

of the superconducting order parameter originally inferred from initial

µSR [144] and Knight-shift measurements [145] has sparked enormous

attention, as Sr2RuO4 was interpreted in analogy to p-wave mediated

pairing in super�uid 3He [146]. Among the numerous experimental and
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theoretical studies [147�149], we highlight that Fermi-liquid behavior

above the superconductive transition was inferred from quantum os-

cillations [150]. After more than 20 years of research Sr2RuO4 was

considered the prime � and also the only� candidate for odd-parity

superconductivity [149]. For a detailed review of Sr2RuO4 and implica-

tions for quantum computing as well as topological superconductivity

we point the reader to Refs. [151,152]. Recently a game-changing obser-

vation revived enormous interest in the symmetry of the order parame-

ter: nuclear magnetic resonance results challenged the interpretation of

the p-wave superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 [153], as the Knight-shift ex-

periments could possible be adulterated by heating e�ects [154]. These

recent experiments lead to new discussions in theory and experiments,

where previous studies were critically reevaluated [155, 156]. To date

most experimental studies suggest a d-wave character for Sr2RuO4,

while a theoretical consensus has not yet been reached. Therefore, the

superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 remains an active �eld of research even

after decades of investigation.

The isovalent sister of Sr2RuO4 �Ca2RuO4 � shows a temperature-

driven MIT at TMIT = 357K [159,161,162] (see Fig. 1.8). The concomi-

tant structural phase transition preserves the lattice symmetry (space

group Pbca), but yields elongated RuO6 octahedra with a reduced tilt

and an enlarged c lattice parameter in the high-temperature metallic

state. The insulating and metallic phases are therefore named �S�-Pbca

and �L�-Pbca phase, respectively, where S and L refer to short and

long c axes [see Fig. 1.8 (a) and (b)]. In addition to temperature,

other parameters, such as Sr substitution [143], epitaxial strain [139],

and hydrostatic pressure [163], can turn Ca2RuO4 metallic. Hence,

Ca2RuO4 o�ers the possibility to alter the electronic response by struc-

tural distortions due to the strong relationship of structural and elec-

tronic properties.

The key role of octahedral rotation, compression and tilts is further

evident in the magnetic state of Ca2RuO4, which sets in at TN =
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(a) (b) (c)
TN TOO TMIT

short:
"S"-Pbca

long: 
"L"-Pbca

Figure 1.8: Basic properties of Ca2RuO4. (a), (b) Lattice constants of
Ca2RuO4 as a function of temperature. (c) Magnetization and resis-
tivity of Ca2RuO4 as a function of temperature for both cooling and
heating cycle. We mark important temperatures: onset of magnetic
order TN, orbital order TOO [157] and the MIT at TMIT. Note that
the role and presence of orbital order is not fully resolved in Ca2RuO4.
Other interpretations revolve around a spin-nematic transition [158] at
TOO. The close connection of structural and electronic properties is ev-
ident. Panels (a) and (b) are taken from Ref. [159], panel (c) is adapted
from Ref. [160].

110K and is characterized by an G-type AFM ordering [159] [see Fig.

1.8 (c)]. Several theoretical [56�58] and experimental [50, 59] stud-

ies point towards an unconventional mechanism for magnetic ordering

in Ca2RuO4, resulting from the condensation of spin-orbit excitons

[see Fig. 1.1, panel (b)]. The tetragonal compression ∆ splits the

J = 1 triplet into a doublet (Tx/Ty) and a singlet (Tz). The doublet

is separated from the nonmagnetic J = 0 state by the energy cost

E to create an exciton. E can be overcome by the exchange energy

W ≈ 2zJ resulting from superexchange interactions (c.f. the Heisen-

berg Hamiltonian in equation 1.2). Since the SOC3 is of a comparable

energy scale as the tetragonal compression and exchange interaction

(λ ≈ ∆ ≈ J ≈ 100meV), the magnetically active doublet condenses

into the J = 0 groundstate and long-range magnetic order is formed.

The �excitonic magnetism" model further predicts that Ca2RuO4 lies

3Recall that SOC is particularly e�ective in open-shell t2g systems such as
Ca2RuO4.
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close to a quantum critical point (QCP at E ≈ W ) separating long-

range ordered AFM and spin-orbit singlet states, which was con�rmed

by the experimental observation of a soft longitudinal amplitude mode

of the spin-orbit condensate [50]. In analogy to high-energy physics the

amplitude �uctuations of the complex order parameter is called Higgs

mode.

The close link between electronic properties and the structure, i.e.

ocathedral tilts, rotations, and compression, in Ca2RuO4 o�ers the

intriguing possibility to tune the response of the system by external

perturbations. Recent research has revealed new ways of in-situ con-

trol of nonequilibrium phases in Ca2RuO4 by electrical currents, which

facilitates in-operando tuning of quantum materials with potential use

for applications.

1.4.2 Current-stabilized phases in Ca2RuO4

In this Subsection, we summarize important studies about DC current

e�ects in Ca2RuO4. In their pioneering work Nakamura et al. [164]

found a current-induced MIT at electrical �elds much smaller than

those required for a conventional Zener breakdown. X-ray di�raction

measurements indicated that the current-induced metallic phase, also

called L∗, di�ers from the temperature-driven metallic L-phase [Fig.

1.9 (b)]. Further studies focused on the current-induced closing of the

Mott gap [165] and discussed the nonequilibrium phases of Ca2RuO4 in

close relation to nonequilibrium superconductors and charge-ordered

insulators. Interestingly, a stripe pattern separating metallic and in-

sulating regions was recently observed by scanning near-�eld optical

microscopy with the stripe orientation perpendicular to the direction

of the applied current [166]. This unusual phase separation was found

at intermediate current densities, i.e. smaller than the critical value to

induce the MIT. These results were explained in terms of long-range

strain e�ects resulting from the strong coupling between electronic and

structural degrees of freedom in Ca2RuO4. Importantly, so far all ex-
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periments, including spatially resolved investigations, suggest that the

current-induced metallic state is a non�lamentary bulk phenomenon.

Besides the MIT observed at currents of about 100mA, Sow at al.

reported a large diamagnetic response [167] at much smaller current

densities and below T = 50K [see Fig. 1.9 (a)]. The authors suggest a

phenomenological model in which the gap closing induced by electrical

currents gives rise to a semimetallic state with small electron and hole

pockets. A detailed study based on neutron crystallography in com-

bination with ab-initio calculations indeed found a partially gapped

Fermi surface, thereby indicating a semimetallic electronic structure in

the current-induced state [168]. Figure 1.9 (b) summarizes the c lattice

parameter for AFM, insulating (S-phase), semimetallic, diamagnetic

(S∗-phase) and metallic (L∗-phase) behavior. We note here, that S∗

and L∗-phase coexist for certain current values. Very recently, Mat-

toni et al. [169] challenged the observation of the diamagnetic signal

and identi�ed it as a spurious contribution due to heating e�ects, and

Ref. [167] has since been withdrawn. Nevertheless, the current-driven

transition into the semimetallic state and the MIT remains una�ected

by these new insights.

The driving mechanism behind the closing of the Mott gap by DC

currents, which is considered the essential ingredient for the semimetal-

lic behavior, is yet to be clari�ed together with the possible role played

by Joule heating. This has motivated the spectroscopic study we report

in Chapter 5. The current-stabilized steady state opens the rare possi-

bility to perform inelastic photon scattering experiments in a nonequi-

librium state that would be extremely challenging in light-induced tran-

sient phases [170]. As we will see in the next Chapter, Raman light

scattering simultaneously probes the magnetic, electronic, and struc-

tural properties of TMOs and therefore is the ideal tool to study the

current-stabilized nonequilibrium phases of Ca2RuO4. Additionally,

we exploit the unique capability of Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scat-

tering to probe the temperature of the sample in-situ. We rule out
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.9: Current e�ects in Ca2RuO4. (a) Resistivity and magnetiza-
tion as a function of temperature T for varying current values. For small
current densities and low temperatures, Ca2RuO4 shows semimetallic
and diamagnetic behavior, in contrast to the AFM and insulating be-
havior, which is observed in the equilibrium phase. (b) The c-axis lat-
tice parameter is given as a function of temperature T for S-, S∗-, and
L∗-phase. The inset shows the resistance as a function of T with (red)
and without (gray) applied current. Panel (a) is taken from Ref. [167]
and panel (b) from Ref. [168].
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Joule heating as the origin of the current-driven MIT in actively cooled

environments and demonstrate that the current-stabilized phases are

distinct from the equilibrium ones.



Chapter 2

Light scattering from

solids

In the scope of this thesis work we harness to a large extent light scat-

tering experiments to investigate TMOs. We exploit a selection of

light sources, o�ering variable energy ranges, and di�erent detection

schemes, including energy-resolved, energy-integrated, and momentum-

dependent photon detection. In particular, we focus on the two comple-

mentary techniques, resonant x-ray scattering (RXS), including inelas-

tic (RIXS) and elastic (REXS) scattering, and Raman light scattering.

The general idea of every scattering experiment is quite straightfor-

ward: shine light with a de�ned wavelength/energy at a given scatter-

ing geometry on the sample/system/material of interest and measure

the properties of the emitted photons. Thereby one can gain access to

important features of the system of interest in its ground or excited

states. More speci�cally, we compare the frequency, momentum, and

polarization of the incoming photon (ω,k, and ε) with the one from

the scattered photon (ω′,k′, and ε′) to map out the properties of pos-

sible excitations in the system via conservation laws. The possibility

to study elementary excitation of di�erent nature makes scattering ex-

43
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periments an important tool to investigate TMOs, as these techniques

o�er the appealing prospect to probe charge, spin, lattice, and orbital

degrees of freedom within one experiment.

In this Chapter, we review important theoretical and experimental

aspects of light scattering in solids. We speci�cally focus on the tech-

niques used in subsequent Chapters, i.e. Raman and resonant x-ray

scattering. Further, we exemplify how light scattering can be used to

exploit synergetic e�ects with theoretical models to quantify important

microscopic parameters. We point out that resonance e�ects and in-

elastic scattering can only be described using second-order perturbation

theory as they include transitions via a virtual state. We now turn to

the theoretical background and develop a general scheme in describing

photon scattering experiments on a quantum mechanical and classical

basis.

2.1 Theoretical background of light scatter-

ing in solids

2.1.1 Quantum mechanical treatment

We start the discussion of light-matter interaction with a general Hamil-

tonian

Hfull = H+Hp +H′ (2.1)

which includes the many-body Hamiltonian of the material H, the
Hamiltonian of the photons Hp, and the electron-photon interaction

term H′. The general idea to evaluate Hfull is based on perturbation

theory, where Hfull is split into the unperturbed part H0 = H+Hp and

the perturbation H′. We start with a general introduction and treat-

ment of Hfull. Later we discuss speci�c details for Raman and RXS

experiments, which are re�ected in slight variations of Hfull.

H can be approximated for example by the Hubbard Hamiltonian
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presented in equation 1.1, or by other auxiliary systems [54, 171]. The

photonic Hamiltonian Hp is expressed in second quantization

Hp =
1

2

∑
k,ε

~ω(k, ε)(a†k,εak,ε + ak,εa
†
k,ε) (2.2)

where ak,ε (a
†
k,ε) annihilates (creates) a photon with momentum k and

polarization vector ε. The light-matter interaction (H′) describes the
interaction of an external photon �eld with the material. The vector

potential A of the incoming photon couples to an electron of the ma-

terial by modifying its momentum according to p→ p+ eA, where −e
is the electron charge. Here we neglect an additional magnetic term of

the form e~
2mσ · (∇×A), with the electron mass m and the Pauli matri-

ces σ, as the contribution is much smaller than the nonmagnetic one.

The interaction Hamiltonian H′ can be obtained from the di�erence of

modi�ed and initial kinetic energy of the electron

H′ =
∑
i

[
(pi + eA(ri))

2

2m
− p2

i

2m

]
=
∑
i

[
e

m
pi ·A(ri) +

e2

2m
A2(ri)

]
(2.3)

where we sum over all electrons i on sites ri [172,173]. H′ is composed
of terms with the respective form p ·A and A2, which we will discuss

separately. To this end, we expand the vector potential A in plane

waves using the photon creation and annihilation operators

A(ri) =
∑
k,ε

√
~

2V εω(k, ε)
εk(ak,εe

ikri + a†k,εe
−ikri) (2.4)

where V is the volume and ε the permittivity of the system, respec-

tively. We realize that the p · A term (�rst term of H′ in equation

2.3) is linear in photon creation/annihilation operators and therefore

describes absorption and emission processes. The second term in equa-

tion 2.3, A2, is quadratic in photon creation/annihilation operators and

consequently involves transitions where the number of photons changes
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by zero or two.

To facilitate the comparison with experiments we introduce the

transition rate w. The time-dependent perturbationH′ enters the tran-
sition rate w for a speci�c excitation via Fermi's golden rule, which

readily follows from the Schröderinger equation with a time-dependent

perturbation

w =
2π

~
∑
f

∣∣∣∣∣〈f |H′|i〉+
∑
n

〈f |H′|n〉 〈n|H′|i〉
Ei − En

∣∣∣∣∣
2

δ(Ef − Ei) (2.5)

where 〈i| , 〈f |, and 〈n| are the initial, �nal, and intermediate state of

the combined photon-matter state with energies Ei, Ef , and En, re-

spectively. In general, the �rst term of equation 2.5 dominates the

transition rate. Close to a resonance, Ei ≈ En, the second term be-

comes large and governs the transition rate w. The resonant enhance-

ment is the essence of all resonant scattering techniques such as REXS

and RIXS. We exploit the resonance e�ect in particular to boost the

sensitivity to speci�c elements and transitions. Importantly, the �rst

term in equation 2.5 (�rst-order perturbation theory) cannot describe

inelastic scattering events, as the scattering process involves a two-step

process via an intermediate [vibronic (electronic) state in the case of

phononic Raman (RIXS) scattering] state. Therefore only second-order

perturbation theory can be used to describe inealstic scattering, such

as Raman scattering and RIXS. We emphasize, that the second term in

equation 2.5 solely depends on the energy of the intermediate, virtual

state, not on the energy of the �nal state. The delta function on the

other hand is independent of En, therefore energy conservation is not

required for the virtual intermediate transition.

We �rst discuss x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), which is de-

scribed by the �rst-order matrix element in equation 2.5 and illustrated

in Fig. 2.1 (b). Since absorption constitutes a one photon process, we

focus on the p · A term. We evaluate the �rst-order matrix element
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〈f |H ′|i〉 in equation 2.5 by using the dipole approximation. Note that

we change conventions and describe purely electronic states by 〈i| and
〈f | with energies Ei and Ef , respectively. The properties of the pho-

tons are explicitly expressed using ω, k, and ε (for incoming) and ω′,

k′, and ε′ (for outgoing). The XAS intensity is given by [45,171]

IXAS(~ω, ε) ∝
∑
f

〈f |ε · r|i〉2 δ(Ef − Ei − ~ω) (2.6)

Using a Green's function approach and introducing the �nite core hole

lifetime Γ, the XAS intensity can be expressed as

IXAS(~ω, ε) ∝ =〈f |T † 1

~ω + Ei −H0 + iΓ/2
T |i〉 (2.7)

where T describes the transition operator and H0 the Hamiltonian of

the unperturbed system.

For two-step scattering processes such as RXS and inelastic light

scattering, we need to consider equation 2.5 up to second order. In

�rst order only the A2 term gives �nite contribution to the scattering

cross section. For visible light these processes can be neglected as the

momentum transfer q is very small, resulting in small matrix elements

for excitations where the crystal electronic state signi�cantly changes

(e.g. for lattice vibrations). However it becomes important for the

scattering of x-rays (with inherently higher photon energy and momen-

tum compared to visible light), where larger transferred momentum

q provides nonzero matrix elements between di�erent electronic states.

This term is responsible for the nonresonant Thomson scattering, which

only depends on the total electron density, and for excitations of free

electrons, including electrons in gaseous plasma. Both cases will not be

discussed here, as they are irrelevant for the methods and results dis-

cussed in this thesis. In second order, the p ·A term contributes to the

scattering cross section for di�erent excitations (magnons in crystals,

lattice vibrations, or even polaritions) with two successive photon tran-
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sitions. In particular, this term describes resonant scattering and allows

scattering between di�erent electronic initial and �nal states [172,174].

We therefore evaluate the terms linear in A in second order using the

dipole approximation and arrive at the famous Kramers-Heisenberg

formula [171,175]

IRXS(~ω, ε) ∝ lim
Γ→0+

∑
f

∣∣∣∣〈f |T † 1

~ω + Ei −H0 + iΓ/2
T |i〉

∣∣∣∣2
δ(~ω − ~ω′ + Ei − Ef )

(2.8)

The Kramers Heisenberg formula sets the basis for Raman light scat-

tering and all resonant techniques in particular RIXS.

2.1.2 Linear response theory and dielectric function

While many phenomena of light scattering, such as resonance e�ects,

can only be understood using quantum mechanical treatment, it is in-

structive to consider the light-matter interaction in a classical scheme.

Linear response theory is the fundamental principle of solid state spec-

troscopy and describes the linear reaction of a system to an external

perturbation. It is valid for the whole range of the electromagnetic

spectrum from radio waves to γ-rays. The linear response theory can

be formulated in time and space, and relates the polarization �eld P

and electric displacement �eld D to the electric �eld E of the incoming

electromagnetic wave

P(q, ω) = χ(q, ω)ε0E(q, ω)

D(q, ω) = ε(q, ω)E(q, ω) = ε0E(q, ω) + P(q, ω)
(2.9)

Here the response functions χ(q, ω) and ε(q, ω) are the electric suscepti-

bility and permittivity (also known as dielectric function), respectively.

In general, χ(q, ω) and ε(q, ω) are imaginary second-rank tensors [172]

that depend on the frequency ω and the momentum transfer q. The
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response functions provide microscopic information about the mate-

rial and speci�cally comprise possible collective excitations that range

from relaxation processes via excitons to core level transitions. Our

focus lies on lattice vibrations (phonons), spin excitations (magnons)

and inter-orbital transitions. We express the external electromagnetic

�eld as plane wave E(r, t) = E0εe
i(k·r−ωt) with the amplitude E0, the

unit vector along the polarization of the wave ε, the frequency ω, and

the wave vector k1. We further employ the adiabatic, also called Born-

Oppenheimer, approximation, assuming that electrons rapidly follow

the slow motion of the heavy atomic nuclei. Therefore we can express

χ as a function of the atomic displacement u, i.e. as collective waves.

We use a Taylor expansion of χ around the equilibrium position for

displacements that are small compared to the dimension of the crystal-

lographic unit cell

χ(u) = χ0 +
∂χ

∂u

∣∣∣∣
0

u +
1

2

∂2χ

∂u2

∣∣∣∣
0

u2 + ... (2.10)

Following equation 2.9 the polarization yields

P =

(
χ0 +

∂χ

∂u

∣∣∣∣
0

u

)
E = χ0E +

∂χ

∂u

∣∣∣∣
0

u ·E (2.11)

where we have neglected higher-order processes with two ore more col-

lective excitations. The �rst expression in equation 2.11 (χ0E) de-

scribes oscillations of the macroscopic polarization that are in phase

with the incident radiation, as in the case of elastic x-ray scattering.

The term linear in u, i.e. the second part of equation 2.11, expresses the

electric susceptibility by lattice displacements and therefore accounts

for �rst-order Raman processes [172,173].

Having established a general scheme of how to describe light-matter

interaction on both classical and quantum-mechanical footing, we will

1Note here that we assume |E| is constant within a single unit cell of the material.
This assumption strictly holds only for visible light as in this case |k| is smaller than
the reciprocal lattice vector of the unit cell.
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now advance into speci�c details of RXS and Raman scattering, the

two main techniques utilized in this thesis, followed by a detailed in-

troduction to the experimental setups.

2.1.3 Resonant scattering at the L edge of TMOs

While both experimental techniques, RXS and Raman scattering, are

photon-in photon-out techniques, the former explicitly exploits one im-

portant aspect: resonance e�ects. The photon energy is tuned exactly

to the energy di�erence between low-lying core level and an unoccupied

valence state. We will focus on 3d TMO L-edges, that is the transition

from 2p→ 3d states. For Ni these energies lie around 850 eV (soft x-ray

regime).

Figure 2.1 gives an overview of several resonant core-level absorp-

tion and scattering experiments. The initial state comprises a com-

pletely �lled 2p shell, while the 3d shell is partially �lled, a basic char-

acteristic of all TMOs as we have seen in the previous Chapter. The

incoming photon with an energy tuned to the 2p→ 3d transition reso-

nantly knocks out a core electron, while a core hole is left behind. This

con�guration is the �nal state of the �rst-order XAS process shown

in Fig. 2.1 (b). The system is left in a high-energy state after the

absorption of a photon, where the core hole is unstable and interacts

with other core and valence states. The �nite lifetime of the core hole

implies a �nite line width connected to the XAS process. In a sec-

ond step, the energy of the system is released as another electron �lls

the core hole, while emitting photons or electrons (mostly secondary

electrons and some high-energy Auger electrons). These decay chan-

nels can be determined experimentally as �uorescence or electron yields

and are often a good approximation for the x-ray absorption coe�cient

of the material. In a scattering experiment, the second-order emitted

photon is analyzed in a momentum- (and sometimes even energy- and

polarization-) resolved fashion. Depending on the detection scheme,

we di�erentiate between resonant elastic x-ray scattering (REXS) and
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of core level spectroscopy at the
L-edge. (a) The initial state comprises a fully occupied 2p shell and a
partially �lled 3d valence shell, an inherent feature of all TMOs. (b)
An incoming photon with frequency ω, momentum k, and polarization
ε resonantly knocks out a valence electron, while a core hole is left
behind. This is the �nal state for XAS. (c) The core hole is unstable
and interacts with other core and valence states. The system is left in a
highly energetic state after the absorption of a photon. (d) Eventually
the energy is released as another electron �lls the core hole, while a
photon (frequency ω′, momentum k′, and polarization ε′) or Auger
electron gets emitted. The analysis of the emitted photon in terms of
energy, momentum or polarization lies at the heart of resonant x-ray
scattering (RXS). The Fig. is inspired from [171].
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resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS). In the former case the pho-

tons are detected in an energy-integrated way using a diode in most

cases. The signal is dominated by the elastic contribution, particu-

lar in the proximity of a structural or magnetic Bragg re�ection. In

contrast, RIXS is based on the energy-resolved detection of photons

using energy-dispersive elements incorporated in a spectrometer. In

the case of inelastic photon scattering, the energy and momentum of

the low-energy excitations can be analyzed by investigating the emitted

photons [36, 45, 53, 54]. We will use these low-energy collective excita-

tions to study a variety of di�erent ordering phenomena in TMOs.

2.1.4 Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering

In the previous Subsection, we discussed RXS techniques in a general

scheme. Now we focus on RIXS, which constitutes one major exper-

imental method employed in this thesis. In particular, we use high

resolution RIXS to simultaneously study bond order and spin excita-

tions in RNiO3. For our RIXS measurements, we use incoming photons

resonantly tuned to the L edge (transition from 2p → 3d) of a TMO.

After interaction with the sample the scattered photons are analyzed in

an energy- and momentum-resolved way. Thereby one can access low-

energy excitations, that are left in the material after the RIXS process.

We will now have a closer look at which elementary excitations are

accessible at the L edges of TMOs and how these excitations can be

used to study fundamental properties of many TMOs, in particular

RNiO3 [175].

Calculating the RIXS intensity directly from the Kramers Heisen-

berg formula in equation 2.8 is simply impossible, as the full many-body

Hamiltonian in TMOs cannot be solved exactly. Therefore, di�erent

approximation schemes are used to develop expressions for initial, �nal,

and intermediate states as well as the transition operator. Within these

approximations the scattering intensity can be evaluated, and most im-

portantly we can use these models to extract microscopic quantities
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the RIXS process at the L edge
of a Ni d8 system (such as RNiO3) as a function of time. In the upper
part we trace the transition of a core hole (shown as orange dot) as a
photon gets absorbed and emitted. The lower part connects the energy
level of the system and transitions therein with the spectrum measured
(right hand side, shown for RNiO3).

from comparison to experimental data. We introduce some of these

approximations in the last part of this Chapter in Subsection 2.3.2.

Monitoring the RIXS process as a function of time (Fig. 2.2) yields

two transitions of the core hole upon photon absorption and emission,

respectively. The possible �nal state con�gurations are apparent in

the measured spectrum on the lower right hand side. First, we dis-

cuss the possibility that the �nal con�guration of the d electrons is

not the same as the initial one, i.e. e�ectively resulting in dipole-

forbidden inter-orbital excitation. As a hole in the Ni d8 systems

makes two dipole-allowed transitions, the resulting inter-orbital exci-

tation is allowed within the two-step RIXS process (as anticipated in

the Kramers-Heisenberg formula). These so-called dd or ligand-�eld

excitations give valuable insight in the orbital and valence-state char-

acter of many TMOs. We will use dd excitations in Chapter 3 to study

the bond order of RNiO3.

Second, we consider magnetic excitations such as single- or multi-
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magnons [176, 177]. Collective magnon excitations can be stimulated

due to the strong spin-orbit coupling of the core hole in the intermediate

state. Traditionally, magnetic spin excitations are measured by inelas-

tic neutron scattering (INS), due to the substantial magnetic moment of

the neutron and inherent sensitivity to interactions with magnetic ma-

terials. However RIXS has challenged this well-established technique

recently [178], as INS requires massive samples and has blind spots

especially at high energies and high doping levels in high-Tc cuprates.

RIXS is therefore a powerful � and sometimes even the only � tool to

measure momentum-dependent spin excitations from thin �lms, het-

erostructures with buried interfaces, and nano-structures. We point

out, that single crystalline RNiO3 are available to date only as thin

layers in �lms and heterostructures2. Since the scattering volume is

too small for neutrons, momentum-resolved experiments to access AFM

and bond order can only be carried out using x-rays.

RIXS has been proven to be an excellent tool to study the electronic

properties of correlated oxides. Speci�cally, the recent improvement in

energy resolution of soft x-ray RIXS has made it possible to study in de-

tail both collective magnetic [176�178] and orbital [75,182�184] excita-

tions in oxides. The use of x-rays with wavelengths of λ ≈ 1Å allows to

probe a sizable fraction of the Brilouin zone, thereby o�ering the neces-

sary q resolution to map out dispersive excitations. Additionally, RIXS

is sensitive to excitations related to the electronic continuum, which are

crucial for high-valence TMOs, such as RNiO3, where local and itin-

erant excitations coexist [75, 175, 185]. Furthermore RIXS o�ers the

typical advantages of resonant x-ray techniques, like bulk-sensitivity,

element selectivity, and momentum-resolution, together with more de-

tailed spectroscopic information than provided by XAS [186]. In RNiO3

several ordered phases coexist, making RIXS a powerful tool to probe

2We are aware of the reports of LaNiO3 and PrNiO3 single crystals in Refs.
[11,179] and [180], respectively. However, due to the elusive role of oxygen vacancies
in these single crystals, we do not consider the single crystals as well established
bulk representatives of RNiO3 [181].
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these states simultaneously and in a site-selective manner [100], as well

as to gain access to several order parameters within the same experi-

ment.

Despite the great advantages, RIXS has only evolved to its full po-

tential in the past years due to impressive technical advances, which

drastically increased the energy resolution. We will brie�y touch this

development in Section 2.2. Even though theoretically possible, the

limited resolving power even in modern RIXS spectrometers makes

the measurements of phonons3 and electron-phonon coupling still ex-

tremely challenging with RIXS [189]. To study phonons, we therefore

introduce a complementary inealstic photon scattering technique using

visible light, namely Raman scattering.

2.1.5 Raman light scattering

Similar to the case of RIXS, Raman scattering is a photon-in photon-

out technique, which is described by the Kramers-Heisenberg formula.

Instead of x-rays, Raman scattering relies on visible light and the in-

termediate sate comprises virtual vibronic states for phononic Raman

scattering. If the incident monochromatic light has the same energy

as the scattered photons, the scattering process is called elastic (or

Rayleigh scattering, see Fig. 2.3). In the other case, momentum and

energy can be transferred between the photons and the material, and

an inealstic scattering event takes place. The creation (anihiliation) of

an elementary excitation is called Stokes (anti-Stokes) process. It is

important to realize that inelastic events (Raman scattering) are 104

times less likely than the elastic scattering process, i.e. the elastic line

needs to be suppressed using optical �lters to obtain a spectrum that is

conceptually comparable to the one shown in Fig. 2.3. The Raman ex-

periment detects the energy shift between incident and scattered light,
3Several experimental studies [187,188] observe changes in the quasi-elastic peak,

which can be attributed to an amended phonon dispersion. Our statement refers
to the detection of single phonons, similar to Raman or high-energy inelastic x-ray
scattering, which is not yet feasible using RIXS, at least in the soft x-ray range.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of Raman scattering. The transi-
tions indicated on the left side are elastic scattering processes, also
called Rayleigh, Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering. The latter two
schemes are relevant in Raman experiments. The spectral �ngerprints
and their energy-dependence are displayed on the right side. We used
matching colors for the corresponding transitions in both panels.

which is usually given in units of wavenumber [cm−1].

The use of visible light with E ≈ 1 eV and k ≈ 10−3 Å in Raman

experiments imposes some limitations, as the momentum transfer is

negligible. Therefore, Raman experiments are mostly limited to the

zone center Γ-point of the �rst Brillouin zone, while RIXS in contrast

can probe a large part of the Brillouin zone due to the higher momen-

tum o�ered by the x-ray photons. Note that second- or higher-order

Raman processes can probe larger parts of the Brillouin zone.

Let us start the description of the Raman process in the classical ap-

proach based on the linear response theory introduced in Section 2.1.2.

We recall the following relationship between polarization P, electric

�eld E, susceptibility χ, and atomic lattice displacement u that de-

scribes the Raman process in �rst order

P =
∂χ

∂u

∣∣∣∣
0

u ·E (2.12)
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Explicitly expressing the electric �eld as a plane wave yields

P =
1

2

∂χ

∂u
u0εE0{cos[((k + q) · r)− (ωin + ω)t]+

cos[((k− q) · r)− (ωin − ω)t]}
(2.13)

where we have combined equations 2.10 (only the second term, which

accounts for inelastic Raman light scattering) and 2.11. Here we realize

that the electric �eld of the scattered light contains frequencies (ωin±ω)
that are shifted with respect to the frequency of the incident light ωin.

In particular, (ωin − ω) describes the Stokes part, whereas (ωin + ω)

gives the anti-Stokes part of the excitations as introduced in Fig. 2.3.

We de�ne the so-called Raman tensor R = ∂χ
∂u

∣∣∣∣
0

u. The Raman tensor is

a second-rank tensor and a fundamental quantity in the description of

phonons, as R re�ects the symmetry of the collective lattice vibration.

The lattice vibrations are classi�ed according to irreducible representa-

tions of the crystallographic point groups. Therefore they are denoted

with the same Mullikan symbol as the irreducible representations, and

we can use group theory to determine which of the vibrational species

have nonvanishing components of R [172].

Following classic electromagnetic theory, an oscillating dipole with

frequency ω emits the energy ∂Φs per time in an element of solid angle

∂Ω. The di�erential cross section ∂σ
∂Ω is therefore given as [173]

∂σ

∂Ω
=

1

Ii

∂Φs
∂Ω

=
1

Ii

ω4

16π2c3
|εs ·P|2 (2.14)

where Ii = εcE2
i is the intensity of the incoming light and c the speed

of light. Using equation 2.13 and the de�nition of the Raman tensor,

we arrive at
∂σ

∂Ω
=

ω4

16π2c4
|εs ·R · εl|2 (2.15)

where εs (εl) is the light polarization of the scattered (laser, i.e. in-

coming) light. Therefore the intensity observed in a Raman experiment
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is given by

IRaman ∝
∂σ2

∂Ω∂ω
=

ω4

16π2c4
|εs ·R · εl|2δ(ω −∆ω) (2.16)

where we have introduced the double di�erential scattering cross sec-

tion ∂σ2

∂Ω∂ω , i.e. the power of light scattered into the solid angle ∂Ω in

a frequency range between ω and ω + ∂ω. The delta function ensures

energy conservation and centers the excitation around the Raman shift

ω. Equation 2.16 can be condensed into the following expression for

the Raman intensity: IRaman ∝ |εs · R · εl|2. We realize that certain

combinations of incident and scattered light polarization probe di�er-

ent elements of the Raman tensor R. Additionally, IRaman can vanish

even if the components of the Raman tensor are nonzero. These so-

called selection rules can be readily derived from the crystal symmetry

via group theory. For the characterization of scattering geometry it

is therefore necessary to know the direction of incoming and scattered

light, as well as their polarizations. This is conveniently summarized

using Porto's notation of the from a(bc)d. Here a (d) gives the direction

of incoming (scattered) light, and b and c the corresponding polariza-

tion.

The appealing use of group theory to characterize the symmetry of

latice vibrations is the strength and beauty in the classical description

of Raman scattering. However, certain aspects, such as the intensity

ratio of Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering, can only be derived within a

quantum mechanical treatment, which we brie�y discuss in the follow-

ing paragraph.

A full description of Raman scattering on the basis of quantum me-

chanics goes well-beyond the scope of this short introduction, we refer

the curious reader to standard text-books on this topic [173, 174, 190].

Here we present essentials and some important results from the quan-

tum mechanical treatment of phononic Raman scattering. Recalling

the discussion about the Kramers Heisenberg formula (equation 2.8)
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in the Green's function approach, we notice that the material Hamil-

tonian H needs to include electron-phonon and phonon-phonon inter-

actions in the case of Raman scattering. To evaluate the matrix ele-

ment of the form 〈f |H|i〉 in equation 2.8, one assumes the same initial

and �nal electronic electronic state, while the vibronic part of the sys-

tem changes. The vibrational wave function are expressed as harmonic

oscillator functions 〈νfk| and 〈νik| with occupation numbers νfk and

νik for �nal and initial state, respectively. Recalling the basic prop-

erties of the harmonic oscillator we realize that the matrix element

is only nonzero for the mode k if νfk = νik ± 1 holds. Exactly this

describes Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering, respectively. We follow

the �uctuation-dissipation theorem and introduce the retarded ther-

mal Green's function G to replace the classical Raman response func-

tion ε(ω,q). The Raman intensity [174,190] IRaman is calculated similar

to equations 2.15 and 2.16 and yields

IRaman ∝
∂σ2

∂Ω∂ω
∝ (εs · εl)2[1 + n(ω)]=G (2.17)

with the frequency of the scattered ωs and laser ωl light. The Bose-

Einstein thermal distribution n(ω) is given as

n(ω) =
1

exp
~ωp

kBT
− 1

(2.18)

with the frequencies of the phonon mode ω = ωp = ωl−ωs, the reduced
Planck constant ~ and the Boltzmann constant kB4.

Before moving on to details on Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering,

one word of caution concerning the cross sections that are actually mea-

sured in a Raman experiment. It is important to realize that ∂σ2

∂Ω∂ω in

equation 2.17 gives the power cross section, i.e. the ratio of scattering to

incident power. However, photon counting devices, such as the charge-

4We have omitted a detailed derivation of the absolute Raman intensity, as
we will mostly focus on the comparison of Stokes and anti-Stokes intensities to
determine the temperature of the investigated samples.
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coupled device (CCD) detector in Raman scattering experiments, mea-

sure the quantum cross section
(

∂σ2

∂Ω∂ω

)
Quantum

. The quantum cross

section is de�ned as the ratio of scattered to incident photons: Ns/Ni.

Using the relation between photon number N , time t and power P :

P = ~ω
t N , the quantum cross section can be expressed as(

∂σ2

∂Ω∂ω

)
Quantum

=
Ns
Ni
∝ Ps
Pi

ωl
ωs
∝ ω3

sωl (2.19)

where we used the well-known expression Ps/Pi ∝ ω4
s from Rayleigh

scattering (c.f. equations 2.15 and 2.16). Therefore, quantum and

power cross section are proportional to ω3
s and ω4

s , respectively. The

scattering rates (proportional to the quantum cross section) of the

Stokes RS and anti-Stokes RAS side of the spectrum follow the Bose-

Einstein thermal distribution n(ω). Therefore the scattering rates can

be expressed as RS = A[n(ω) + 1] and RAS = An(ω), respectively. A

is a constant taking into account all experimental details. Therefore,

the ratio of the Raman scattered photons of Stokes and anti-Stokes

processes can be written as [173,174]

IAS
IS

=
(ωl + ωp)

3

(ωl − ωp)3
exp(

−hωp
kBT

) (2.20)

Based on this relation, one can determine the in-situ temperature T at

the laser spot of the sample investigated. We will exploit this concept

in Chapter 5.

The theoretical excursion to the fundamentals of light scattering

has shown us that RIXS and Raman scattering are complementary

techniques. We have realized that RIXS might be more powerful to

investigate TMO due to the q resolution and resonant enhancement.

However, it is also obvious that Raman scattering o�ers the somewhat

simpler interpretation relying on rather intuitive selection rules. In ad-

dition, Raman scattering is more mature as it bene�ts from a longer

history resulting in technical advances and simpli�cations. Therefore,
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Raman scattering is used already in chemistry and material science and

even in some industrial applications for quick feedback. Undoubtedly,

a combination of both techniques allows us to study elementary excita-

tions of a wide range which can give valuable insight into the exciting

physics of TMOs.

2.2 Experimental aspects of light scattering

We turn now to the description of the experimental setup for Raman

scattering and RXS. We will in particular review the generation of x-

rays using synchrotrons and ways to analyze scattered photons in an

energy-resolved fashion. The basic setup for any light scattering experi-

ment is conceptually quite simple and contains three main components:

a light source, the sample, and a detector. However, in real life, each

of those components constitute complex apparatuses, requiring a high

degree of engineering to facilitate a successful experiment, in particular

for RIXS experiments.

Before moving to the detailed description of the experimental se-

tups, we point out the di�erence between resonant inelastic and elastic

x-ray scattering. Both experiments require a synchrotron light source

to generate x-rays with variable energy to tune to the resonant edges

of di�erent TMOs. The main di�erences between RIXS and REXS

become apparent in the detection of the scattered photons. As stated

before, RIXS detects the scattered photons in an energy-resolved way

using a spectrometer, which will be discussed in Section 2.2.2 below. In

contrast, the REXS techniques measures the scattered photons using

a diode, i.e. all photons irrespective of their energy are detected. It is

therefore more appropriate to think of REXS as an energy-integrated

technique. This conceptually �ne di�erence in the two techniques re-

sult in a quite di�erent experimental setup, where the REXS setup

o�ers by far more simplicity and �exibility. However it is also obvi-

ous, that the dispersion of collective excitations can only be studied
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Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic setup of a synchrotron with the main compo-
nents: electron gun (e gun), linear accelareator (LINAC), booster ring,
storage ring with bending magnets and other insertion devices, and
the beamline comprising the optics and the experimental hutch. Elec-
tron trajectory and emission pro�le for a bending magnet (b) and an
insertion device (c), respectively. Panel (b) and (c) are from Ref. [51].

using inelastic techniques such as RIXS and Raman scattering. We

recommend Ref. [191] for a detailed discussion on a REXS setup, and

continue to review key components of the two inelastic photon experi-

ments. In particular, we emphasize di�erences between photons in the

x-ray (RIXS) and visible (Raman) range, and discuss implications on

the experimental realization.

2.2.1 Synchrotron radiation

Resonant x-ray spectroscopy and scattering techniques require syn-

chrotron radiation for several reasons. To exploit the resonant nature

of RXS techniques, the photon energy needs to be tunable to a core

level resonance. This can only be achieved by the use of a synchrotron

light source and is not feasible using a standard monochromatic x-ray

source such as a Cu anode. In addition, we recall that RIXS is a second-

order process, which is extremely photon hungry. Therefore RIXS can
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only be performed at an advanced light source that o�ers a variable-

polarization monochromatic x-ray source with high photon �ux. The

RIXS experiments presented here are only feasible at modern third-

generation synchrotron facilities, such as the European Synchrotron

Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, and free-electron lasers. Fur-

ther, our experiments aim to detect small modulations of the low-energy

electronic degrees of freedom, which is quite challenging and in some

cases only feasible with extremely high-brilliance radiation. The term

�brilliance� describes the spatial and spectral distribution of the photon

�ux and is usually used to compare di�erent x-ray sources [51,171,172].

In particular, the relativistic speed of the electrons circulating in the

storage ring (see Fig. 2.4) enables the high brilliance of synchrotron

radiation. First, the high intensity radiation results from the rapidly

increasing power emitted by a charge, which moves on a circular orbit

with a kinetic energy in the relativistic regime. Second, Lorentz con-

traction squeezes the dipole radiation in a narrow beam tangential to

the electron trajectory with an opening angle of about γ−1 rad, where

γ is the Lorentz factor. In consequence, synchrotron radiation is highly

focused and intense.

The basic setup of a synchrotron is shown in Fig. 2.4 (a). Electrons

from an electron gun (e-gun) are pre-accelerated at the linear accel-

erator (LINAC) and inserted into the booster ring, which accelerates

the electrons to relativistic speeds (typically in GeV energy range).

After the injection into the storage ring, electrons are driven using

radio-frequency cavities and are kept in a stable orbit using dipole and

quadrupole magnets. Magnets and periodic magnetic assemblies, also

called insertion devices, modulate the beam trajectory and lead to the

emission of x-rays, which are then guided to the beamlines. Common

insertion devices include bending magnets, wigglers, and undulators.

An undulator comprises a periodic assembly of magnets that creates

a �eld which focuses electrons on undulating paths. The oscillating

electrons emit highly-focused electromagnetic radiation. In contrast
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to wigglers and bending magnets, undulators have a discrete emission

spectrum, and o�er higher intensities due to the constructive interfer-

ence of radiation. In addition, the use of undulators o�ers the possi-

bility to tune the polarization of the emitted x-rays5. The polarization

can be modi�ed by changing the shift of di�erent magnetic rails placed

next to each other. In particular, a shift of 0◦ (90◦) gives linear (cir-

cular) polarization. To select a speci�c energy, for example the Ni L3

edge, the amplitude of the oscillation of the electrons in modi�ed. This

is in practice done by altering the gap between magnetic rails. Modern

synchrotron facilities, such as ESRF and BESSY II, have spatial un-

dulator periods in the cm range which create x-rays with wavelengths

down to the sub-nm range [172,192,193].

The generation of highly brilliant x-ray photons is common for dif-

ferent beamlines of a synchrotron radiation facility. Individual beam-

lines then use these photons for a variety of di�erent experiments,

ranging from imaging setups for molecules to advanced scattering tech-

niques, such as RIXS. We turn now to the description of a RIXS beam-

line, with particular focus on the detection of the scattered photons.

2.2.2 RIXS setup

The key components which need to be considered in an inelastic soft

x-rays experiment are: the x-ray (light) source, i.e. the synchrotron

as explained in section 2.2.1, the experimental chamber and the heart

of the RIXS experiment, the spectrometer. Due to high absorption of

soft x-rays even in air the whole beam path needs to be in vacuum.

The RIXS experiments discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis were

taken at the new ERIXS spectrometer at the ID32 beamline at the

ESRF located in Grenoble, France. The spectrometer and beamline

were speci�cally designed for RIXS experiments in the soft x-ray regime.

5Common undulators such as APPLE type undulators comprise four magnetic
rails with adjustable gap and shift. APPLE type undulators have both top and
bottom rails split into two, with the ability to shift them relative to each other.
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The ultimate goal of this project was to build the �best� RIXS setup

available to date in terms of energy resolution. The instrument was

designed and developed by the ESRF in collaboration with the RIXS

pioneers Giacomo Ghiringhelli and Lucio Braicovich from Politecnico

di Milano. In October 2014, the ERIXS spectrometer was opened to

users o�ering a combined resolving power of E/∆E = 30000, thereby

promoting the ERIXS spectrometer to the world leading instrument of

its kind. At the Cu L3 edges (≈ 930 eV to 950 eV), ERIXS routinely

achieves an energy resolution better than 60meV, which can be further

boosted to 35meV in high-resolution mode6. The energy resolution

and the possibility to fully and continuously map out 3D dispersions

quali�ed this instrument to the only available end-station to date to

measure the dispersive spin exciations in RNiO3, as shown in Chapter

3.

We will now discuss some important details of the ID32 beamline

and ERIXS spectrometer following Refs. [194,196], which are more ex-

tensive on this topic. Both, end-station and spectrometer, re�ect the

goal to maximize energy resolution. A big caveat in the soft x-ray

regime comprises the design of energy dispersive elements, which are

needed for both the monochromater and the spectrometer. The use of

single-crystals, as in the case of hard x-rays with shorter wavelength λ,

is not possible [196�198]. Instead, one has to resort to gratings with

lower e�ciency. In the soft x-ray range, variable line spacing (VLS)

gratings with a �xed radius curvature are used, as the line width broad-

ening can be minimized by re-positioning the grating.

Following the beampath from the light-source, the beamline is equipped

with a VLS Plane Grating Monochromator (PGM) to minimize energy

broadening of the incoming beam. The sample is positioned in the scat-

tering chamber on a full in-vacuum 4-circle sample goniometer. The

scattered photons are then analyzed by the spectrometer. In a sim-

pli�ed consideration, the length of the spectrometer (= distance from

6The two con�gurations are explained and discussed below and in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic and photograph of the ERIXS spectrometer at
the beamline ID32 of the ESRF synchrotron in Grenoble, France. The
dashed line in the upper part shows the beampath from the sample
stage via the optical components of the spectrometer to the CCD de-
tector. The schematics is reproduced following Ref. [194], and the pho-
tograph is taken from Ref. [195].
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the energy dispersive element, i.e. grating, to the detector) is inversely

proportional to the bandwidth of spectrum. Therefore, rather long

spectrometer arms are needed for good energy resolution. The ERIXS

spectrometer features a 11m long scattering arm capable of rotating

over 100◦ without breaking vacuum using di�erentially pumped seals

(see Fig. 2.5). The �rst part of the spectrometer arm incorporates

a collimating parabolic mirror and two interchangeable VLS spherical

gratings with di�erent groove densities. Both VLS gratings work in

the �rst internal di�raction order. One VLS grating is optimized for

e�ciency (grating 2), the other one for resolution (grating 1). The scat-

tered and dispersed photons are then detected with two CCD cameras

at the end of the spectrometer chamber. One CCD camera measures

the direct beam and the other one the beam di�racted from a mul-

tilayer that acts as polarimeter. Finally, it is worth to mention that

recently Fumagalli et al. demonstrated a full polarization analysis of

a RIXS spectrum using this newly developed polarimeter [199]. This

study demonstrates the potential of RIXS to discriminate excitations

according to their nature, in analogy to the selection rules, that are

fundamental and powerful in Raman scattering.

The unique ERIXS setup presented above enables the measurements

of previously invisible features. In addition, the ERIXS spectrometer

serves as a blue print for many other spectrometers, that are currently

being built at di�erent synchrotrons around the world. This novel tool

has helped RIXS to mature, increase its popularity, and become an

important tool to characterize TMOs and their heterostructures. We

will use the unprecedented capabilities o�ered by ERIXS to map out

the magnetic dispersion in RNiO3 (see Chapter 3).

2.2.3 Raman scattering setup

While conceptually the key components of the Raman setup are the

same as the ones from the RIXS experiment, the use of visible light

simpli�es the technical design in the case of Raman scattering. The
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Figure 2.6: (a) Photograph highlighting key components of the Raman
setup (Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800). (b) Schematic illustration
of the confocal z-scan technique to probe thin �lms comprising TMOs.
Panel (b) is taken from Ref. [123].

Raman experiments presented in Chapter 5 were performed on a com-

mercially available Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800 spectrometer,

which is an integrated micro Raman system. Micro Raman setups use

objectives to focus the laser light and are therefore suited for laterally

small samples such as the Ca2RuO4 single crystals. In contrast, macro

Raman setups usually require sampling volumes in the cm3 range. The

diameter of the laser spot in our micro-Raman setup is 1.4 µm. Raman

scattering is a bulk sensitive probe, where the probing depth is given

by the penetration depth of the laser beam. The penetration depth for

a red laser in TMOs such as Ca2RuO4 is around 3 µm.

The Raman experiments were performed using the 632.8 nm exci-

tation line of a HeNe laser. Standard optical components such as an

Iris and a clean-up �lter are inserted in the beam path to suppress any

additional laser lines. To facilitate the polarization analysis described

in the theory section, we use a Fresnel rhomb that rotates the polar-

ization plane of the linearly polarized beam. Further, a holographic

notch �lter re�ects the beam towards the microscope, where an objec-

tive (standard objective with 50x magni�cation) focuses the laser beam

onto the sample. All spectra are taken in backscattering geometry with
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the incident and the re�ected light parallel to the normal of the sample

surface. The objective to focus the laser light onto the sample is then

also used to collect the scattered light, which further passes the notch

�lter as well as the confocal pinhole and is analyzed at the spectrograph.

A polarization analyzer and ultra-low frequency �lter can be inserted

to the beam path to selectively probe lattice vibrations with speci�c

symmetry and to suppress the elastically scattered light, respectively.

In particular, two volume Bragg-grating �lters facilitate measurements

down to small wavenumbers, thereby providing information about low-

energy excitations. In addition, the ultra-low frequency �lter enables to

simultaneously record the Stokes and anti-Stokes part of the spectrum,

which is crucial for the temperature determination in Chapter 5. The

spectrograph employs two line gratings with di�erent line densities as

energy dispersive elements and a CCD camera to detect the photons.

To measure thin and ultra-thin �lms comprising TMOs, we use

the confocal pinhole incorporated into the Raman setup [123] (see Fig.

2.6). The confocal pinhole in front of the detector suppresses out-

of-focus light, e�ectively increasing the sensitivity in z-direction (i.e.

the out-of-plane direction). Thereby, a separate measurement of thin

�lm and substrate (after some subtraction procedure as detailed in

Refs. [123,200]) is possible.

For Raman experiments below room temperature, we use a com-

mercially available KONTI cryostat from CryoVac. As the cooling pro-

cedure turns out to be crucial to observe the current-stabilized nonequi-

librium phases in Ca2RuO4, we give details about the sample mounting

and cooling system used in our experiment. In Fig. 2.7 (a), we high-

light the path of the He �ow as well as the cables which were installed

to apply a DC current to the sample. In panel (b) of Fig. 2.7, we

schematically illustrate the sample mounting using GE varnish, which

electrically isolates the sample from the metallic sample holder while

at the same time providing good thermal contact to the latter. The

sample holder essentially acts as a cold �nger. The sample is contacted
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Figure 2.7: (a) Photo of the Raman cryostat with highlighted He �ow
path (red) and electrical sample wiring (green). (b) Schematics of the
sample mounting on the metallic sample holder. (c) Detailed photo-
graph of the sample mounted in the cryostat.

to standard Cu wires with conductive silver paint.

2.3 Analysis of measurements

Equipped with a basic understanding of light scattering in solids and

knowledge of the experimental setup, we now move to the analysis of the

measured data. We �rst discuss di�erent line shapes in light scattering

data. In the second part, we illustrate two theoretical approaches to

extract fundamental microscopic parameters from measured data. This

review should by no means be considered as complete guide, as there

are many di�erent ways to analyze spectroscopic data. Rather, we

give a �avor of what is possible (as an experimentalist) and introduce

important concepts that will become important later in Chapters 3 to

5, where the results of this thesis are presented.
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2.3.1 Line shapes

While most of the focus in scattering and spectroscopic experiments lies

on the energy and momentum of the emitted photon, also the shape of

the spectral line can contain important information. In photon scat-

tering experiments the emitted light can be described by an emission

from a damped oscillator with base frequency ω0, that would for exam-

ple correspond to the frequency of a vibronic mode. The corresponding

line shape is expressed as Lorentzian and has the from

L(ω, ω0, γ) =
2A

π

γ

4(ω − ω0)2 + γ2
(2.21)

where γ and A give the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and the

area of the peak, respectively. The Lorentzian is the fundamental line

shape of the absorption of emission and is therefore also called natural

line. In addition to the Lorentzian line shape, a spectral line can be

further broadened due to thermal and experimental e�ects, such as

limited resolution. In that case the line shape is best described by a

Gaussian shape

G(ω, ω0, σ) =
A

ω
√
π/2

exp−2(
ω − ω0

σ
)2 (2.22)

where σ and A give the FWHM and the area of the peak, respectively.

Most commonly however, the spectral shape follows the Voigt pro�le,

comprising a convolution of Lorentzain and Gaussian broadening

V (ω, ω0, σ, γ) =

∫ ∞
−∞

L(ω, ω0, γ) ∗G(ω, ω0, σ)dω (2.23)

Our experimental data is best described by a sum of several peaks,

where frequency, line width and area of each peak are optimized from

�ts to experiments. For symmetric peaks, we use the Voigt line shape

to �t the Raman data, where the Lorentzian broadening is a variable

(in addition to peak intensity and position) and the Gaussian width is
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�xed to the experimental resolution. We have determined the resolution

of the LabRAM HR800 spectrometer to be 2 cm−1 by measuring the

spectrum of a discharge lamp containing Neon gas. In RIXS, most of

the low-energy excitations are resolution limited and we cannot access

the intrinsic line width. Therefore, we have �tted most of the spectra

using a Gaussian function, which re�ects the resolution-limit.

We will further identify phonons with asymmetric lineshapes in the

Raman investigation in Chapter 5. Phonon asymmetries are known to

result from interactions with a continuum. The phonon asymmetry can

be obtained from �ts to a Fano pro�le [201]

F (ω, ω0,Γ) = A
(q + ε(Γ))

2

1 + ε(Γ)2
(2.24)

with ε(Γ) = (ω−ω0)/Γ. Besides the phonon frequency ω0 and the e�ective

phonon linewidth Γ, we can extract the Fano parameter q whose inverse

is directly proportional to the electron-phonon coupling strength and

the imaginary part of the electronic susceptibility [202,203].

The linewidth extracted from �ts to the experimental data therefore

give insight into macroscopic electronic properties, such as correlation-

length, electron-phonon coupling, and many more. We now move to-

wards a more theoretical analysis scheme of spectroscopic data, in par-

ticular we show how resonant data can be used to extract important

electronic features of the investigated TMOs.

2.3.2 Theoretical toolkit for an experimentalist

Cluster calculations

As discussed in Chapter 1, the full many-body Hamiltonian of TM ions

can only be solved using approximations. The Hubbard Hamiltonian

presented in equation 1.1 is a rather coarse and fundamental approxi-

mation, but nevertheless o�ers important insights into electron corre-

lations. Among other auxiliary systems, cluster calculations develop
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several symbiotic e�ects to study the physics of TMOs in a powerful

combination with resonant scattering and absorption techniques at the

L edges of TMs [54, 171]. In a cluster calculation, the material is ap-

proximated by its fundamental building block, the TM-O6 octahedra.

The fundamental principle of this approximation can be found in the

multiplet ligand �eld theory (MLFT), which was originally developed

in quantum chemistry. The model Hamiltonian includes the d and 2p

orbitals of the TM ion to capture the resonant transition and the lig-

and orbtials L, which comprise in most cases the 2p orbitals of the

oxygen ions. The description of the solid is consequently condensed

into a selection of relevant orbitals of one TM-O6 octahedra. This ap-

proach seems to be crude in the �rst place, but o�ers the possibility

to explicitly include the entire electron�electron repulsion Hamiltonian.

Therefore electron correlations as well as the full multiplet structure of

TMOs can be reproduced. In addition to the electron-electron interac-

tion, the basic Hamiltonian in cluster calculations can contain crystal

�eld e�ects, hopping between oxygen ligand 2p and TM 3d orbitals, and

SOC of the TM 2p states and the core hole. In particular XAS spec-

tra could be calculated in excellent agreement with experimental data.

Thereby, cluster calculations have proven to be very useful to extract

microscopic parameters, which are relevant to describe the electronic

structure and corresponding physics of TMOs [47,109].

Another advantage of cluster calculations is that initial and �nal

state are considered on equal footing, which is important for the com-

parison to experiments. More speci�cally, the rather sharp core level

absorption lines cannot be explained by transitions into delocalized 3d

bands. It is necessary to consider the excited state (after the absorption

of a photon) as localized state due to the strong excitonic interaction

of core hole and excited electron [36,54].

A standard MLFT Hamiltonian has the from [6,53]

HMLFT = HddU +HpdU +HdSOC +HpSOC +Hd,p,Lon−site +HdLint (2.25)
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where HddU and HpdU are the Coulomb interaction as anticipated by the

Hubbard Hamiltonian (equation 1.1) between two d electrons and be-

tween d electron and 2p core hole, respectively. Spin-orbit coupling of

the d spins (2p core hole) is included via the term HdSOC (HpSOC), where

the SOC Hamiltonian is explicitly given in equation 1.3. Further, we

include Hd,p,Lon−site to take the orbital-selective on-site energies of d, 2p

and L orbitals into account. HdLint describes the d−L hybridization, i.e.

hopping between TM d and ligand 2p orbitals. In the given form, H
can be solved using exact disorganization, which is for example imple-

mented in programs such as Quanty [46,204,205].

While it is most common to use a single TM-O6 cluster to describe

the solid, we will extend the theory towards two cluster following Ref. [6]

in Chapter 3. In this way we can replicate the essential building block

of the bond-disproportionated phase in RNiO3.

Spin wave theory

As shown in Chapter 1, magnetism is one of the key features of TMOs.

We recall the AFM ground state of the undoped parent compound in

high-Tc cuprates, that have stimulated great interest in the quantitative

understanding of quantum AFM. Experimentally, collective magnetic

excitations (spin waves or magnons) and their energy dispersion can be

measured using RIXS, Raman or neutron scattering (see 2.1.4). How-

ever only the comparison of theoretical models with experimental data

provides the possibility to quantify microscopic exchange parameters,

that give detailed insight into the driving mechanism for long-range

magnetic order, spin �uctuations, magnetization dynamics, etc.

An appealing treatment of long-range magnetic order on the basis

of elementary excitations of coupled spin systems, so-called spin-waves,

was developed in the 1950's [206,207]. In this scheme, low-energy quan-

tum e�ects contribute in a semiclassical way as time depended �uctu-

ations around the classical ground state, while spin wave dispersions

can be obtained using equations of motions. However, the description
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of AFM in TMOs calls for a full quantum mechanical treatment of

spin waves with the possibility to include and treat incommensurate

magnetic structures, which was put forward by Toth [208]. Here the

ground state and spin wave dispersion are the same as in the classical

treatment. The elementary excitations however are treated as quasipar-

ticles (magnons) with bosonic character. The spin system is therefore

described as coupled harmonic oscillators using second quantization of

bosonic operators [209].

The main mechanism for interacting spins in TMOs is the exchange

interaction7, which justi�es the use of the quantum mechanical spin-

only approximation. Therefore, in spin wave theory the magnetic prop-

erties are condensed into a Heisenberg-like (see equation 1.2) magnetic

Hamiltonian of localized interacting moments Si and Sj on a periodic

lattice with sites i and j, respectively

Hspin wave theory =
∑
i,j

SiJijSj +
∑
i

SiAiSi + B
∑
i

giSi (2.26)

The Hamiltonian captures the exchange coupling described by the ma-

trix Jij , the single-ion anisotropy Ai and possible interactions with an

external magnetic �eld B, where gi is the g- (or Landé) factor. The

3x3 matrix Jij can include Heisenberg [210], Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya and

other anisotropic exchange mechanisms. The Hamiltonian given in 2.26

can be solved exactly for example for an antiferromagnetic linear chain

of spin 1/2 atoms [211], and even for bulk RNiO3 it is possible to derive

an analytical expression (c.f. Chapter 3). For most systems however,

and in particular for complex heterostructures described by large mag-

netic super-cells, numerical methods are necessary, which are imple-

mented for example in the SpinW [208] software package. We will show

in Chapter 3 how one can use spin wave theory to extract the micro-

scopic exchange interactions from dispersive spin excitations measured

7The exchange interaction dominates over the dipole-dipole coupling, as the
wavelength of the spin waves is comparable to the distance between two spins.
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by RIXS.



Chapter 3

RIXS study of bond order

and spin excitations in

RNiO3 with

R= La, Pr, Nd

As we have seen in Chapter 1, Section 1.3, RNiO3 host several collective

intertwined ordering phenomena. For a systematic study, we therefore

seek to investigate bond and magnetic order simultaneously and on the

same footing. We point out that the magnetic ordering in RNiO3 has

been subject to investigation for decades, and still its underlying mech-

anism remains a puzzle. One of the main obstacles to understand the

magnetism of RNiO3 lies in the characterization of di�erent local spin

states of the two inequivalent Ni sites and their associated exchange

interactions. Here we take advantage of high-resolution RIXS to probe

direct signatures of Ni-O bond order and �uctuations in high-energy

interband (�dd�) transitions, and to investigate collective spin excita-

tions in both bulk RNiO3 and heterostructures exhibiting magnetic

77
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states di�erent from those in the bulk. After decades of research on

the electronic phase behavior of RNiO3, these experiments can �nally

determine the magnetic exchange interactions and hence yield unprece-

dented insight into the mechanism driving the formation of the unusual

magnetic structure in this system.

After introducing sample details and developing the theoretical double-

cluster model, we quantify the bond order amplitudes for di�erent thin

�lms and heterostructures and discriminate short-range bond order

�uctuations from long-range static order. We proceed to study the

magnetic order, where we �rst develop a hitherto missing, complete

site-selective description of the magnetism in bulk RNiO3, based on the

observation of dispersive magnetic excitations. We further investigate

magnetic order and exchange interactions in spatially con�ned RNiO3

slabs by probing dispersive magnon excitations. Our study of super-

lattices (SLs) grown in the [001] direction of the perovskite structure

reveals a robust noncollinear spin spiral magnetic order with dispersive

magnon excitations that are essentially unperturbed by bond order

modulations and spatial con�nement. In contrast, we �nd magnons

with �at dispersions and strongly reduced energies in SLs grown in

the [111] direction that exhibit collinear magnetic order. These results

give insight into the interplay of di�erent collective ordering phenom-

ena in a prototypical 3d transition metal oxide and establish RIXS as a

powerful tool to quantitatively study several order parameters and the

corresponding collective excitations within one experiment.

This Chapter summarizes the �ndings that were published in Y.

Lu, D. Betto, K. Fürsich et al., Phys. Rev. X 8, 031014 (2018) and

K. Fürsich et al., Phys. Rev. B 99, 165124 (2019), which are items 5)

and 6) in the List of Publications, respectively.
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3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Sample and experimental details

For a systematic and quantitative study of the di�erent ordering phe-

nomena in RNiO3, high-quality RIXS spectra with high-resolution are

necessary. We therefore performed the RIXS experiments at the ID32

beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility using the ER-

IXS spectrometer [194] introduced in Chapter 2.2.2. As a compromise

between reasonable acquisition time and su�cient resolving power, the

combined instrumental energy resolution was set to ≈ 50meV FWHM.

For the whole experiment we kept the incident photon polarization

parallel to the scattering plane in order to enhance the magnetic re-

sponse of the system. To measure the dispersive magnetic excitations,

we varied the scattering angle in the range from 55 ◦ to 135 ◦, which

corresponds to a momentum transfer of 0.4 to 0.8Å
−1

at the Ni L3 edge

at 853 eV. Additional resonant elastic x-ray scattering (REXS) experi-

ments (see Fig. 3.2) were performed at the BESSY-II undulator beam

line UE46-PGM1 at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin.

High-quality thin �lms and superlattices (SLs) were grown by pulsed

laser deposition (see Table 3.1). A 400Å thick NdNiO3 (NNO) �lm was

grown on a [001]pc-oriented SrTiO3 substrate and has been investigated

as bulk representative in previous studies [100,122]. A LaNiO3-LaAlO3

(LNO-LAO) SL was grown on a [001]pc-oriented LaSrAlO3 (LSAO) and

consists of 33 bilayers, each containing two pseudocubic (pc) unit cells

(u.c.) of LNO and LAO. PrNiO3-PrAlO3 (PNO-PAO) SLs were grown

on [001]pc-oriented LSAO and [LaAlO3]0.3 × [Sr2AlTaO6]0.7 (LSAT),

with a (2 u.c./2 u.c.)×30 and (2 u.c./4u.c.)×20 stacking of PNO and

PAO, respectively. A NdNiO3-NdGaO3 (NNO-NGO) SL was grown on

[111]pc-oriented NdGaO3 (NGO), which corresponds to the [101] direc-

tion in orthorhombic notation. The NNO-NGO SL comprises 4 bilayers

with 3 u.c. of NNO (16Å), separated by 2u.c. of NGO (12Å). In the

NNO-NGO SL the unit cell is de�ned along the [111]pc direction.
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Table 3.1: Overview of sample properties. In the �rst column we refer
to previous experiments on the same or nearly identical samples studied
with other techniques. For the NNO-NGO SL, the unit cell is de�ned
along the [111]pc direction and thus does not correspond to the unit
cell used for the samples grown along [001]pc.
Sample Growth Stacking TN/K Magnetic State at

direction order T = 20K

NNO thin �lm on
STO [100,122]

(001)pc - 200 spiral insulating

PNO-PAO SL on
LSAO [123,124]

(001)pc 2u.c./2u.c. 120 spiral insulating

PNO-PAO SL on
LSAT [123,124]

(001)pc 2u.c./4u.c. 140 spiral insulating

LNO-LAO SL on
LSAO [86,121]

(001)pc 2 u.c./2u.c 100 spiral metallic

NNO-NGO SL on
NGO [126]

(111)pc 3u.c./2u.c. 65 collinear insulating

Fig. 3.1 shows hard x-ray di�raction data of the investigated SLs.

The L scans can be seen in panel (a), (c) and (d), where pronounced

Kissing fringes indicate excellent sample quality and sharp interfaces.

We show a representative reciprocal space map around the (103) re-

�ection for the PNO-PAO SL with 2/4 stacking grown on LSAT. The

most intense peak in the reciprocal space map is from the LSAT sub-

strate, while the �lm peak can be seen further right and shifted to-

wards higher H values, suggesting partial relaxation of the rather thick

sample. The structural characterization of the NNO thin �lm can be

found in Ref. [100]. In addition, we use magnetic REXS to characterize

the static magnetism in the NNO-NGO SL following the protocol de-

scribed previously [86,126]. The REXS experiments were performed at

the UE46 PGM-1 end-station at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin using

σ and π polarized light (perpendicular and parallel to the scattering

plane, respectively) and energies tuned to the Ni L3 edge. The res-

onant x-ray characterization of the NNO-NGO SL on NGO (111)pc
shows collinear magnetic order and a drastically reduced ordering tem-

perature, in agreement with previous studies (Ref. [126] and Chapter
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Figure 3.1: Hard x-ray di�raction data for the structural characteriza-
tion of the SLs. (a) and (b): PNO-PAO SL with 2/4 stacking grown on
LSAT. (a) L-scan around the (001) re�ection. (b) Reciprocal space map
around (103). The most intense peak is from the LSAT substrate at
(103). The �lm peak can be found at higher H and L values, suggestion
partial relaxation of the SL. (c) PNO-PAO SL with 2/2 stacking grown
on LSAO. L-scan around (004). (d) LNO-LAO SL with 2/2 stacking
grown on LSAO. L-scan around (004).
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Figure 3.2: REXS study of the NNO-NGO SL. (a) Azimuthal depen-
dence. The data (red points) clearly indicate a collinear alignment of
magnetic spins. (b) Sketch of collinear magnetic order and noncollinear
spin spiral. To obtain the best �t, we optimized in particular the angle
between two neighboring spins. (c) Temperature dependence of the
magnetic REXS signal.

1).

3.1.2 Double-cluster calculations

To facilitate the quantitative analysis of our RIXS data, we calculate

both XAS and RIXS spectra using the double-cluster model recently

developed by Green et al. [6]. This model goes beyond the usual exact

diagonalization approach based on a single Ni site surrounded by oxy-

gen ligands [46] introduced in 2.3.2. Instead, the double-cluster formal-

ism comprises two NiO6 clusters to explicitly include long-bond (LB)

and short-bond (SB) sites, thus reproducing the elementary building

block of the rocksalt pattern of alternating octahedra in RNiO3. Each

cluster is described by a standard multiplet ligand �eld Hamiltonian

(see equation 2.25) including the full Coulomb interactions and the

necessary orbital degeneracies [47, 53]. The two clusters are then cou-

pled by hybridization operators with Oh symmetry. The calculations

are performed with the exact diagonalization code Quanty [46,204,205].

The double-cluster model considers several key features of the va-
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lence electron system of RNiO3, including negative charge transfer en-

ergy, Coulomb interactions, orbital degeneracies and bond dispropor-

tionation. Importantly, the latter cannot be incorporated in the com-

monly used single-cluster models. The negative charge transfer picture

is essential to reproduce the self-doped ground state. As de�ned in Fig.

1.2, the charge transfer energy ∆CT describes the cost to transfer one

electron from the ligand to the TMO 3d band [66,212]. In RNiO3 ∆CT

is negative (see Section 1.3), therefore one hole is doped into the ligand

states leading e�ectively to an O 2p - O 2p gap [75, 78]. We follow

the conventions of Refs. [6, 75] and de�ne ∆e� as the energy di�erence

between the top of the ligand band and the bottom of the 3d band.

Consequently, ∆e� gives the energy separation of d7L0 and d8L1 con-

�gurations in the case of RNiO3. In order to obtain the exact multiplet

structure and its spectroscopic �ngerprint, it is of crucial importance

to include Coulomb interactions as well as orbital degeneracies, as dis-

cussed in the literature [36,54].

The interaction between clusters is quanti�ed by the inter-cluster

mixing VI, which is proportional to the ratio between inter- and intra-

cluster hopping, that are, respectively, the hopping between the two

clusters and within a single NiO6 cluster. In this way charge �uctu-

ations among two neighboring NiO6 octahedra are explicitly incorpo-

rated in the formalism. One can thus achieve several con�gurations

beyond those of the classical single-cluster picture, thereby account-

ing for the highly covalent character of RNiO3. Most importantly, the

calculations show that the high-temperature state is dominated by the

self-doped d8L1 con�guration.

In the low-temperature insulating ground state a bond dispropor-

tionation δd is introduced. This parameter is de�ned as the displace-

ment of the oxygen position along the Ni-O-Ni bonds from the mean

value without bond disproportionation, following the de�nitions in Ref.

[6,100], where the double-cluster approach was employed. For compari-

son with previous studies, we note that the bond disproportionation can
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also be quanti�ed as the di�erence between short and long Ni-O bond

lengths [10,122], which doubles the value of δd compared to our de�ni-

tion. We incorporate the breathing distortion to the model by adjusting

mixing and crystal-�eld terms according to Harrison's rules [94, 213].

Within the double-cluster model the alternating octahedra with d8L0

(S ≈ 1) and d8L2 (S ≈ 0) con�guration follow naturally.

In the next Sections we use the double-cluster model to calcu-

late XAS and RIXS spectra. Hereafter we introduce the output of the

calculations by showing a typical example for the energy ranges and

scattering geometries used in this work [Fig. 3.3 (a) and (b)]. For this

survey, we use the parameters given in Ref. [100], namely VI = 0.33

and δd = 0.04Å at a momentum transfer of q[111] = 0.211 [short for

q[111] = 0.211(1, 1, 1)]. The calculated spectra are broadened to ac-

count for experimental resolution and life-time e�ects. As a �rst step,

we inspect the XAS spectrum to choose the resonant incident ener-

gies at which the following RIXS experiment/calculation is carried out.

Fig. 3.3 (a) illustrates the Ni L3 XAS spectra calculated within the

double-cluster model. In the nondisproportionated case, we �nd a

two-peak structure at the Ni L3 edge due to dynamic charge order,

i.e. charge �uctuations between the clusters. In the disproportion-

ated state the spectrum consists of contributions from LB and SB oc-

tahedra. In the presence of bond order, the two peaks change only

weakly, but can now be attributed to strictly di�erent static contribu-

tions, with peak A arising predominantly from the LB site and peak

B arising almost equally from LB and SB sites [6]. The double-peak

structure as well as the small energy shift between zero and nonzero

bond disproportionation found in the calculation is a distinct prop-

erty of RNiO3 [214, 215]. Already when considering the XAS spectra,

it is evident that the double-cluster model reproduces the experiment

[Fig. 3.4 (a)] much better than the conventional single cluster model,

which displays only one sharp peak at the Ni L3 edge [87,109]. Conse-

quently, to obtain an accurate description of the RIXS spectra, which
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Figure 3.3: Overview of calculated XAS and RIXS spectra within the
double-cluster model. Panel (a) gives the theoretical XAS at the Ni L3

edge calculated with (blue) and without (red) bond disproportionation.
The theoretical XAS spectra de�ne the incident energies: peak A and
B. (b) Scattering geometry for the RIXS experiment. (c) and (e): RIXS
spectrum with incident photon energy tuned to peak A, as de�ned in
panel (a). (d) and (f): RIXS spectrum with incident energy tuned
to peak B. Spectra in panels c,d (e,f) were calculated with (without)
bond disproportionation. The spectrum for the low-temperature bond-
ordered state is the sum of the spectra corresponding to LB (green) and
SB (purple) octahedra. The sketches in panels (d) and (f) illustrate
the bond order below and above the MIT transition. For clarity, the
octahedral rotations are omitted.
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exhibit far more details and features, it is essential to adopt the double-

cluster model.

We now turn to the discussion of the RIXS calculation. Fig. 3.3

gives an overview of the calculated RIXS spectra within the double-

cluster model for both δd 6= 0 and δd = 0 (corresponding to low- and

high-temperature phases, respectively) as well as for incident energy

tuned to peak A and peak B, as de�ned in the XAS spectra in panel

(a). Irrespective of δd, the shape of the spectra measured with incident

energy tuned to peak A is quite di�erent from the ones at peak B.

While the spectrum at peak A displays sharp features around 1 eV, we

identify a broad component around 2 eV at peak B. This observation

implies a di�erent origin of the excitations at peak A and B, thereby

suggesting coexistence of bound and continuum excitations within one

material. Indeed, Bisogni et al. [75] attributed the di�erent features to

local and band-like excitations by carefully monitoring their energy and

temperature dependence. At peak A mostly bound dd excitations are

observed, whereas at peak B the RIXS spectrum is dominated by band-

like �uorescence decay. In addition, for both incident energies, charge

transfer excitations lead to a broad high-energy background around

4 eV.

Firstly, we analyze the spectra calculated with nonzero bond dis-

proportionation describing the insulating low-temperature state. In the

bond-ordered phase, the calculated spectrum stems from the sum of the

contributions arising from the LB and SB site. To gain a deeper un-

derstanding of the energy dependent excitations, we disentangled the

contributions from LB and SB octahedra by separately plotting their

individual spectra [panels (c) and (d) in Fig. 3.3]. Interestingly, the

spectrum measured at peak A consists mostly of contributions from

the LB site, corresponding to the expanded octahedron, while the SB

site only adds minor spectral weight. Similar conclusions have been

reached in Ref. [216]. The distribution of LB and SB contributions

changes substantially when tuning the incident energy to peak B. We
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�nd almost equal contributions from LB and SB octahedra, in close

analogy to the XAS spectrum at low temperatures.

Secondly, we take a closer look at the temperature dependence of

the calculated spectra, exempli�ed in the comparison between δd = 0

[high-temperature phase, panels (e),(f)] and δd 6= 0 [low-temperature

phase, panels (c),(d)]. At peak A, we observe changes in the dd exci-

tations around 1 eV. The spectral weight of the double peak structure

shifts towards the high-energy side. In stark contrast, at peak B we

recognize no obvious di�erence between zero and nonzero bond order.

From this �rst overview of the double-cluster calculation, we con-

clude that clear signatures of bond order can be gleaned from RIXS

spectra measured with incident energy tuned to peak A. Therefore, we

will focus on spectra measured at peak A in the following sections.

3.2 Quantifying the bond disproportionation

in RNiO3

3.2.1 Bond order in RNiO3 �lms and superlattices

with R 6= La

In order to get a systematic overview, we measured a �lm and three

SLs with di�erent periodicities and rare-earth species, speci�cally Nd

and Pr. This allowed us to study the bond order as a function of

tolerance factor, i.e. rare-earth ion radius, as well as in the limit of

two-dimensional con�nement. The rare-earth ion radius has a strong

in�uence on the onset temperature and strength of the bond order, as

it e�ectively controls the bandwidth via the Ni-O bond angle and the

consequent Ni 3d and O 2p hybridization [8, 93]. To access the bond

order parameter, RIXS is an excellent tool as it is sensitive to dipole

forbidden inter-orbital dd excitations, which are strongly in�uenced by

the electronic reconstruction associated with the bond-ordered phase.

Fig. 3.4 (b) shows spectra for two PNO-PAO SLs measured with
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Figure 3.4: (a) XAS spectra for all investigated samples. The en-
larged symbol indicates the incident energy for the RIXS experiment,
i.e. the peak A. For the LNO-LAO SL we subtracted the La M4 line.
(b) RIXS spectra for two PrNiO3-based superlattices with di�erent
stacking periodicities. The SL with 2/4 stacking is o�set for clarity.
(c) Double-cluster calculation for the PNO-PAO SLs. (d) RIXS spec-
tra for the NdNiO3-NdGaO3 SL with the corresponding double-cluster
calculation in (e). For both SLs we �nd a bond disproportionation of
δd = 0.01Å. (f) Experimental and (g) calculated spectra for a NdNiO3

reference thin �lm. Panel (f) and (g) are reproduced from Ref. [100].
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an incident energy tuned to peak A at q[111] = 0.211 for T = 20K and

T = 250K. For both PNO-PAO SLs with di�erent stacking periodic-

ity we observe almost identical spectra indicating a similar electronic

structure. Comparing these data to the spectra from a NNO-NGO SL

and a �lm [Fig. 3.4 (d) and (f), respectivly] measured in the same con-

ditions, we observe remarkable di�erences for both the bond-ordered

and the non bond-ordered phase. While most of the spectral weight

for all systems is centered around 1 eV, the features in the NNO �lm

are much sharper compared to the SLs. Additionally, the double peak

structure in the NNO �lm is more pronounced.

To understand these observations in a quantitative manner, we per-

formed double-cluster calculations as described in Section 3.1. We used

the parameters given in Ref. [100] and solely optimized the bond dis-

proportionation δd and inter-cluster mixing VI to reproduce the experi-

mental data. The calculated spectra that best describe the experimen-

tal data are shown in Fig. 3.4, panels (c), (e) and (g).

We �rst discuss the NNO �lm as reference for the bulk phase. There

we �nd VI = 0.33 and δd = 0.04Å [100]. The bond disproportionation

parameter is in excellent agreement with previous values from x-ray

scattering at the Ni K edge [122,217] and powder di�raction measure-

ments [218]. The consistency with the literature validates our approach

and shows that our method is applicable to RNiO3. We emphasize that

the experimental RIXS spectra are much better reproduced with the

double-cluster model than with the standard single cluster model, used

in Ref. [75] as it allows a quantitative determination of the bond order

parameter.

For the PNO-PAO superlattices we �nd the same value for the

inter-cluster mixing VI = 0.33 and a lower bond disproportionation

δd=0.01Å in the low-temperature phase. In general, the reduced bond

order in bulk PNO can be explained as a consequence of the greater

overlap between Ni 3d and O 2p orbitals, in comparison to NNO, which

also reduces the critical temperature for the MIT. Powder di�raction
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measurements revealed a bond disproportionation of δd=0.026Å for

bulk PNO [219]. The even lower value for δd in PNO-based superlat-

tices found here can be attributed to two-dimensional con�nement and

pinning of the oxygen positions in the nickelate layers at the interfaces

with the bu�er layer, which further increases the bandwidth [87, 121].

Raman scattering showed that the bond order in PNO-PAO SLs can be

completely suppressed in compressively strained SLs and a pure metal-

lic spin-density wave was found [79,123]. However, even though the 2/2

PNO-PAO SL investigated in this study is under compressive strain,

we do not observe a complete suppression of bond order. Since RIXS

is a more sensitive probe of bond order than the detection of extra

phonon modes via Raman scattering, it would have been challenging

to conclusively identify the weak bond order distortion reported here in

the Raman experiments. On the other hand, the bond order parameter

is possibly not completely suppressed due to partial relaxation of the

rather thick SL used in the present work (see Fig. 3.1) and in Ref. [220]

compared to the one in Ref. [123].

The bond order amplitude in Nd-based SLs can be greatly reduced

due to spatial con�nement, similar to the example of the Pr-based SLs.

As an example we refer to a NNO-NGO SL grown on a [111]pc-oriented

substrate shown in Fig. 3.4, panels (d) and (e), where we �nd a reduced

bond disproportionation of δd=0.01Å. The di�erent shapes of the dd

excitations in the NNO-NGO SL and the NNO �lm for δd = 0 is re-

lated to the di�erent cross sections for the [111]pc- and [001]pc-oriented

samples [221].

Although thin-�lms and SLs give rise to completely di�erent shapes

of the RIXS spectra, the double-cluster approach with tuned parame-

ters describes both systems very well (lower panels of Fig. 3.4). This

gives evidence that the double-cluster model, and speci�cally the nega-

tive charge transfer scenario, is an excellent picture to describe the local

physics in RNiO3 and suggests that holes in the oxygen ligands are a

key ingredient to understand the MIT. Our approach can be readily
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Figure 3.5: (a) RIXS spectra for a LNO-LAO SL. (b) Calculation with-
out bond disproportionation δd and adjusted inter-cluster mixing VI.
(c) Calculation with small bond disproportionation. The spectra calcu-
lated with �nite δd reproduce the experiment much better. VI is kept
the same as in the PNO and NNO-based samples.

applied to all other RNiO3 with R 6= La, where bond order essentially

governs the insulating phase. However, it is interesting to ask whether

the double-cluster model can be adopted also for the correlated metal

LaNiO3, the only compound in the RNiO3 family which shows no bond

order, neither in bulk nor in heterostructures.

3.2.2 Breathing-type �uctuations in LaNiO3

LaNiO3 (LNO) can be considered as an exception among the RNiO3

compounds as it stays paramagnetic and metallic at all temperatures

(see phase diagram in Fig. 1.3). This is due to the fact that R=La

is the largest rare-earth ion in the RNiO3 family, so that in LNO the

Ni-O bonds are rather straight, resulting in an increased hybridization

of Ni 3d and O 2p orbitals. However, it has been demonstrated that

by con�ning the active LNO layers towards a planar two-dimensional

limit, one can induce AFM order [121]. This can be viewed as a spin-

density wave (SDW) state in the absence of bond order [79,132].

To gain a deeper understanding of the electronic mechanism in-

ducing the SDW state and to test the double-cluster model against a

highly correlated metal, we employ the same approach described in the

previous section. The RIXS spectra are measured at peak A with the
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scattering vector q[111] = 0.211 and for two temperatures, T = 20K and

T = 250K. As illustrated in Fig. 3.5, the spectrum of the LNO-LAO SL

does not evolve with temperature above 1 eV energy loss. Therefore, we

can safely exclude long-range static bond order in accordance with our

previous resonant di�raction experiments, where no bond order Bragg

re�ections could be observed at the Ni K edge [122].

Remarkably, the spectra from the LNO-LAO SL are quite similar to

those from PNO-PAO SLs at low temperature which could be modeled

with small but nonvanishing bond disproportionation. We therefore

tried to reproduce the experimental �ndings by using the same double-

cluster model as in Sec. 3.2.1. We account for the larger bandwidth

of LNO by increasing the inter-cluster mixing VI, while maintaining

the constraint of absent bond order (δd = 0). The calculation fails to

reproduce the experimental RIXS lineshape even on a qualitative level

[see Fig. 3.5 (b)]. As a next step, we allowed for small local breathing-

distortions δd 6= 0. The theoretical spectra calculated with nonzero δd

reproduce the experiment much better. While some discrepancies be-

tween the numerical and experimental data remain, the results support

a picture of short-range order in the form of transient bond order-like

distortions, i.e. breathing-type �uctuations of the NiO6 octahedra.

The bond order �uctuations are observable by RIXS, because they are

much slower than the RIXS scattering process itself. A complete quan-

titative description of the RIXS spectrum in this situation remains a

challenge for future theoretical work.

Several independent �ndings point out the importance of bond or-

der �uctuations in the description of RNiO3, and in particular for

R = La [94,132,222,223]. Recent experiments based on the pair distri-

bution function method have found evidence for two nonequivalent Ni

sites in LNO even in the metallic phase [224, 225]. Some studies even

suggest that bond-length �uctuations are present in all RNiO3 at high

temperature, thereby classifying the metallic state in RNiO3 as a pola-

ronic liquid. The MIT and the associated bond order can then be ex-
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plained in terms of stabilization/freezing of the pre-formed �uctuating

rock-salt pattern of octahedra from the metallic state [224]. Additional

evidence for charge/bond �uctuations can be found in the Fermi sur-

face superstructure with wavevector QBO = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2)pc observed by

angle resolved photo emission in metallic LNO [226]. Together with our

RIXS data, these results suggest that bond order �uctuations are essen-

tial for the theoretical description of LNO. Using high resolution RIXS

in combination with a double-cluster model, we discriminated between

long- and short-range bond order and quanti�ed the bond dispropor-

tionation in several examples of RNiO3. In the following we elucidate

the e�ect of di�erent bond order strengths on the spin excitations in

RNiO3.

3.3 Spin excitations in RNiO3

As far as collective spin excitations are concerned, one can consider

three di�erent cases of magnetic order in RNiO3 compounds, which

have been discussed in Section 1.3. For insulating bulk-like �lms the

robust bond order is a prerequisite for the spin spiral that appears at

TMIT or lower temperature depending on the rare-earth R [99]. In spa-

tially con�ned systems, as realized in SLs grown along the [001]pc direc-

tion, the spiral magnetic order can develop with weak or absent bond

order [86,123,124]. Among this SL family the LNO-LAO is special, as

the system remains metallic while developing the spiral order [86,122].

Additionally, collinear magnetic order can be found in SLs with [111]pc

orientation [126] matching the magnetic propagation vector.

For the investigation of magnetism in RNiO3, we focus on the low-

energy part of the spectra already shown in the previous section. We

use the same examples from Sec. 3.2 for strong and weak bond order,

namely the NNO �lm and the PNO-PAO SLs with two di�erent stack-

ing periodicities. In addition we compare the spin spiral from the NNO

�lm and the PNO SLs with collinear magnetic order, which can be
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(a) Ein=EA

(c) Ein=EB

(b) 

Figure 3.6: (a) Magnon measured at incoming energy Ein = EA tuned
to peak A at all measured q111 values. The magnon scattering intensity
can be obtained by subtracting the nondispersing contribution at high
temperatures from the inelastic spectra, as illustrated for q111 = 0.211
in panel (b). (c) Magnon measured at incoming energy Ein = EB tuned
to peak B at all measured q111 values.

found in the (111)pc NNO-NGO SL. For RNiO3 with R=Nd, Pr bond

and magnetic order set in at the same temperature (TMIT = TAFM).

3.3.1 NdNiO3 �lms as bulk representative of RNiO3

We �rst study the spin-exciations in a bulk-like �lm, therefore we focus

in the following on the RIXS spectra of the NNO thin-�lm below 0.3 eV.

To extract the low-energy excitations, the elastic contribution can be

removed by subtracting a Gaussian peak at ω = 0, with FWHM set

to the experimental energy resolution of about 50meV. We proceed to

extract the magnetic RIXS spectra by subtracting the nondispersing

background measured at 250K from the spectra at 20K, as illustrated
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Figure 3.7: Collective spin excitation observed with RIXS. The RIXS
spectra are measured at di�erent incident energies Ein, which are var-
ied around EA (peak A). The exact values of Ein are marked in the
XAS measurements shown in the inset using the corresponding symbol
and color of the RIXS spectrum. The energy of the magnon remains
constant, i.e. Raman-like, as Ein is varied around EA. The data is
taken at q111 = 0.176 and T = 20K.

for q111 = 0.211 in Fig. 3.6 (b). After this, one is left with the mag-

netic RIXS spectra at each q111 for incoming energy tuned to peak A

[Fig. 3.6 (a)] and B [Fig. 3.6 (c)]. The magnon excitation energies are

obtained from the peak positions of the resulting spectra as indicated

by arrows in Fig. 3.6 (a).

First, we discuss the case of incident photon energy tuned to Ein =

EA, which is expected to couple dominantly to the spins of NiA sites, as

suggested by the double-cluster model. The q values range from 0.40 to

0.65Å
−1

in steps of 0.05Å
−1
, which correspond to q111 = 0.141−0.229.

A clear inelastic contribution peaked at ω ≤ 50meV can be observed at

all measured q values. We employ several complementary diagnostic in-

dicators to discriminate between magnon and phonon contributions to

the inelastic intensity. First, as magnons become heavily overdamped

(and hence nearly invisible to scattering probes) in the paramagnetic

state, we compare RIXS spectra well above and well below the AFM

ordering temperature. In the paramagnetic state, the spectra exhibit
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no noticeable q dependence, as expected for optical phonons [123,189].

In addition, incoherent, local spin-excitations [227] and charge excita-

tions [189] may also contribute to these featureless spectra. In contrast,

the spectra in the AFM state exhibit a prominent, strongly dispersive

feature [indicated by arrows in Fig. 3.6 (a)]. The dispersion emanates

from the AFM ordering wave vector QAFM and exhibits maxima at the

borders of the AFM Brillouin zone, as expected for collective excita-

tions of the AFM state. In addition, the intensity is maximal at QAFM

and minimal at the AFM Brillouin zone border, again supporting the

assignment to magnons. The collective nature of the magnetic excita-

tion is further veri�ed by the independence of its energy on variation

of Ein around EA, see Fig. 3.7. We emphasize that the unique energy

selectivity of RIXS allowed us to maximize the cross section of local

excitations by utilizing its relatively large energy separation from the

continuum excitations in the RIXS intermediate state.

Second, we turn to the low-energy spectra measured with Ein = EB ,

i.e., the energy that maximizes the RIXS coupling to the magnon ex-

citations associated with the NiB sites. Fig. 3.6 (c) shows the magnon

spectra, that is after the subtraction of elastic and high temperature

contribution, along [111] for Ein = EB . Contrary to the data taken

with Ein = EA, where the RIXS signal gains signi�cant weight from

collective magnon excitations, the spectra here are dominated by the

nondispersing contribution. While the remaining spectral weight may

indicate a small contribution from dispersive magnons, the signal is too

weak to be clearly distinguished from the statistical noise. The well-

de�ned dispersing magnon excitations observed at Ein = EA and the

nearly null observation at Ein = EB are in line with the prediction of

the site-resolved spin susceptibilities.

The combined knowledge of the static AFM ordering and the collec-

tive excitations of the Ni moments provides a solid basis � and simul-

taneously imposes stringent constraints � for low-energy spin models

aimed to describe the hitherto unexplained noncollinear magnetic struc-
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Figure 3.8: Calculated spin-wave dispersion along [111] for two kinds of
domains (solid lines for hkl and h̄k̄l, and dashed for hk̄l and h̄kl). Each
includes two branches (thick and thin) due to the disproportionated
spins. Open symbols are experimental data from Fig. 3.6 (a).

ture of RNiO3, shown in Fig. 1.5 [86,99]. We recall that the magnetic

structure in RNiO3 comprises ferromagnetic (111) planes that form a

noncollinear (↑←↓→) AFM order. The ordering pattern of spins SA
(SB) residing on the NiA (NiB) sublattice readily follows from AFM

superexchange (SE) interactions J2 and J4. However, the major ques-

tion is which mechanism stabilizes the 90◦ mutual orientation of the SA
and SB sublattices, given that a conventional (Heisenberg) coupling is

frustrated and would result (via the �order-by-disorder� mechanism) in

a collinear �up-up-down-down� arrangement instead.

We suggest that, near the MIT, low-energy charge �uctuations be-

tween NiA and NiB sites with unequal spins SA > SB lead to a double-

exchange (DE) process that depends on the angle θ between SA and

SB . Competition between ferromagnetic DE and AFM superexchange

is known to result in noncollinear ordering [210, 228], as recently ob-

served in ferrates [229]. As far as small �uctuations around the clas-

sical spin pattern are concerned, one can incorporate the DE energy

into the spin-only model [229, 230] from equation 2.26 (Section 2.3.2)

with an e�ective parameterJ1 = JSE − JDE comprising both SE and
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DE contributions, where JDE is associated with the kinetic energy due

to low energy charge �uctuations between NiA and NiB sites. We cal-

culate the magnon dispersions using the J1 − J2 − J4 model, including

also a single-ion anisotropy term K, assuming easy axes parallel to

the cubic body diagonals. The spin disproportionation results in two

magnon branches. The disproportionation parameter δd = 0.4Å was

chosen consistent with experiment [122] and with the prediction of the

double-cluster model for the experimental value of the bond dispropor-

tionation (Fig. 3.4 and associated discussion). The spin Hamiltonian

contains four adjustable parameters: J1, J2, J4, and K, which can

be obtained by �ts to experiment, while respecting some conditions

relating the di�erent parameters. In particular, the experimentally

observed commensurate ordering wave vector implies the constraint

|J1| < J1c = 2
√

2K(J2 + J4)/3. We note that the major magnon

branch is not sensitively dependent on the exact value of J1. An accu-

rate determination of J1 requires resolution of the less intense, lower-

energy branch, which is beyond the capabilities of the current setup. In

the �tting procedure, J1 is therefore varied systematically between its

upper and lower bounds to establish systematic errors for J2, J4, and

K. We obtain the following values and errors for the �tting parameters:

J2 = 4.1 ± 1.7, J4 = 8.3 ± 2.2, and K = 1.3 ± 1.3 (all units of meV),

which implies J1c = 6.3meV. Figure 3.8 shows the magnon dispersion

calculated with the best-�t parameters and J1 = J1c/2 = 3.2meV in

compassion with the experimental dispersion extracted from Fig. 3.6

(a) at Ein = EA. For Ein = EB both calculation and experiment

show strongly suppressed magnon spectral weight. The �tted value of

the anisotropy constant K results in a magnon gap of 13meV for the

main branch of the dispersion, which is comparable to that observed in

La2NiO4 [231]. However, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is imma-

terial for our model and interpretation, which addresses the hierarchy

of exchange interactions between the Ni ions. We emphasize once more

that the dominance of the long-range interactions, J2 and J4, is a hall-
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Figure 3.9: Dispersive magnetic excitations in PNO-based heterostruc-
tures after removal of elastic contribution and subtraction of high-
temperature data, along the lines of Section 3.3.1. (a) PNO-PAO
(2u.c./2 u.c) SL on LSAO. (b) PNO-PAO (2 u.c./4u.c) SL on LSAT.
(c) NNO-NGO (3 u.c./2 u.c) SL on NGO (111)pc.

mark of the competition between superexchange and double-exchange

interactions near the MIT, which greatly reduces the nearest-neighbor

interaction J1.

Our study provides direct insight into the magnetic dynamics and

exchange interactions of the rare-earth nickelates and demonstrates

that RIXS can serve as a site-selective probe of magnetism in these

and other materials.

3.3.2 Thin-�lm structures of RNiO3

Following the study of magnon excitations in insulating bulk-like �lms,

we focus now on the (001)pc SLs with spiral magnetic order and re-

duced bond order, and the (111)pc SL with collinear magnetic order.

We use the approach developed in Section 3.3.1 to measure the dis-

persive spin excitations in several PNO- and NNO-based heterostruc-

tures [100]. To single out the purely magnetic signal, contributions

from elastic scattering and other low-energy excitations were subtracted

from the spectra. The elastic line is given by a Gaussian peak with

FWHM = 50meV (experimental resolution) at zero energy loss. The

spectrum measured above the magnetic ordering temperature gives the

nonmagnetic low-energy excitations, dominated by phonons.
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After subtracting the high-temperature inelastic spectra from the

low-temperature inelastic data one is left with well-de�ned dispersive

magnetic features. Magnon dispersions for di�erent stacking periodic-

ities, rare earth ions and substrate orientation can be seen in Fig. 3.9.

For all samples, we observe an increase in the magnetic spectral weight

as we move towards QAFM. Moreover, the energy of the spin excita-

tions disperses from approximately 50meV to 20meV as the scattering

vector gets closer to QAFM for the PNO-based SLs, while the magnon

bandwidth is clearly reduced for the NNO-NGO SL. This is further

illustrated by the extracted magnon dispersion shown in Fig. 3.10.

The variations in the magnon dispersion can be related to the micro-

scopic spin structure. PNO-PAO SLs host the well known noncollinear

AFM spin spiral, extensively studied for example by Frano et al. [86]. In

contrast, the NNO-NGO SL orders in the recently discovered collinear

pattern (see Fig. 3.2 and Ref. [126]).

We �rst focus on the PNO-PAO SLs, which show a spiral state and

a similar dispersion as the NNO �lm, which is representative of bulk

RNiO3. Both the ground state and the low-energy excitation spectrum

of bulk NNO were explained by a J1−J2−J4 model with exchange inter-

actions between nearest-, second-nearest, and fourth-nearest-neighbor

Ni spins. J1 is anomalously small due a strong competition between

the AFM super-exchange and the ferromagnetic (FM) double-exchange

interactions. The AFM ordering within one sublattice of equally sized

octahedra and magnetic moments follows from the J2 coupling, which

is dominated by superexchange interactions. Low-energy charge �uc-

tuations between nearest-neighbor sites lead to a FM double-exchange

interaction, which is optimized for an angle of 90◦ between adjacent

spins. The close similarity between the magnon dispersions of the NNO

�lm and of the PNO-PAO SLs shows that the magnetism in the two-

dimensional limit can be explained by the model developed for bulk

NNO with similar exchange coupling constants (Fig. 3.10). According

to this model, the strongest exchange interactions J2 and J4 connect
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Figure 3.9). In addition we show the magnon dispersion for the NNO
thin �lm from Fig. 3.8.

spins within the same sublattice of the bond order state, whereas the

nearest-neighbor interaction is weaker and does not substantially a�ect

the measured magnon dispersion [100]. The model therefore naturally

explains the observed insensitivity of the spin dynamics to the bond

order parameter. We therefore conclude that our magnetic model can

be applied to a wide range of RNiO3 thin �lms and heterostructures

with di�erent electronic and structural properties. In particular, the

increased metallicity (and bandwidth) obtained from a combination of

compressive strain and a larger rare-earth ion does not have a signif-

icant impact on the magnon dispersion. The spin spiral in RNiO3 is

thus essentially unperturbed by a modulation of the bond order.

We now proceed to the collinearly ordered NNO-NGO SL, where

the magnon energy near the magnetic zone boundary is reduced by a

factor of 2 (see Fig. 3.10). According to Ref. [126] the di�erent spin

structure is a consequence of truncated exchange bonds along the mag-

netic ordering vector inherent to the particular SL geometry. We there-
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fore construct a magnetic supercell comprising 3 u.c. NNO, separated

by the nonmagnetic NGO, stacked along the [111]pc direction. We start

from the magnetic structure determined by the REXS experiments (see

Fig. 3.2) as well as the bulk exchange parameters and set the bond dis-

proportionation to δd = 0.01Å, i.e. SLB = 0.55 and SSB = 0.45 as

suggested by the double-cluster calculation (see Fig. 3.4). The ground

state and the magnetic dispersion are numerically computed using the

SpinW software package [208]. The result is shown in Fig. 3.11, where

the low-energy eigenmodes are indicated by orange lines. These modes

are dispersionless in the [111]pc direction and their energies are lower

than the zone-boundary energy of the bulk dispersion (gray lines). In

order to compare the calculated modes to the experimental data, one

has to consider the experimental resolution indicated by the gray bar.

It is evident that within the current resolution the predicted splitting

of the low-energy modes cannot be resolved. However, the overall en-

ergy scale and the lack of dispersion in the [111]pc direction are in good

agreement with the model calculation.

In the LNO-LAO SL, where magnetic order was previously observed

by muon spin rotation and resonant elastic x-ray scattering [86, 121],

we detected an increase in spectral weight upon approaching QAFM

both in the elastic and in the inelastic channel, but no dispersive fea-

ture. This may be a consequence of heavy damping of the magnon

modes by incoherent particle-hole excitations in the metallic sample.

We note, however, that these experiments were hampered by strong

self-absorption due to the proximity of the La M edge, so that no �rm

conclusion on the absence of pronounced magnon modes in the RIXS

spectra could be reached.

3.4 Conclusions and outlook

In summary, we used high-resolution RIXS to simultaneously probe the

bond and magnetic order in a representative selection of RNiO3 thin
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Figure 3.11: Linear spin-wave theory for a collinear magnetic struc-
ture. The magnetic supercell comprises 8 ML NNO separated by non-
magnetic NGO. Orange lines show the low-energy eigenmodes of this
collinear system. The purple diamonds represent the measured data,
while the gray box indicates the resolution limit in the RIXS experi-
ment. Gray lines indicate the calculated dispersion of magnons in the
spiral state of the bulk-like NNO �lm.
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�lms and superlattices. Firstly, we showed that RIXS in conjunction

with multiplet calculations in the framework of a double-cluster model

can serve as a highly sensitive probe of bond order. We found a vari-

ety of long-range bond order strengths for bulk-like �lms and for SLs

of RNiO3 with di�erent rare-earth ions R. Additionally, we observed

indications of �uctuating short-range bond order in LNO-LAO SLs.

Secondly, we investigated the magnetic properties of the same sam-

ples and established that the spin spiral magnetism is a robust order,

which develops in most RNiO3 systems irrespective of the bond order

strength. We also showed that the model for the magnetic excitations

in bulk RNiO3 provides an accurate description of the magnon disper-

sions in SLs with noncollinear magnetic order. On the other hand, we

�nd an essentially �at dispersion with reduced magnon energies in the

case of SLs with collinear magnetic order. This observation is explained

by a spin-wave theory with the same interaction parameters adapted

for the particular SL geometry. Our approach determines bond and

magnetic order on a quantitative level, which is of great importance to

understand the feedback between these two di�erent ordering phenom-

ena. According to recent theoretical work, this interplay is a key factor

for the emergence of exotic phases like multiferroicity [118,119] or even

potentially superconductivity [115,116] in RNiO3.

In the future, it would be of great interest to study systems with

a single active magnetic nickelate layer, in which the conventional

noncollinear spin spiral cannot develop. The spin excitations mea-

sured by RIXS could give valuable insight to develop models for gen-

uine two-dimensional magnetism in RNiO3. In addition, RIXS and

in particular spin excitations will help to understand the recently dis-

covered superconductivity in an in�nite-layer nickelate of composition

Nd0.8Sr0,2NiO2 [128]. Similarly to the cuprates, the possibility of spin-

mediated superconductivy could be explored using RIXS.

Our approach to analyze the inter-orbital excitations with a double-

cluster model could be used as a reference for studies of other high-
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valence and highly covalent TMOs [232,233]. The accurate determina-

tion of bond order parameters by high-resolution site-selective RIXS is

especially relevant for other materials with bond order such as mangan-

ites [234] and tellurides [235], which can be characterized in a similar

way.
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Chapter 4

Interplay of structure,

bond and magnetic order

in NdNiO3 thin �lms

In Chapter 3 we have seen that heteroepitaxy is a powerful tool to

control the macroscopic properties of TMOs harnessing the interplay

between crystal structure and electronic correlations. Here, we further

study the in�uence of epitaxial lattice mismatch on the stabilization of

novel octahedral rotations and distortions, and their connection with

the metal-to-insulator transition (MIT) as well as magnetic transition

in rare-earth nickelates. The electronic and magnetic correlations in

NdNiO3 and other rare-earth nickelates are exceptionally sensitive to

the modi�cations introduced by the substrate [77, 86, 105, 121], which

can result in a complete suppression of the MIT for large compressive

strains [123, 236]. On the other hand, we recall the study by Catalano

et al. introduced in Fig. 1.6: tensile strain imposed to NdNiO3 �lms

through [101]-oriented NdGaO3 substrates enhances TMIT by more than

100K [85]. This e�ect was attributed to the speci�c three-fold inter-

107
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connectivity between the NiO6-GaO6 octahedral network of �lm and

substrate across the (101) interface (i.e. each BO6 unit shares three

oxygen anion with the next one), together with close lattice match-

ing between NdNiO3 and NdGaO3. These results stimulated further

studies of �lms and superlattices on substrates with this unconven-

tional orientation [117, 125, 237, 238], which led to important insights

into magnetic ordering phenomena in thin and ultra-thin NdNiO3 lay-

ers [100,126,239], further emphasizing the relevance of interfacial bond-

ing of octahedral networks.

To gain a deeper understanding of new emerging phases and a pos-

sible alteration of electronic correlations in nickelate heterostructures,

we have investigated the similarities and di�erences of NdNiO3 thin

�lms grown on [101]- and [011]-oriented NdGaO3 substrates, respec-

tively (Fig. 4.1). For both orientations, the interconnectivity of the

octahedral network across the �lm-substrate interface is three-fold [77],

and thus the epitaxial interplay between �lm and substrate is expected

to be particularly pronounced. By utilizing electrical transport mea-

surements and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) as

complementary techniques to probe di�erent length scales, we �nd

that the TMIT can be controlled over a wide temperature range. The

macroscopic properties of NdNiO3 thin �lms can therefore be e�ec-

tively modi�ed by substrate orientation and �lm thickness, while our

microscopy results indicate that in the vicinity of the substrate-�lm in-

terface a phase is heteroepitaxially stabilized that has no bulk analog.

Our experimental �ndings are corroborated by density functional the-

ory (DFT) calculations suggesting that energetically disfavored phases

can be accommodated by crystallographic stacking faults or a reori-

entation of the NdNiO3 unit cells along the growth direction. Fur-

thermore, our DFT calculations reveal an enhanced bond dispropor-

tionation in NdNiO3, explaining the enhanced TMIT in our �lms and

those of Ref. [85]. In order to connect the lattice distortions and bond-

disproportionated phase to the magnetic order observed in NdNiO3 thin
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Table 4.1: Overview of thin �lm samples and their properties. dNNO
represents the thickness of the NdNiO3 layer.
dNNO (Å) Orientation Remarks
110 (101) and (011) grown by magnetron sputtering [85]
106 (101) and (011) STEM study in Fig. 4.4
104 (101) and (011)
70 (101) and (011) STEM (REXS) study in Fig. 4.4 (4.7),

noncollinear mangetic order
40 (101) and (011)
14 (101) STEM results in Fig. 4.3 and Ref. [126],

collinear mangetic order

�lms, we used resonant elastic x-ray scattering (REXS). Similarly to the

observations for TMIT, we �nd that the magnetic transition tempera-

ture TN largely depends on the layer thickness of the NdNiO3 thin �lms

and �albeit to a lesser extent� on the substrate facet. Our results

suggest that bond order amplitudes above a critical value are a prereq-

uisite for robust noncollinear magnetic order. For NdNiO3 thin �lms

with smaller bond order strength, we �nd a dramatically reduced tran-

sition temperature, and an altered spin structure in the ultra-thin limit.

These close lying structural, magnetic and electronic energy scales fa-

cilitate the stabilization of novel phases through interface connectivity

in heteroepitaxy. Our results provide insights into competing energy

scales at microscopic length scales and give new perspectives for the

epitaxial control of macroscopic phases in oxide heterostructures.

Parts of this Chapter are available as a manuscript by Y.E. Suyolcu∗

and K. Fürsich∗ et al.. The draft has been submitted for publication

(June 2020) and can be found as item 10) in the List of Publications.

4.1 Sample and experimental details

Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) was used to grow NdNiO3 thin �lms

and superlattices (SLs) on NdGaO3 (011) and (101) crystallographic
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic of the orthorhombic NdNiO3 unit cell, with
the (101) and (011) crystallographic planes highlighted in red and blue,
respectively. Additionally, one NiO6 is shown in gray. Note that
NdGaO3 exhibits a similar unit cell (not shown here) with slightly
di�erent lattice parameters (see Section 4.1). (b), (c) Projections of
the NdNiO3 crystal structure along the [101] and [011] direction, re-
spectively. The unit cell from panel (a) is indicated by black lines,
and the (101) and (011) crystallographic planes by red and blue lines,
respectively. The orange lines indicate characteristic straight and zig-
zag patterns of the Ni and Nd cation positions in the (101) and (011)
projections, respectively. These patterns can be identi�ed in STEM
imaging.
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Table 4.2: Overview of SL samples and their properties. dNNO and
dNGO give the thicknesses of the NdNiO3 and NdGaO3 layers, respec-
tively. Each NdNiO3-NdGaO3 bilayer is repeated four times. We indi-
cated the presence and absence of an antiferromagnetic (AFM) Bragg
peak in the column labeled �AFM observed�. In the case of magnetic or-
der we state the type of the microscopic spin structure. All SL samples
are grown on (101) NdGaO3 using PLD.
dNNO (Å) dNGO (Å) AFM observed Spin order
26 12 yes noncollinear
14 4.2 yes collinear
14 12 yes collinear
12 12 yes collinear
10 12 yes collinear
8 4.2 no -
8 12 no -
6 12 no -

surfaces, respectively. We will use Pbnm notation throughout the whole

chapter, see Fig. 4.1. The thicknesses of the NdNiO3 samples were de-

termined by x-ray di�raction (XRD) and x-ray re�ectivity (XRR). The

properties of all samples investigated are indicated in Tabs. 4.1 and

4.2. To facilitate the comparison of di�erent substrate facets, NdNiO3

was deposited simultaneously on a [011]- and [101]-oriented NdGaO3

substrate for selected thicknesses, yielding pairs of �lms grown under

the same conditions with nominally identical �lm thicknesses. Details

about the growth procedure can be found in Ref. [87]. Both, bulk

NdNiO3 and NdGaO3 exhibit the orthorhombic space group Pbnm at

room-temperature, with lattice parameters a = 5.387Å, b = 5.383Å,

c = 7.610Å, and a = 5.428Å, b = 5.498Å, and c = 7.708Å, respec-

tively [218, 240]. Thus, the larger NdGaO3 unit cell dimensions can

impose tensile strain on an epitaxial NdNiO3 unit cell. The [011] and

[101] NdGaO3 substrate orientations correspond to cuts perpendicular

to the [111]pc and [1̄11]pc body diagonal of the pseudocubic unit cell,

respectively. Note that while in the simpli�ed pseudocubic reference
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frame all body diagonal directions are equivalent, the [011] and [101]

direction of the orthorhombic Pbnm unit cells of NdNiO3 and NdGaO3

are distinct. Projections of the crystal structure perpendicular to the

(011) and (101) plane are shown in Figs. 4.1 (b,c), with a characteristic

zig-zag line connecting the Ni-Nd cation positions in the former cut,

and a straight line in the latter. In the following, we will use these

distinct projections to identify the orientation of the substrate and the

�lm in the STEM high-angle annular dark-�eld (HAADF) images [Figs.

4.3 (a), 4.4].

The electron-transparent specimens were prepared by employing

mechanical grinding, tripod-wedge polishing and argon-ion milling steps,

respectively. Details can be found in Ref. [241] and item 10) in the List

of Publications.

Electrical resistance measurements were performed using a Physi-

cal Property Measurement System (PPMS) in van-der-Pauw geometry.

The data shown in Fig. 4.2 panel (a) and (b) were recorded upon slowly

cooling down the sample.

In order to determine the ground state of strained NdNiO3 on [101]-

and [011]-oriented NdGaO3, our colleagues Z. Zhong and P. Hansmann

carried out DFT calculations with the VASP (Vienna ab initio simu-

lation package) code [242, 243] using the generalized gradient approxi-

mation GGA-PBE functional [244]. For the fully relaxed NdGaO3 unit

cell in Pbnm symmetry we obtained the lattice parameters a = 5.334Å,

b = 5.302Å, and c = 7.569Å. We note here that DFT lattice param-

eter tend to overestimate atomic distances in solids, but their relative

changes is captured properly. In other words, the absolute lattice pa-

rameters of substrate and �lm may deviate substantially from the ex-

perimental values, but the calculations still correctly re�ect the phase

behavior of strained NdNiO3 �lms. For NdNiO3 an onsite Hubbard U

of 2 eV was used and the in-plane lattice parameters were �xed to the

values of NdGaO3, while the out-of-plane lattice parameter was varied

and internal atomic positions were relaxed. Note that for the [101] ori-
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entation only the b-axis coincides with a main in-plane crystallographic

direction, and for [011] orientation the a-axis. Hence, we de�ne the

second in-plane lattice parameter as a∗ =
√
a2 + c2 and b∗ =

√
b2 + c2,

respectively. Consequently, a∗ and b of [101]-oriented NdNiO3 were

�xed to the corresponding values calculated for NdGaO3, and a and

b∗ were �xed for [011]-orientated NdNiO3, while in both cases the out-

of-plane lattice parameters c∗ were varied to relax the internal atomic

positions. The parameter c∗ corresponds to the distance between con-

secutive Ni planes along the [101] and [011] direction, respectively.

To determine the magnetic order of the NdNiO3 thin �lms and SLs,

we performed complementary REXS experiments at the BESSY-II un-

dulator beam line UE46-PGM1 at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin. The

energy of the x-rays was tuned to the Ni L3 resonance at ≈ 853 eV, and

we used π-polarized light to maximize sensitivity to the contributions

from magnetic scattering [86].

4.2 Bond order amplitude and oxygen po-

sitions

The electrical transport properties of NdNiO3 �lms grown on [011]-

and [101]-oriented NdGaO3 substrates are shown in Figs. 4.2 (a,b). All

�lms thicker than 14.4Å display a change of slope in resistivity with

decreasing temperature, signaling a transition from metallic to insulat-

ing behavior. We determined the transition temperature TMIT using

the maximum value of −∂(ln(ρ))/∂T , where ρ is the resistivity and T

the temperature. We �nd the highest TMIT = 285K for the 106Å thick

NdNiO3 �lm on (101) NdGaO3, which is substantially higher than the

TMIT of 175K of the corresponding �lm on (011) NdGaO3, and the

TMIT of 150K reported for �lms on (001) NdGaO3 [217]. In more de-

tail, Fig. 4.2 (c) displays the transition temperature TMIT as a function

of NdNiO3 layer thickness d for both substrate orientations, with the
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Figure 4.2: (a), (b) Electrical resistivity ρ as a function of temperature
T measured for NdNiO3 �lms of di�erent thickness grown on [101]-
and [011]-oriented NdGaO3 substrates, respectively. The �lled symbols
indicate the transition temperature TMIT. Note that the 14.4Å �lm
[gray dashed lines in panel (a)] is semiconducting without MIT. All
curves except the one for the 14.4Å �lm are o�set in vertical direction
by multiples of 250 µΩ·cm for clarity. (c) TMIT as a function of NdNiO3

�lm thickness d. The red and blue solid lines are least square �ts to
the (101) and (011) data points, respectively. The shaded areas give
the 85% con�dence bands of the �ts.
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Figure 4.3: (a) STEM-HAADF image of the ultra-thin 14.4Å NdNiO3

�lm, including the NdGaO3-NdNiO3 substrate-�lm and the NdNiO3-
NdGaO3 �lm-capping layer interfaces, indicated by dashed orange lines.
(b) Atomic-resolution two-dimensional elemental maps of Ga (blue) and
Ni (red). Interfacial intermixing occurs for one monolayer at most for
both interfaces. (c) STEM-ABF image providing information about the
oxygen positions. The atomic column within the white dashed-dotted
lines corresponds to B -O-B bonds, with B = Ga, Ni. (d) Bond angle
measurement across the NdGaO3-NdNiO3-NdGaO3 structure, indicat-
ing that the B -O-B bond angle remains constant within the experimen-
tal error. Error bars indicate the 95% con�dence interval. The blue
and orange colored areas are guides for the eye indicating the NdGaO3

and NdNiO3 regions, respectively.
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error bars given by the full width at half maximum of the peak in the

derivative function −∂(ln(ρ))/∂T . Notably, TMIT increases with in-

creasing thickness d for the �lms on both substrate orientations. This

trend is particularly pronounced in the case of [101]-oriented substrates

[shown in red in Fig. 4.2 (b)], and extrapolates to a TMIT of 335K re-

ported for much thicker �lms in Ref. [85]. Moreover, a comparison of

the (101) and (011) �lms of identical nominal thickness indicates that

the [101] substrate orientation generally results in a higher TMIT.

To gain insights on the thickness dependence of TMIT and the ab-

sence of the MIT in ultra-thin �lms, we performed a STEM investiga-

tion of the thinnest 14.4Å sample of our series. Note that this sam-

ple exhibits a second NdGaO3-NdNiO3 interface, that is, between the

�lm and the NdGaO3 capping layer, which possibly enhances interface-

induced e�ects. As visualized in the STEM-HAADF image in Fig. 4.3

(a), the 14.4Å �lm is of excellent crystalline quality with coherent

interfaces and without traceable defects or stacking faults. Further-

more, atomic resolution STEM-EELS mapping of Ni and Ga [Fig. 4.3

(b)] suggests that elemental intermixing at the interfaces is limited to

one monolayer at most. Detailed information about the local octa-

hedral distortions at the NdGaO3-NdNiO3 interfaces can be obtained

from high-resolution STEM-ABF imaging, which allows to track the

oxygen atomic column positions [Fig. 4.3 (c)]. The analysis of the

ABF image is shown in Fig. 4.3 (d), quantifying the bond angle be-

tween the B-site cation (Ga, Ni) and oxygen from the substrate region

across the �lm and into the capping layer. Importantly, we �nd that

across the interfaces the Ga-O-Ga and Ni-O-Ni bond angles remain

constant within the experimental error, suggesting that the oxygen po-

sitions of the NdNiO3 layer are forced to the oxygen positions given by

NdGaO3. In other words, this implies that the Ga-O-Ga bond angle of

NdGaO3 is transferred to the Ni-O-Ni angle in the epitaxial NdNiO3

layer, which is consistent with the bond angle transfer scenario from

NdGaO3 substrates to NdNiO3 �lms proposed in Ref. [85], and a pre-
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viously performed less comprehensive ABF image analysis on the same

14.4Å �lm [126]. For nickelate �lms thicker than 14.4Å, however, the

ABF analysis in Ref. [126] revealed a subsequent relaxation of the Ni-

O-Ni bond angles up to bulk-like values, indicating that the strongly

enhanced TMIT of thicker NdNiO3 �lms on [101]-oriented NdGaO3 sub-

strates is likely not caused by altered Ni-O-Ni bond angles, but caused

by other e�ects that will be discussed later. The pinning of oxygen po-

sitions in the vicinity of the �lm-substrate interface obstructs the NiO6

octahedral breathing-mode distortion and together with the modi�ed

Ni-O-Ni bond angle suppresses the MIT. As a result, in thicker �lms,

a thin NdNiO3 layer close to the interface of the NdGaO3 substrate

shows no bond disproportionation down to lowest temperatures [126],

while layers further away from the interface gradually develop a breath-

ing distortion, which sets the basis for the temperature-driven MIT. In

this scenario, and within the range of �lm-thicknesses considered in Fig.

4.2, TMIT naturally decreases as a function of reduced �lm thickness,

with a crossover to a regime of ultra-thin �lms where the octahedral

breathing mode is suppressed.

Next, we clarify the mechanisms that are responsible for the dif-

ferent TMIT of NdNiO3 �lms of nominally identical thickness grown

on [011]- and [101]-oriented substrates, respectively. To this end, we

performed STEM-HAADF imaging with atomic resolution on the two

70Å-thick �lms. A representative HAADF image of each sample is

shown in Fig. 4.4. In case of [101] substrate orientation, high epitaxial

quality of the NdNiO3 �lm is found [Fig. 4.4 (a)]. In particular, the Nd

and Ga ions in the NdGaO3 substrate are arranged in straight lines,

as expected for the [101] orientation [see also Fig. 4.1 (b)]. A closely

similar straight line pattern is adopted by the Nd and Ni ions in the

NdNiO3 �lm and persists up to the topmost layers, suggesting that

the entire �lm grew in the same orientation as the substrate. By con-

trast, several regions with crystal defects can be observed in the �lm on

[011]-oriented NdGaO3 [Fig. 4.4 (b)], which was grown simultaneously
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under identical conditions (see Section 4.1). While the �rst monolayers

of the �lm exhibit good crystalline quality, the defective regions start to

form further away from the NdNiO3-NdGaO3 interface. The majority

of defects in Fig. 4.4 (b) can be attributed to stacking faults of the per-

ovskite crystal lattice. However, a close inspection of the upper parts

of the defective regions reveals patches with rather straight lines of Nd

and Ni, while overall the Nd and Ni ions are mostly arranged in zig-

zag lines in congruence with the Nd and Ga ions of the [011]-oriented

substrate. Remarkably, this change of the Nd and Ni arrangement is

indicative of a reorientation of the NdNiO3 unit cell with respect to the

growth direction, i.e. from [011] to [101] orientation.

The higher defect density and the presence of partially reoriented

regions in the �lms grown on (011) NdGaO3 substrates are partic-

ularly interesting to study when aiming to understand basic mech-

anisms that lead to the formation of a particular crystalline phase.

This NdNiO3-NdGaO3 system seems to re�ect the competing energy

scales between epitaxial octahedral connectivity and the formation of

the NdNiO3 bond-disproportionated state. Hence, to shed light on

the possible presence of competing energy scales, we consider di�erent

epitaxial combinations between the [011]- and [101]-oriented NdNiO3

and NdGaO3 unit cells in a strain minimization scenario, followed by

DFT+U calculations of the corresponding ground state energies.

4.3 Ground state and bond order strength

from DFT+U calculations

In order to understand the observed di�erences in TMIT of �lms grown

on the di�erent NdGaO3 facets, we �rst address the lattice mismatch

as origin of preferred �lm orientation. Determined by the choice of sub-

strate facet, NdNiO3 experiences a slightly di�erent lattice mismatch

depending on its own relative orientation. This is illustrated in the top
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Figure 4.4: (a), (b) STEM-HAADF images of the 70Å NdNiO3 �lms on
[101]- and [011]-oriented NdGaO3 substrates, respectively. The insets
illustrate the presence of characteristic straight and zig-zag patterns
of the Ni and Nd cation positions, which are indicative of the [101]
and [011] orientations, respectively. While the NdNiO3 �lm on (101)
NdGaO3 is entirely [101]-oriented and of high crystalline quality (a),
a more defective structure together with reoriented [101] patches is
observed for the �lm on (011) NdGaO3 (b).
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Figure 4.5: Top panels: Schematic projections of the dimensions of the
bulk NdNiO3 and NdGaO3 unit cells for di�erent �lm orientations on
(a) (101) NdGaO3 and (b) (011) NdGaO3 substrates. The crystallo-
graphic in-plane directions (a∗, b∗, a, b) of NdNiO3 and NdGaO3 are
indicated, together with the normalized, directional lattice mismatch
(lNdGaO3 − lNdNiO3)/lNdNiO3 in %. Bottom panels: Free energy on
NdNiO3 as a function of the normalized out-of-plane d lattice spacing
as obtained from DFT+U calculations for the four di�erent substrate-
�lm orientation con�gurations depicted in the top panels. Keeping the
in-plane lattice parameters �xed to those of [101]-oriented NdGaO3 in
(a) and [011]-oriented NdGaO3 in (b), the ground state energies have
been calculated for a range of values for the out-of-plane c∗ spacing.
Since the NdGaO3 substrate induces tensile strain in all con�gura-
tions, a reduced c∗ spacing is expected with respect to the bulk (for
the normalization we used the DFT+U values for NdNiO3, that is
c∗(101) = 4.360Å for the (101) phase and c∗(011) = 4.342Å for the (011)
phase). Further, the DFT+U derived structures reveal an enhanced
bond disproportionation in [101]- compared to [011]-oriented �lms on
both substrate orientations, as illustrated by the insets.
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part of Fig. 4.5 (a,b). For all possible combinations of �lm and sub-

strate orientation, the substrate induces tensile strain to the NdNiO3

�lm. For the one-to-one con�gurations we �nd ≈ 0.8% and ≈ 2.0%

in-plane lattice mismatch for (101)-(101) NdNiO3-NdGaO3 [Fig. 4.5

(a)] and ≈ 1.3% and ≈ 0.5% for (011)-(011) [Fig. 4.5 (b)]. The values

for the other two arguably counter-intuitive con�gurations of (011)-

(101) and (101)-(011), however, do not signi�cantly di�er. Thus strain

minimization alone cannot explain the experimentally observed partial

reorientation to (101) for �lms grown on (011) substrates [Fig. 4.4 (b)].

Next we address the relevance of electronic interactions (on the level

of DFT+U) by discussing the results obtained for the four con�gura-

tion illustrated in the top panels of Fig. 4.5 using a Hubbard U of 2 eV,

typical for rare-earth nickelates [83,134]. The bottom panels of Fig. 4.5

(a,b) show the ground state free energy of NdNiO3 as a function of the

normalized out-of-plane lattice spacing c∗(101)/c
∗bulk
(101) and c∗(101)/c

∗bulk
(101) ,

respectively (bulk values were taken from the DFT+U calculation, see

Section 4.1), while the in-plane lattice constants have been �xed to

those of (011) and (101) NdGaO3, respectively. On both substrate

facets the growth of [011]-oriented NdNiO3 has an overall higher energy

and is therefore less favored [bottom panels in Fig. 4.5 (a,b)]. For [101]-

oriented NdNiO3 we �nd a global minimum on both substrate facets for

reduced out-of-plane lattice spacings of about 98.5% of the substrate

c∗ parameter in good agreement with out-of-plane lattice spacing de-

termined by resonant x-ray re�ectivity [126]. Thus we conclude that

the combination of strain and electronic interactions captured in our

DFT+U calculations indicate a preference of [101] �lm orientation in-

dependent of the substrate facet. In addition our DFT+U calculations

reveal a second important result: The crystal structures corresponding

to the global energy minima di�er signi�cantly from bulk regarding

the size of the bond disproportionation. More speci�cally, in the bond-

disproportionated ground state of (101) NdNiO3, the long (dL) and

short (dS) Ni-O bond lengths in the expanded and compressed NiO6
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octahedra are dL = 1.97Å and dS = 1.90Å, respectively. Parametriza-

tion of the disproportionation δd as the di�erence in long and short

bond lengths dL and dS from the mean value, yields δd = 0.035Å,

which is signi�cantly enhanced compared to a δd of 0.015Å calculated

for a fully relaxed bulk NdNiO3 unit cell1. Conversely, the distortion

δd of the hypothetical, local minimum structures of (011) NdNiO3, ei-

ther on (101) or (011) NdGaO3 is similar to that of bulk NdNiO3
2.

Therefore, we conclude that the orientational structure stabilization is

not driven by strain minimization alone, but by its combination with

electronic interactions arising from the tendency of the nickel 3d8L1

con�guration to favor a disproportion into two sites with 3d8L1+x and

3d8L1−x. In other words, the system chooses the orientation with a

particular tensile lattice mismatch that maximizes the bond dispropor-

tionation.

This explains our observations for thick �lms on [101]-orientated

substrates, where we clearly observe the stabilization of [101] �lm ori-

entation (STEM image in Fig. 4.4) and an enhancement of TMIT com-

pared to bulk. However our DFT+U calculations do not account for

e�ects of interconnetivity in the vicinity of the �lm-substrate interface.

Due to the necessity to form Ga-O-Ni bonds across the interface and

the stability of the NdGaO3 Pbnm structure (with only one Ga Wycko�

position 4a) down to lowest temperature, this interfacial connectivity

prevents the development of bond disproportionation close to the inter-

face. In ultra-thin slabs on (101) NdGaO3, the length scale on which

this pinning of atomic positions by the substrate prevents bond dis-

proportionation in NdNiO3 has been estimated to lie around 8 atomic

layers [126]. In the present study we �nd a related length scale in the

[011] �lm growth, where within approximately the �rst 10 atomic layers

1The exact numeric value of δd depends on details of the calculation, such as
the choice of U . However, we emphasize that the trend of an enhanced bond dis-
proportionation for (101) NdNiO3 is robust.

2Importantly, the crystal structures of (011) NdNiO3 (all data points in Fig. 4.5,
including the side-minima) do not exhibit enhanced bond disproportionation.
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(≈ 20Å) a defect-free [011]-orientation of the NdNiO3 �lm is observed

[Fig. 4.4 (b)]. Above this critical length scale, where the pinning e�ect

of the substrate is relaxed, the above discussed combination of lattice

mismatch and electronic correlations takes over and causes the partial

reorientation to a (101) �lm alignment and defect formation as observed

in the top part of the STEM image in Fig. 4.4 (b).

We conclude that closely similar energy scales of lattice and elec-

tronic degrees of freedom in rare-earth nickelates enable the heteroepi-

taxial stabilization of phases driven by enhanced electronic interactions.

In particular, our study shows that the symmetry of the substrate as

well as the choice of the crystal facet can have signi�cant impact on

the electronic properties of NdNiO3, as demonstrated by the complex

thickness and facet dependence of TMIT. Up to thicknesses of 5-10

atomic layers, the structural pinning of the substrate dominates and

determines the �lm orientation and results in a suppression of bond

disproportionation in the NdNiO3 slabs. Above this length scale, lat-

tice mismatch in combination with electronic correlations determine the

properties of the �lms. Our study therefore provides an extraordinarily

high level of understanding and control of the bond-disproportionated

phase in NdNiO3.

4.4 Interplay of bond and magnetic order

investigated by REXS

Having established a picture of the relevant energy scales for the bond-

disproportionated phase in NdNiO3 thin �lms, we proceed to study the

unique magnetic order in these compounds. In particular, we focus on

the implications of structural properties and modi�ed bond order for

the spin order in these compounds. As we have seen in Chapter 3,

REXS is a valuable tool to study the microscopic AFM spin structure

and the transition temperature of nickelate thin �lms, speci�cally in
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the ultra-thin limit. In this Section, we take advantage of the inves-

tigation of SLs where the ultra-thin slabs are repeated consecutively

(Tab. 4.2) to boost sensitivity to small modi�cations of the magnetic

REXS signal provided by only a few monolayers.

We use x-rays resonantly tuned to the Ni L3 edge to access the

characteristic (1/2, 0, 1/2)3 AFM Bragg peak of NdNiO3. Dictated by

the orthorhombicity of the NdGaO3 substrate, two distinct domains

exist in epitaxially grown NdNiO3 resulting in magnetic Bragg peaks

at (1/2, 0, 1/2) and (1/2, 0, 1̄/2) [245]. For an intuitive experimental scat-

tering geometry we restrict ourselves here to the former and investi-

gate the magnetic order along the [101] direction. Importantly, this

implies di�erent scattering geometries for the samples grown on (101)

and (011) NdGaO3. For NdNiO3 on (101) NdGaO3, the direction of

the magnetic propagation vector coincides with the surface normal, i.e.

the magnetic contribution is superimposed to the re�ectivity in a spec-

ular scan. Consequently the magnetism for this facet can be studied in

a straightforward fashion. For NdNiO3 on (011) NdGaO3, the direc-

tion of the magnetic propagation vector di�ers from the surface normal.

Therefore we mounted the samples on a 70◦ wedge, which brings the

[101] direction into the scattering plane. To extract the magnetic tran-

sition temperature TN, we systematically increase the temperature of

our samples (starting from T = 10K) and de�ne TN as the temperature

at which the AFM peak disappears [see Fig. 4.6 (b)]. In addition to

TN, we extract the relative magnetic moment directions at T = 20K

from the azimuthal dependence of the AFM peak following the protocol

described in Section 4.1 and Ref. [86] [see Fig. 4.6 (a)].

Figure 4.6, panel (c) depicts the magnetic transition temperature

TN as a function of NdNiO3 layer thickness and NdGaO3 substrate

orientation. For NdNiO3 layer thicknesses d > 60Å grown on [101]-

oriented NdGaO3, TN is comparable to the bulk value of NdNiO3

3The (1/2, 0, 1/2) peak in orthorhombic Pbnm notation corresponds to the
(1/4, 1/4, 1/4) peak in a pseudocubic reference frame.
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Figure 4.6: (a) and (b) Magnetic REXS characterization of a 70Å thick
NdNiO3 thin �lm on (011) NdGaO3. (a) The azimuthal dependence of
the (1/2, 0, 1/2) magnetic peak signals noncollinear magnetic order. Note
that we can only access a limited range of the azimuth angle Ψ due to
limitations imposed by the 70◦ wedge. (b) Temperature dependence of
the AFM Bragg peak for warming and cooling cycle. TN was deter-
mined from the disappearance/onset of the characteristic AFM Bragg
peak. (c) Magnetic transition temperature TN as a function of NdNiO3

layer thickness d for growth on [101]- (red squares) and [011]-oriented
(blue circles) NdGaO3, respectively. The gray dashed line gives TN for
bulk NdNiO3 [122]. The orange shaded area indicates the transition
into the ultra-thin limit of NdNiO3 �lm thicknesses with absent MIT
in accordance with Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. Note that for d > 20Å we �nd
noncollinear magnetic order (blue shaded area), which is also observed
in bulk samples. For thicknesses between 10Å < d < 20Å the spin
structure is characterized as collinear (up up down down) order. For
d < 10Å, we did not detect an AFM Bragg peak indicative of period-
four long-range magnetic order.
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(T bulk
N ≈ 200K) [122]. This is already a striking result since we re-

call from the previous Section that the TMIT in these samples is clearly

enhanced, therefore TN and TMIT do not coincide as observed in bulk.

For thicknesses smaller than ≈ 60Å, we �nd that TN is signi�cantly

reduced, similarly to the observations of a thickness dependent TMIT

[Fig. 4.2 (c)]. Speci�cally, for d < 60Å the magnetic transition temper-

ature TN decreases as a function of d down to 55K for the sample with

d = 10Å. For samples with even smaller NdNiO3 slab thicknesses, we

did not observe the characteristic AFM Bragg peak of NdNiO3. There-

fore we conclude that for d < 10Å, the system does not host the typi-

cal period-four magnetic order found in NdNiO3 samples with thicker

magnetically active layers. The comparison of the NdNiO3 samples on

[101]- and [011]-oriented NdGaO3 with nominally the same thicknesses

reveals an enhanced TN of about 20K for the growth on (101) NdGaO3.

As far as the spin structure is concerned, we observe a crossover from

noncollinear to collinear spin structure at d ≈ 20Å, in agreement with

Ref. [126]. Interestingly, the absence of a MIT is closely linked to a

collinear arrangement of spins, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6 (c).

We �rst discuss the di�erence in the magnetic ordering temperature

TN for NdNiO3 grown on [101]- and [011]-oriented NdGaO3. For the

comparison we use the sibling samples with thicknesses of 110Å and

70Å and therefore limit ourselves to �lm thicknesses d > 60Å . The

(101) NdNiO3 �lms show an enhanced TN of about 20K compared to

the (011) ones. We recall that in comparison, TMIT in (101) NdNiO3

is enlarged by more than 50K compared to (011) NdNiO3. In �rst

approximation, one can glean from the bulk phase diagram of RNiO3

for R=Nd and Pr (c.f. Fig.1.3), that a higher TN is expected for larger

values of TMIT, as the MIT (and the concomitant evolution of bond or-

der) possibly constitutes the prerequisite for the magnetic order [8�10].

However, we emphasize that TN for our thin �lms is similar to the

magnetic ordering temperature of bulk NdNiO3. In particular, the

dramatically increased TMIT for (101) NdNiO3 compared to bulk is not
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re�ected in the magnetic ordering temperature and the separation of

TN and TMIT is rather reminiscent of SmNiO3. Therefore, we conclude

that the magnetic order in thicker NdNiO3 shows a di�erent depen-

dence on structural modi�cations such as octahdral tilts and rotations

than the MIT. In addition, the lattice constraints and correlation ef-

fects resulting in an enhanced bond disproportionation δd in the (101)

NdNiO3 are not directly re�ected in an enhanced magnetic ordering

temperature. The noncollinear magnetic order seems to be a robust

order, which sets in independent of the speci�c value and modi�cations

of the bond disproportionation δd, in agreement with the RIXS study

presented in Chapter 3.

Next we focus on the thickness dependence of TN, which we have

investigated for (101) NdNiO3. In contrast to the linear dependence

observed for TMIT vs. d, TN follows d in an order parameter like fashion.

In particular, we identify the three regions mentioned before: absence

of (1/2, 0, 1/2) magnetic order (d < 10Å), monotonic increase of TN for

larger d (10Å < d < 60Å) with a crossover from collinear to non-

collinear spin structure at d ≈ 20Å, and a d independent TN, where

the value of TN and the noncollinear spin order are comparable to the

NdNiO3 bulk (d > 60Å). This indicates once more that bulk-like mag-

netism in our �lms develops for �lms thicker than a critical number of

layers, or equivalently for �lms exceeding a critical bond disproportion-

ation δd larger than a certain value. The NdNiO3 �lms with d > 60Å

show bulk like magnetic order in terms of spin arrangement and order-

ing temperature. While TMIT is strongly a�ected by a modulated bond

order amplitude, the magnetic order in NdNiO3 seems to be robust and

independent of δd, as long as a critical δd is realized. For d < 60Å,

δd is reduced below the critical value, as TN sensitively depends on the

layer thickness. The further decrease of δd leads to a crossover to a

collinear spin structure, while the magnetic Bragg peak remains at the

same (1/2, 0, 1/2) value, even in absence of a MIT [126,239]. Similarly to

the energy scales established in the previous Sections, this intermediate
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thickness regime is governed by a complex interplay of interface e�ects

and the bulk ground state, while interface e�ects, such as the pinning of

oxygen positions, ultimately dominate for thinner �lms. Interestingly,

the previously observed length scale for the epitaxial stabilization of

novel phases (about ≈ 20Å, derived from STEM and transport in-

vestigations) is in excellent agreement with the �lm thicknesses of the

crossover regime found in the REXS study. Finally for the thinnest

�lms with d ≤ 10Å = 4ML, the characteristic AFM order of RNiO3 is

absent. As illustrated in Fig. 4.1 (b), samples with d ≤ 4ML ≈ 10Å

are too thin to host the orthorhombic unit cell and therefore the period-

four AFM order cannot develop.

We therefore conclude that the magnetic order and in particular the

transition temperature TN shows a di�erent but equally sensitive depen-

dence on �lm thickness and substrate faced compared to the MIT. Our

�ndings imply that heteroepitaxially induced modi�cations of the bond

disproportionation cause the change from noncollinear to collinear spin

order, but a �nite bond order seems not to be the prerequisite for the

occurrence of period-four magnetic order. However, when the thickness

of the magnetic layer is one magnetic period or less, the period-four

order cannot develop anymore. Either long range magnetic order is

completely suppressed or develops at a di�erent ordering vector. Fu-

ture experiments will di�erentiate between these scenarios. Finally, we

point out, that the comparable length scales for the stabilization of

novel electronic, magnetic, and structural phases establish a hitherto

elusive understanding to control the properties of TMOs using het-

eroepitaxy.

In the last part of this Section, we aim to quantify the reoriented

regions of (101) NdNiO3 from the thin �lm grown on [011]-oriented

NdGaO3. As this information remains elusive from the STEM inves-

tigation in Fig. 4.4, we exploit the high sensitivity of REXS to detect

signals of magnetically active layers down to 1 u.c. and less [86, 191].

Therefore REXS provides the necessary sensitivity to trace even small
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Figure 4.7: REXS from 70Å thick NdNiO3 �lms on [101]- and [011]-
oriented NdGaO3 substrates. The data were taken at T = 20K using
π-polarized x-rays tuned to the Ni L3 edge. For the (101) NdNiO3

�lm, the AFM Bragg peak appears as expected in re�ectivity, i.e. in
a scattering conditions where the magnetic propagation vector and the
surface normal coincide with the [101] direction. We indicate the mag-
netic contribution to the re�ectivity with a red shaded area. Contrary,
for the �lm grown on (011) NdGaO3, we do not observe a magnetic peak
in specular conditions, which would be indicative of large reoriented re-
gions of NdNiO3 with [101] orientations. Therefore the NdNiO3 �lm
on [011]-oriented NdGaO3 mostly comprises [011]-oriented NdNiO3, de-
spite the presence of defective and reoriented regions suggested by the
STEM investigation.
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portions of reoriented (101) NdNiO3. Fig. 4.7 shows specular scans

(at the Ni L3 edge and T = 20K) of the 70Å thick NdNiO3 �lms. In

this specular scattering condition, the size of the momentum transfer

along the surface normal is varied, while its direction remains constant,

i.e. parallel to the surface normal. Therefore, we detect magnetic con-

tributions to the refelctivity only if the magnetic propagation vector

is parallel to the surface normal. As discussed in the introduction of

this Section, the magnetic ordering vector of NdNiO3 is along [101]

(in addition to [101̄], which will be discarded here due to experimental

reasons), and consequently, we can use the direction of the magnetic

ordering vector as an indicator of the thin �lm orientation. For NdNiO3

on (101) NdGaO3 we observe a magnetic contribution to the refelctiv-

ity, indicating the expected (101) NdNiO3 phase. The magnetic peak

(red shaded area in Fig. 4.7) at qz ≈ 0.7Å
−1

can be unambiguously

assigned to the period-four magnetic order of bulk NdNiO3. In the

�lm on (011) NdGaO3, we would expect a similar magnetic contribu-

tion in case of substantial reorientation to (101) NdNiO3. However, for

NdNiO3 grown on (011) NdGaO3, we do no �nd indications of a mag-

netic signal at qz ≈ 0.7Å
−1

(see blue curve in Fig. 4.7), which would

suggest that large parts of the samples host [101]-oriented NdGaO3
4.

Our REXS study therefore suggests that most of the NdNiO3 thin �lm

grown on (011) NdGaO3 comprises [011]-orientation.

Consequently, we emphasize that � in spite of the presence of rel-

atively large defective and reoriented regions seen by STEM � the

�lm on [011]-oriented NdGaO3 mostly comprises [011]-oriented NdNiO3

[Figs. 4.4 (b) and 4.7]. This suggests that PLD growth kinetics and

heteroepitaxy mostly overcome the energy barrier between the (011)

and (101) phase of NdNiO3, facilitating the stabilization of the less fa-

vored (011) phase, in particular in proximity to the NdNiO3-NdGaO3

4We con�rmed the conventional period-four noncollinear magnetic in the (011)
NdNiO3 thin �lm. The corresponding AFM Bragg peak along [101] can be accessed
in a di�erent scattering geometry, as discussed in the beginning of this Section, Fig.
4.6 (a) and (b).
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interface [Fig. 4.4 (b)]. The macroscopic electrical transport and the

magnetic properties of the �lms on (011) NdGaO3 shown in Fig. 4.2

are therefore dominated by the (011) majority phase of NdNiO3, which

explains the observed di�erence in TMIT of �lms grown on (101) and

(011) NdGaO3 substrates.

4.5 Conclusions and outlook

In summary, we investigated in detail the heteroepitaxial modi�cations

in NdNiO3 thin �lms by combining STEM, electrical transport mea-

surements, REXS and DFT+U calculations. We identi�ed a complex

interplay between heteroepitaxial lattice constraints and electronic cor-

relations, which manifests itself in a intricate dependence of the MIT

and AFM transition temperature with �lm thickness and substrate ori-

entation. Finally, we established a picture of competing energy scales

that facilitate the stabilization of phases with no bulk analogue by

means of facet and thickness control in heterostructures. The modi�ed

bond disproportionation has important implications for the magnetic

ground state, which can be qualitatively di�erent from the bulk RNiO3

series [126], and for the exchange interactions. The enhanced bond

disproportionation might result in a larger double exchange contribu-

tion, thereby modifying the exchange coupling constants stabilizing the

magnetic order in RNiO3. This scenario can be tested using RIXS ex-

periments similar to the ones presented in Chapter 3 [100,239].

The controlled creation of phases opens a new route to tune mate-

rial properties in heterostructures for future applications in functional

devices. Engineering of structural distortions and electronic correla-

tions could potentially be used to stabilize exotic phases in RNiO3

such as multiferroicity [118, 119] and superconductivity [115, 116, 128]

in a technological relevant parameter range. This could possibly be

done by using other orthorhombic substrates to systematically change

the nature and the size of the strain.
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Chapter 5

Raman scattering from

current-stabilized

nonequilibrium phases in

Ca2RuO4

In the previous Chapters we discussed how the properties of quantum

materials comprising 3d TM ions can be tuned using heterostructuring,

that is epitaxial strain and spatial con�nement. While this approach

o�ers undoubtedly intriguing and useful perspectives, it does not o�er

a dynamic control of TMOs that can be turned on/o� or modi�ed in

a continuous way. Therefore, it limits the endeavor to integrate TMOs

as active elements of in-operando systems, which rely on fast switch-

ing between di�erent states or electronic responses. To move further

towards potential applications of quantum materials, we expand our

study to in-situ control of TMOs using electrical current. Therefore,

we investigate TMOs with 4d ions, which adds another �avor �spin-

orbit coupling (SOC)� to the complex physics of correlated oxides.

133
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Recall therefore the discussion in Chapter 2, where we identi�ed SOC

as a key parameter to entangle the electron spin and shape of the elec-

tron orbital. Due to the SOC-enhanced inter-connectivity of lattice

and electronic degrees of freedom, 4d electron systems o�er one of the

richest playground among all TMOs.

In particular, we used Raman light scattering to study the current-

stabilized nonequilibrium semimetallic and metallic phases in Ca2RuO4,

which we have introduced in Chapter 1.4.2. By determining the local

temperature through careful analysis of the Stokes and anti-Stokes in-

tensities, we �nd that Joule heating can be completely avoided by sup-

plying su�cient cooling power in a helium-�ow cryostat, and that the

semimetallic state is a genuine e�ect of the applied electrical current.

We further investigate the current-induced semimetallic state as a func-

tion of temperature and current. We con�rm the absence of long-range

antiferromagnetic order and identify a substantial Fano broadening of

several phonons, which suggests coupling to a continuum of charge and

orbital �uctuations. Our results demonstrate that the current-induced

phases have characteristics distinct from the equilibrium ones.

This Chapter has been published to a large extent in K. Fürsich et

al., Phys Rev. B 100, 081101(R) (2019), which is item 7) in the List

of Publications.

5.1 Experimental Details

High-quality Ca2RuO4 single crystals with TN = 110K were grown

by the �oating zone method as previously described [50, 246]. The

Ca2RuO4 crystals with dimensions 2.6 × 1.0 × 0.6mm3 were mounted

on the sample holder of a He �ow type cryostat using GE varnish.

We used silver epoxy to contact the samples in a two-probe circuit

and a Keithley 2400 Source Measure Unit for sampling and control.

The transport experiments were carried out in the voltage-controlled

mode. The Raman measurements were performed with the Jobin-Yvon
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LabRam HR800 single-grating Raman spectrometer in-house at MPI

Stuttgart using the 632.8nm excitation line of a HeNe laser. Details of

the sample mounting and the Raman set-up are given in Section 2.2.3.

All spectra were taken in backscattering geometry along the crys-

tallographic c axis, while the current was applied in-plane along the

crystallographic (110) direction. As Ca2RuO4 crystallizes in the or-

thorhombic Pbca − D15
2h space group, excitations in the B1g and Ag

representations of the point group D2h were probed in crossed and par-

allel con�gurations, corresponding to z(XY )z̄ and z(XX)z̄ geometries

in Porto's notation, respectively. The polarization of the incident light

was thus always kept at 45 ◦ with respect to the Ru-O-Ru in-plane

bonds [see inset in Fig. 5.1 (b) and (d) for the scattering geometry].

Some spectra (Fig. 5.7) were corrected for the Bose thermal factor

to obtain the Raman response χ′′(ω). Our spectra measured in the

absence of current �ow are in agreement with the ones reported in

literature [59,203].

5.2 High-current regime � The L∗-phase

In the �rst part of this Chapter, we focus on the current-induced metal-

insulator transition (MIT) at and near room temperature, where the

metallic phase sets in at currents of about 100mA (i.e. in the high-

current regime). In particular, we choose two con�gurations to eval-

uate the role of Joule heating. First we stabilize the temperature at

T = 250K and provide su�cient cooling power to avoid the Joule

heating e�ects discussed below (Fig. 5.1). In a second set of exper-

iments, we do not provide any cooling power to the sample and we

leave it at room temperature, T = 295K, before applying the electrical

current (Fig. 5.2). As the voltage across the sample is increased, we ob-

serve a nonlinear increase in currents for both experimental conditions

[Figs. 5.1 (a) and 5.2 (a)]. Raman spectra were measured at di�erent

points in the transport curve and show distinct changes for lower resis-
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Figure 5.1: Current-induced MIT in Ca2RuO4. (a) Transport measure-
ment. Rins (Rm) indicates regions with high (low) resistance, which
corresponds to the insulating (metallic) phase. The dotted line is an
extrapolation of current values for the Rins region. (b) Raman spectra
in B1g geometry (Stokes parts of the spectrum). (c) and (d) Raman
spectra in Ag geometry for anti-Stokes and Stokes parts of the spec-
trum, respectively. The symbols in panel (b),(c) and (d) represent
experimental Raman data, taken at the current values indicated with
the corresponding marker in panel (a). The lines in panels (b),(c) and
(d) are �ts to experimental data. The inset in panels (b) and (d) illus-
trate the scattering geometry of the Raman experiment with respect
to the Ru lattice (dotted lines: Ru-O-Ru bonds; a, b: crystallographic
axes). The shaded area in panel (d) illustrates the increased electronic
response, as discussed in the text.
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Figure 5.2: Measurements at room temperature without cooling. We
observe a temperature-driven MIT in Ca2RuO4, instead of a current-
induced MIT (c.f. Fig. 5.1). (a) Transport measurement. (b) Raman
spectra in B1g geometry (Stokes part of the spectrum). (c) and (d)
Raman spectra in Ag geometry for anti-Stokes and Stokes parts of the
spectrum, respectively. Temperatures are given in Tab. 5.1. In analogy
to Fig. 5.1, the current values for the Raman spectra (experimental
data: symbols; �t: lines) are indicated with the corresponding symbol
in panel (a). In panel (d) the shaded area illustrates the increased
electronic response.
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tance values due to the appearance of the metallic phase [see Figs. 5.1

and 5.2]. Particularly, the increased electronic response towards lower

wavenumbers [shaded gray area in Figs. 5.1 (d) and 5.2 (d)] indicates

the transition into the metallic state [190,247].

For a more comprehensive overview of transport data, we give R(V )

curves in addition to the I(V ) data [Figs. 5.1 (a) and 5.2 (a)]. Both

panels of Fig. 5.3 show two di�erent regimes with higher resistance Rins

and lower one Rm, corresponding to insulating and metallic regimes,

thereby con�rming the metal-to-insulatorl transition (MIT) [159]. We

point out that our data was taken in the voltage-controlled mode, which

is why we use U(V) as the horizontal axes of the transport plots.

5.2.1 Stokes/anti-Stokes analysis

We �rst focus on the careful evaluation of the temperature in the

current-induced metallic state by comparing Stokes and anti-Stokes in-

tensities [173, 174, 248], which correspond to creation and annihilation

of an elementary excitation and therefore have a positive or negative

Raman shift, respectively. The ratio of the Raman scattered photons
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of both processes has been derived in equation 2.20 and can be written

as [173,174]
IAS
IS

=
(νL + νp)3

(νL − νp)3
exp(

−hνp
kBT

) (5.1)

with the frequencies of the phonon mode νp and of the laser νL, the

Planck constant h and the Boltzmann constant kB. Based on this re-

lation, one can determine the in-situ temperature T at the laser spot.

This accounts for possible e�ects of laser heating1 and, in the present

work, of current-induced Joule heating.

We demonstrate the Stokes/anti-Stokes analysis for the 93mA data

at 250K following equation 5.1. The spectrum is �tted by a superpo-

sition of Voigt pro�les with an additional linear background (see Fig.

5.4). This procedure is standard in the analysis of Raman spectra

as the Voigt pro�le accounts for both experimental resolution and in-

trinsic lifetime broadening [249, 250], as introduced in Section 2.3.1.

To evaluate the temperature following equation 5.1, we need to com-

pare the intensities of Stokes and anti-Stokes pro�les for a speci�c

phonon [173, 174]. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.4, where the corre-

sponding Stokes and anti-Stokes phonons are marked with the same

color. The temperatures given in Tab. 5.1 correspond to the average

of the temperatures determined for all visible phonon frequencies νp of

one spectrum.

Our analysis shows that with active cooling (Fig. 5.1) the temper-

ature of the sample remains constant. Therefore, the current-induced

MIT is a true e�ect of the electrical current, while heating can be ne-

glected (left part of Tab. 5.1). Remarkably, the measurements at room

temperature without cooling (Fig. 5.2) reveal a signi�cant Joule heat-

ing (right part of Tab. 5.1) to a temperature T > TMIT. Without

external cooling power the Stokes/anti-Stokes analysis shows that the

MIT is not induced by electrical current but rather by Joule heating

1We kept our laser power well below 1mW to avoid laser heating.
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2. As a consequence, in order to observe the nonequilibrium metallic

L∗-phase one must provide su�cient cooling power.

2The Raman spectra in fact are also closely similar to those collected in the
equilibrium L-phase rather than to those from the current-induced L∗ phase shown
in Fig. 5.6.

Table 5.1: Temperatures with (left side) and without (right side) cool-
ing, as determined from equation 5.1.

With cooling Without cooling
I / mA T / K phase I / mA T / K phase
0 249± 4 S 0 295± 4 S
30 249± 5 transition
93 252± 5 L∗ 104 390± 5 L
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Figure 5.5: Temperature-induced MIT in Ca2RuO4. (a) and (b)
Temperature-dependent Raman spectra in B1g and Ag geometry, re-
spectively.

5.2.2 Temperature-driven vs. current-driven MIT

� L vs. L∗-phase

Having answered the fundamental question about the presence and role

of heating e�ects, we now turn to the comparison of nonequilibrium

(L∗) and equilibrium (L) metallic phases. We have therefore addition-

ally investigated the temperature-induced MIT in Ca2RuO4 to obtain

spectra for the equilibrium S- and L-phases [59, 203, 251, 252] in Fig.

5.5. The Raman experiments were performed on the very same crystal

mounted in a Linkam cryostat to facilitate measurements up to 450K.

Note that for the speci�c set-up used here, we estimate an error in

sample temperature of ±10 K.

Fig. 5.6 compares the current-induced nonequilibrium L∗-phase to

the metallic equilibrium L-phase obtained by increasing the tempera-

ture to T = 400K, well beyond TMIT = 357K. The spectra of the L-

and L∗- phase are similar (Fig. 5.6), and both are clearly distinct from

the ones of the S-phase [Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 (b),(d) for 0mA]. It is worth
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mentioning that the Raman spectra of the L∗- phase resemble those of

metallic Sr2RuO4 measured at T = 300K [253]. However as observed

in Fig. 5.6 (and in agreement with the neutron scattering study of

Ref. [168], where the sample was mounted in the same way), we note

that L- and L∗- phases are not identical. Di�erences in the number

and positions of the phonon modes are particularly apparent in the Ag
channel [Fig. 5.6 (b)]. This could be attributed to di�erences in the

crystal structure of the two phases, which were inferred from structural

re�nements of neutron di�raction measurements for both nonequilib-

rium and equilibrium metallic states [162, 168]. The L∗-phase shows a

larger orthorhombicity (de�ned as the di�erence between the in-plane

lattice parameters a and b) and a smaller out-of-plane lattice param-

eter c in comparison to the L-phase. Both features suggest that the

L-phase is less distorted than the L∗-phase and hence, the Raman

spectra for these states re�ect this di�erence. In light of recent re-

sults [166], another possibility to explain the di�erences between L-

and L∗-phases revolves around the heterogeneous development of the

current-stabilized state. In this scenario, the nonequilibrium metal-

lic phase does not pervade the bulk of the sample in a uniform way,

thereby resulting in defects, phase-boundaries and phase-slips. Due

to phonon-band folding induced by periodic domain boundaries, addi-

tional phonon modes might appear in the Raman spectrum. Future

spatially-resolved experiments might be able to discriminate between

these possibilities.

5.3 Low-current regime � The S∗-phase

We now turn to the discussion of the low-current regime which is char-

acterized by currents smaller than 1mA and is distinct from the high-

current states discussed until now. As mentioned before, the low cur-

rents lead to the formation of the so-called S∗-phase. We compare

the nonequilibrium S∗-phase to the equilibrium S-phase at T = 10K.
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Figure 5.6: Raman scattering from metallic phases in Ca2RuO4. (a),
(b) Raman spectra in B1g and Ag geometry, respectively. Symbols
(Lines) represent experimental (�tted) data.

The Raman spectra for crossed and parallel con�gurations are shown

in Fig. 5.7. The feature at 101 cm−1 in B1g geometry was previously

identi�ed as single-magnon excitation [59] inherent to the soft-moment

magnetic state in Ca2RuO4. In the current-stabilized phase the magnon

peak is absent, thereby suggesting that long-range AFM order is sup-

pressed. This observation con�rms earlier bulk magnetometry measure-

ments [167], and neutron studies [168] which did not identify magnetic

Bragg re�ections characteristic of AFM ordering in the S∗-phase.

The phonon energies are nearly identical in the S- and S∗-phases

(apart from some minor softening in the S∗ phase), which is consis-

tent with the nearly identical Ru-O bond lengths identi�ed by neutron

di�raction [168]. In contrast to the symmetric phonon lineshapes in

the S-phase, several of the phonons in the S∗-phase exhibit markedly

asymmetric lineshapes. Phonon asymmetries are known to result from

interactions with a continuum. The phonon asymmetry can be ob-
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(a)                B1g - crossed geometry

(b)                              Ag - parallel geometry
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Figure 5.7: Current-stabilized semimetallic phase in comparison to the
equilibrium AFM insulating phase. Raman spectra in (a) crossed B1g

geometry and (b) Ag geometry. The lines are superpositions of Fano
peaks �tted to the data (small symbols). The phonon modes marked
with large symbols are analyzed in Fig. 5.8.
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taken from Ref. [251].
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tained from �ts to a Fano pro�le: I(ν) = I0(q + ε)2/(1 + ε)2, with

ε = (ν − νp)/Γ. Besides the phonon frequency νp and the e�ective

phonon linewidth Γ, we extract the Fano parameter q whose inverse

is directly proportional to the electron-phonon coupling strength V

and the imaginary part of the electronic susceptibility ρ [202,203], i.e.

1/q ∝ V ρ. In Fig. 5.8, we compare the asymmetry parameter 1/q

of selected phonons (as indicated in Fig. 5.7) for S∗- and equilibrium

phases of Ca2RuO4. Interestingly, we �nd an increased asymmetry for

the current-stabilized phase suggesting an enhanced electronic suscep-

tibility to orbital and/or charge �uctuations [254, 255]. For low and

high temperatures in the equilibrium phases and for low currents in

the nonequilibrium phase, we �nd nearly negligible asymmetry param-

eters for all phonons investigated.

The presence of charge and orbital �uctuations has already been dis-

cussed in the equilibrium phases of Ca2RuO4. The Fano asymmetry in

the paramagnetic insulating state of Ca2RuO4 was attributed to orbital

�uctuations [157,203], similar to observations in Ir- and Ti- based cor-

related oxides [249, 250]. Sr-doped metallic Ca2RuO4 exhibits a larger

asymmetry due to coupling to charge �uctuations [251,253]. Our data

show that the asymmetry 1/q in the nonequilibrium S∗-phase is even

larger, possibly because both orbital and charge channels contribute

in the semimetallic state. Additionally, we point out that the ratio

of asymmetry parameters for B1g and Ag is di�erent in the nonequi-

librium and equilibrium phases. In the current-stabilized states 1/q

is larger for the Ag channel, which further supports the appearance

of charge �uctuations. Detailed theoretical work is required to single

out and quantify the di�erent contributions from charge and orbital

�uctuations.
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5.4 Conclusions and outlook

In summary, we studied the nonequilibrium phases of Ca2RuO4 using

Raman light scattering. Comparing Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman

signals demonstrates that Joule heating can be avoided by external

cooling. Therefore, it is evident that the nonequilibrium phases can be

triggered via a true current-induced transition. In addition, our data

have revealed pronounced Fano asymmetries of several phonons and the

current-driven disappearance of the magnon excitations in the nonequi-

librium S∗- phase. These observations are signatures of an electronic

structure that is di�erent from any of the previously studied equilib-

rium phases.

In the future, it will be instructive to extend our Raman experiments

to nonzero momentum transfer by using intermediate-energy resonant

inelastic x-ray scattering at the Ru L edges [256]. It would be also ben-

e�cial to perform scattering experiments with applied electrical current

on ruthenates and other compounds that are less insulating in nature,

such as the Ti-substituted bilayer ruthenate Ca3(Ru1−xTix)2O7 [257],

as this would allow to explore more in detail the e�ect of small struc-

tural modi�cations in the low current regimes.
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Summary and outlook

In summary, the studies presented in this thesis demonstrate how var-

ious perturbation methods can be exploited to tailor the microscopic,

and consequently also the macroscopic response of TMO systems. We

focused on two prototypical correlated oxide systems, rare-earth nicke-

lates and single-layer ruthenates. Using heterostructuring and electri-

cal current, we stabilize exotic, nonequilibrium phases which are dis-

tinct from known bulk phases and of potential interest for future elec-

tronic devices and novel applications. All our studies employ advanced

spectroscopic methods, such as resonant inelastic x-ray scattering, and

theoretical models, as this synergetic combination enables to extract

fundamental material parameters. Through this we demonstrate that

light scattering is a powerful tool to probe the structural and electronic

properties in various correlated oxide materials. In the following para-

graphs we summarize the main �ndings of this thesis and put them in a

broader context to highlight possible new research directions for TMOs

in anticipation of a great future for quantum materials.

Chapters 3 and 4 have been dedicated to the rare-earth nickelates, a

particularly intriguing material system with several intertwined collec-

tive ordering phenomena. In Chapter 3 we use resonant inelastic x-ray

scattering to simultaneously probe bond order and spin excitations in

bulk-like �lms as well as samples with ultra-thin magnetically active

layers. We show that a modi�ed bond disproportionation is an e�ec-

tive tuning knob to change the magnetic state in rare-earth nickelates.

149
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Based on the observation of collective spin excitations and a spin-only

model, we quantify the exchange interactions to answer fundamental

questions about the unique noncollinear spin structure in these systems.

In detail, we identify the importance of double-exchange interactions

for the stabilization of the noncollinear spin arrangement. In this way,

our approach enables a microscopic understanding of a long-debated

puzzle, and at the same time opens up perspectives for other designed

oxide heterostructures. We speci�cally emphasize the prospect to study

dynamically induced or modi�ed magnetic ground states and exchange

couplings using our method [258,259].

In Chapter 4, we develop an extraordinarily high level of under-

standing and control of the bond-disproportionated phase in conjunc-

tion with the structural properties of rare-earth nickelates. We observe

that changes in the bond disproportionation have a crucial in�uence on

the metal-to-insulator and the magnetic transitions. Our study spot-

lights the important role of the oxygen ligands in electronic transitions,

which sometimes is overseen. As an outlook for future investigations

we suggest to control phase transitions and properties of TMOs by the

nature and stochiometry of the anion lattice.

The methodologies developed in Chapters 3 and 4 can be read-

ily applied to superconducting in�nite-layer nickelate thin �lms, which

have been synthesized only very recently [129, 260]. In particular, the

quanti�cation of exchange interactions and the crucial role of oxygen

positions is essential to develop a microscopic understanding of the su-

perconducting phase of these materials. Obviously, our approach can

be also extended to other TMOs with intertwined magnetic, orbital,

and structural degrees of freedom.

In Chapter 5, we exemplify that a SOC enhanced structure-property

relationship can be used to continuously tune the electronic properties

in Ca2RuO4 using electrical current. We answer fundamental questions

that lie at the core of several ongoing debates by means of Raman light

scattering. One of those questions concerns the role of current-induced
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Joule heating, where we could show that active cooling can prevent

any signi�cant heating e�ects in the sample. With this established, we

were able to unambiguously attribute the emergent semimetallic be-

havior to orbital and charge �uctuations. Our approach can serve as

a blue-print for the integration of in-operando devices in light scatter-

ing experiments. This is of speci�c interest for systems, where small

modi�cations in the lattice are re�ected by substantial changes in the

macroscopic response, such as Ir-based TMOs [29]. In a broader per-

spective, the direct observation of tunable properties by electric �elds

or currents is particularity relevant for material systems with ferroelec-

tric and piezoelectric properties, or for the in-situ study of batteries.

In the future, it will be intriguing to further explore di�erent phases

of correlated oxide materials to realize unconventional states of mat-

ter with unprecedented properties and functionalities. One particularly

fascinating state of matter with direct manifestations of quantum me-

chanics is the quantum spin liquid. In a quantum spin liquid long-range

magnetic order is absent even at zero temperature due to the presents

of large quantum �uctuations. Instead the system hosts a long-range

quantum entangled magnetic state with fractionalized spin degrees of

freedom, giving rise to nontrivial topological order and nontrivial el-

ementary excitations [261]. The Kitaev spin liquid is an intriguing

example of a quantum spin liquid, as the elementary excitations are

predicted to be Majorana fermions. The spin-only Hamiltonian of the

Kitaev spin liquid can be solved exactly and therefore provides a good

and fertile playground for several theoretical predictions [262,263]. The

possible experimental realizations of this exotic state of matter is �

as anticipated by theory� limited to a few promising material candi-

dates, and often comprises TM ions with substantial SOC, such as Ru

and Ir [264]. Signatures of Majorana fermions as excitations have been

so far found in α-RuCl3 [265]. In addition, the honeycomb compound

H3LiIr2O6 was characterized as a quantum liquid state, even though the

Kitaev-type quantum spin liquid has not yet been identi�ed [266]. Light
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scattering experiments in analogy to the ones presented in this thesis

will help to further understand this exotic state of matter, thereby con-

tributing to pave the way towards topological quantum computing3.

In addition to the quest to answer fundamental questions in quan-

tum mechanics, one might explore new ways to tune the properties

of quantum materials. Among others, one could think of using moiré

engineering in analogy to twisted bilayer graphene [268] to enrich the

properties and functionalities of oxides materials [269]. In a moiré su-

perlattice two layers of a material are stacked and form a quasi-periodic

pattern, which can be altered continuously by changing the respective

orientation of the two layers [270]. So far moiré lattices were mostly re-

alized in stacked Van-der-Waals materials such as graphene. Recently,

the discovery of emergent many-body ground states sparked new inter-

est in these compounds. In particular, the attention focused on the dis-

covery of superconductivity in magic-angle bilayer graphene: two single

layers of graphene stacked with a �magic� angle of 1.1° with respect to

each other [268,271]. Importantly, the phase diagram of twisted bilayer

graphene is reminiscent of the one from high-Tc cuprates (see Fig. 1).

The presence of correlations induced by the moiré lattice [272] is re-

�ected in several common features in both phase diagrams, such as the

dome-like shape of the transition temperature Tc as a function of carrier

concentration, asymmetry between hole and electron doping, and the

proximity to a variety of controllable magnetic phases [273�275]. While

the exact pairing mechanism in twisted bilayer graphene is currently

still under debate, moiré superlattices could be a promising platform

to study unconventional superconductivity.

Inspired by these appealing observations, one might be tempted

to exploit the possibilities of moiré engineering beyond Van-der-Waals

materials and transfer the concepts to strongly correlated materials. A

3As a �rst step, we have performed a resonant inelastic x-ray scattering study
at the Ru L edge [197,256,267] on the Kitaev model system RuCl3, which allowed
us to quantify the exchange interactions. The manuscript has been submitted for
publication and can be found as item 11) in the List of Publications.
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recent study by Chen et al. uses two di�erent kinds of stripe patterns

for epitaxially grown La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 on LaAlO3 to realize a TMO-

based moiré lattice [269]. In addition to stripe domains, which form

periodically from local relaxation of the strain imposed by substrate,

the system hosts miscut stripes. The latter develop from the surface

miscut, i.e. the fact that the crystallographic axes do not exactly co-

incide with the surface. The combination of both kind of stripes in

the �lms yields a moiré pattern re�ected in the electronic landscape.

The emergent moiré pattern was experimentally veri�ed by a spatially

modulated optical conductivity and ferromagnetism. This �rst realiza-

tion of an oxide-based moiré lattice probably marks the genesis of an

incipient research �eld of enormous potential and one can only surmise

the variety of properties and functionalities that could be realized with

TMO materials. Using twistronics, the boundaries set by heterostruc-

turing could be overcome and oxide materials might o�er the same

�exibility as layered two-dimensional materials.

The above mentioned unprecedented functionalities could pave the

way for next-generation energy storage and conversion devices based

on quantum materials. I deeply hope that these fascinating materials

contribute and help our society to shape a green and sustainable future

for all of us.
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